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Abstract

Low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellations emerge as a cost-effective tech-
nology to provide ubiquitous and seamless broadband access. Very large
constellation projects are planned by private companies such as SpaceX (Star-
link), OneWeb, and Amazon (Project Kuiper); thousands of LEO satellites
have been already deployed and many more will be launched over the next
decade. Motivated by these new space ventures and the growing demand for
broadband-based applications, the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP)
is working on the development of non-terrestrial networks (NTNs), which
aims to efficiently ensure fifth generation (5G) service availability every-
where, at any time. To that end, the specification of NTN seeks to provide
5G New Radio (NR) access over LEO satellite systems, among other systems.

As compared with geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) satellites, LEO
satellites present reduced path loss, shorter propagation delay and less ex-
pensive launch and manufacturing costs. However, these advantages come
at the cost of highly mobile systems and challenging radio propagation con-
ditions; LEO satellites revolve at approximately 7.8 km/s relative to the Earth
at altitudes between 500 km and 1500 km. These particular aspects compro-
mise the 5G protocols in areas such as the radio mobility management algo-
rithms, which are fundamental to ensure seamless service as user equipments
(UEs) handover across cells. Unlike terrestrial networks (TNs) where radio
access network (RAN) nodes are fixed, LEO satellite networks are charac-
terized by a high frequency of mobility events that is primarily caused by
the satellite movement. Aiming to support the development of 5G NR over
Earth-moving cells (EMC)-based LEO satellite networks, this thesis investi-
gates enhancements for the connected-mode mobility procedure known as
handover (HO). These moving satellite systems introduce important mobility
challenges, however, they follow deterministic trajectories. Thus, this thesis
works on the hypothesis that the 5G NR HO procedures can be modified to
exploit the known trajectories of LEO satellites, enhancing the UE mobility
performance. The PhD project answers research questions such as: Which
are the main mobility challenges to enable 5G NR over LEO satellite net-
works? Can measurement-based 5G NR HO procedures ensure service con-
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Abstract

tinuity? Can the predictable satellite movement be exploited to improve the
UE mobility performance? Can the fact that there are fully correlated radio
propagation conditions among adjacent intra-satellite cells be exploited?

Firstly, the large-scale radio propagation parameters of LEO-to-Ground
links are studied focusing on time-correlated aspects. We develop a geomet-
rical radio propagation model driven by the lack of models suitable for mo-
bility investigations that realistically capture the varying radio propagation
conditions. The proposed model is validated against ray-tracing simulations
in rural and urban scenarios. Secondly, the UE mobility performance of the
conventional break-before-make UE-assisted network-controlled 5G NR HO
and the 5G NR conditional HO (CHO) - both based on NR measurement
events and designed for TNs -, are analyzed to identify the limitations of
measurement-based HO procedures in 5G LEO satellite networks. The as-
sessment is based on extensive system-level simulations, which results show
that the conventional HO cannot ensure service continuity due to a late HO
decision that leads to a large number of radio link failures (RLFs). On the
other hand, the CHO procedure eliminates the RLFs but increases more than
60 % the signalling overhead and the measurement reporting. To reduce the
impact of the observed limitations and enhance UE mobility performance,
we propose, simulate, and analyze two novel HO procedures that exploit the
known satellite movement. The first contributed solution is a location-based
HO procedure, which is assisted with the distance between UE location and
the cells centre location. System-level simulation results demonstrate that
this procedure can eliminate RLFs and unnecessary HO (UHO) events, while
maximizes the time-of-stay (ToS) in a cell. With similar UE mobility perfor-
mance, we also propose a fully network-controlled HO solution for intra-
satellite mobility that uses antenna gain predictions of the satellite beams to
bypass cell radio measurements and avoid the non-negligible UE measure-
ment error. This solution is built on the assumption that large-scale radio
propagation conditions are fully-correlated between adjacent intra-satellite
cells.

This thesis explores novel HO solutions to improve the UE mobility per-
formance in 5G LEO satellite networks with EMC. The PhD studies demon-
strate that measurement-based 5G NR HO procedures, which present a sub-
optimal mobility performance, can be enhanced by using UE location and
satellite location information apart from cell radio measurements. Even though
system-level simulation results indicate that the use of the satellite trajectory
is beneficial to enhance mobility performance, there are remaining issues to
be addressed in the research field of radio mobility algorithms. While we
focus on intra-satellite mobility and Earth-moving cells, the suitability of the
proposed HO solutions for inter-satellite mobility and Earth-fixed cells is yet
to be investigated.
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Resumé

Konstellationer bestående af satellitter i lav jordhøjde (LEO) er en priseffek-
tiv teknologi til at levere allestedsnærværende og problemfri adgang til bred-
bånd. Firmaer som SpaceX (Starlink), OneWeb og Amazon (Project Kuiper)
planlægger projekter med meget store konstellationer, tusindvis af LEO satel-
litter er allerede i drift, og mange flere vil blive opsendt det kommende årti.
Motiveret af disse new space satsninger og den voksende efterspørgsel efter
bredbåndsbaserede applikationer arbejder 3rd generation partnership project
(3GPP) på udviklingen af non-terrestrial networks (NTNs), som sigter efter
effektivt at sikre femte generations (5G) services tilgængelighed alle steder
og til enhver tid. Derfor søger standardiseringen af NTN at levere 5G New
Radio (NR) adgang via LEO satellitsystemer blandt flere andre systemer.

Sammenlignet med geostationære (GEO) satellitter resulterer LEO satel-
litter i lavere radioudbredelsestab, kortere udbredelsesforsinkelse og billigere
opsendelse samt konstruktion. Disse fordele kommer dog med en pris i form
af et meget mobilt system og udfordrende radioudbredelse; LEO satellitter
roterer om jorden med omkring 7.8 km/s relativt til jorden i højder imellem
500 km og 1500 km. Disse aspekter kompromitterer 5G protokollerne inden-
for felter som algoritmer til håndtering af radiomobilitet, hvilke er funda-
mentale for at sikre servicekontinuitet når slutbrugernes telefoner (UEs) laver
overdragelse fra en celle til en anden. I modsætning til netværk på jorden
(TN) hvor radio access network (RAN) noderne er fikserede er LEO satellit-
netværk karakteriserede af meget ofte fremkommende mobilitetshændelser
der primært skyldes satellittens bevægelse. Med målet om at understøtte
udviklingen af 5G NR LEO netværk med celler som bevæger sig på jordover-
fladen (EMC) undersøger denne afhandling forbedringer for mobilitetsproce-
durer (HO) for forbundne (Connected mode) enheder. De bevægelige satellit-
systemer resulterer i store udfordringer for mobilitetsprocedurerne, men sys-
temerne bevæger sig i deterministiske baner. Derfor arbejder denne afhan-
dling ud fra hypotesen om at 5G NR HO procedurerne kan ændres til at
udnytte LEO satellitternes kendte baner og dermed forbedre niveauet for
UE mobilitet. PhD projektet besvarer forskningsspørgsmål som inkluderer:
hvad er hovedudfordringerne for at sikre mobilitet i 5G NR LEO satellit-
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Resumé

netværk? Kan målebaserede 5G NR HO procedurer sikre servicekontinuitet?
Kan satellitternes forudsigelse bevægelser udnyttes til at forbedre niveauet
for UE mobilitet? Kan det faktum at radioudbredelsen fra nærliggende celler
på samme satellit er fuldt korreleret udnyttes?

Først undersøges parametre for storskala radioudbredelse for LEO-til-jord
forbindelser med fokus på korrelation i tid. Vi udvikler en geometrisk ra-
dioudbredelsesmodel på grund af manglen af modeller, som kan anvendes
til undersøgelser af mobilitet og samtidig redegøre for varierende radioud-
bredelsesforhold på realistisk vis. Modellen, som foreslås, er valideret med
ray-tracing simuleringer i landlige og bymæssige miljøer. Derefter under-
søges ydeevnen for UE mobilitet for den konventionelle break-before-make
UE-assisterede og netværks-kontrollede 5G NR HO procedure og 5G NR con-
ditional HO (CHO) proceduren – begge er baseret på NR målebegivenheder
og designet for TN. De analyseres endvidere for at identificere begrænsninger
for målebaserede HO procedurer i 5G LEO satellitnetværk. Undersøgelserne
er baseret på omfattende simuleringer på systemniveau og resultaterne viser
at den konventionelle HO procedure ikke kan sikre servicekontinuitet fordi
beslutningen om HO foretages sent og dermed leder til et højt antal af ra-
diolinkfejl (RLF). På den anden side kan CHO proceduren eliminere RLF,
men samtidig forøges signaleringsoverhead og målerapporter med mere end
60 %. For at mindske påvirkningen af de identificerede begrænsninger og
forbedre ydeevnen af UE mobilitet foreslår, simulerer og analyserer vi to nye
HO procedurer som udnytter satellitternes kendte bevægelser. Den første
løsning er en HO procedure, som er baseret på positioner og mere specifikt
assisteres af distancen imellem en UE’s position og positionen for cellernes
centre. Simuleringer på systemniveau viser at denne procedure kan eliminere
RLF og unødvendige HO begivenheder og samtidig maksimere tiden en UE
er i en celle (ToS). Vi foreslår også en fuldt netværks-kontrolleret HO løsning
for intra-satellitet mobilitet som opnår tilsvarende mobilitetsydeevne ved at
forudsige antenneforstærkningen for satellittens stråler og dermed omgår ra-
diocellemålinger og den ikke ubetydelige målefejl i en UE. Denne løsning er
baseret på antagelsen om at storskala radioudbredelse er fuldt korreleret for
nærliggende radioceller på samme satellit.

Denne afhandling udforsker nye HO løsninger for at forbedre UE mo-
bilitetsydeevne i 5G LEO satellitnetværk med EMC. PhD studiet demonstr-
erer at målebaserede 5G NR HO procedurer, som resulterer i suboptimal
mobilitetsydeevne, kan forbedres ved at bruge positionerne for UE og satel-
litten udover radiocellemålinger. Selvom resultaterne baseret på simuleringer
på systemniveau indikerer at brugen af viden om satellitternes baner er
fordelagtig for at forbedre mobilitetsydeevnen, er der tilbageværende forskn-
ingsproblemer indenfor algoritmer til radiomobilitet. Vi har fokuseret på
intra-satellit mobilitet og EMC, men det er endnu ikke undersøgt om de fores-
låede HO løsninger kan anvendes i celler som er fikseret på jorden (EFC) og
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inter-satellit mobilitet.
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Introduction

Wireless communications have become essential in our personal and profes-
sional lives with a major role in the global economy and in the society devel-
opment [1]. Despite wireless technologies were designed for human-centric
communication, e.g. voice and data services, the rapid advance of technol-
ogy has motivated the need to support new applications and use cases. The
definition of the fifth generation (5G) standard has become fundamental to
introduce novel technologies that are able to support these new services.

The 5G technology aims to serve emerging use cases grouped in three cat-
egories: i) enhanced mobile broadband (eMMB), ii) ultra-reliable low-latency
communications (URLLC), and iii) massive machine type communications
(mMTC). The first case refers to all human-centric communications, which
focuses on providing high-data rates and seamless user experience. The sec-
ond covers those services requiring high reliability, low latency and high
availability. Finally, the last one refers to services with a large number of
low-power devices which usually transmit small amounts of latency-tolerant
data.

Among other requirements, 5G systems are expected to support ubiqui-
tous and seamless connectivity [2]. However, the current roll-out of cellu-
lar networks, including 5G and older generations, fall short to provide ade-
quate global broadband connectivity, especially in remote and underserved
areas [3]. Even in the most developed countries, the cellular infrastructure
may lack the expected reliability and availability, also being vulnerable to
natural disasters. Despite there has been an increase in recent years, cur-
rently less than 64 % of the world’s population uses the Internet [4]. This
means that an estimate of 3 billion people remain unconnected and with an
increased risk of digital exclusion. The main reason for this, is the absence
of available infrastructure in those areas where deploying a cellular network
is not cost-effective. The 5G development process had less focus on provid-
ing coverage to rural and remote areas compared to increasing capacity in
densely populated areas where revenue generation is higher [5].

Satellites, traditionally used for application such as television broadcast-
ing, navigation and remote sensing, emerge as a technology enabler able to
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provide ubiquitous broadband service across the world [2]. Their inherent
nature, not being constrained to a geographical location, makes them the
ideal cost-effective solution to complement terrestrial network (TN). Low-
Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellations have received the most attention
from academia and industry. As compared with geosynchronous equato-
rial orbit (GEO) satellites, satellite systems in LEO orbits - from 500 km to
1500 km -, improves the radio link budget, cuts down the propagation delay
and reduces manufacturing and launching costs [6].

The private space sector, led by SpaceX, Amazon and OneWeb, is already
deploying hundreds and thousands of LEO satellites as part of its ambitious
plans to deliver broadband from space [7]. SpaceX, as the frontrunner of the
race, has already launched more than 2300 satellites of its Starlink constel-
lation. Furthermore, the company envisions to scale the constellation up to
approximately 30 000 systems in orbit. OneWeb project consists of an initial
constellation composed by 716 satellites, followed by a final network with
6372 satellites. Amazon Kuiper system will bring the constellation up to 3236
satellites. According to [7], the three constellations could offer a total capac-
ity of around tens of Tbps. That means they will not compete against TNs
that achieve thousands of Tbps [8], but instead complement them in under-
served areas where it is not cost-effective or feasible to deploy the network
infrastructure.

Apart from proprietary solutions to deliver global broadband access, the
3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) standardization activities are also
working to include the satellite technology as part of the 5G standard. The
3GPP is a consortium of standard organizations and market players which
together have invested their resources in developing the different cellular
telecommunications technologies. The partnership provides system descrip-
tion and specifications for each cellular technology and their multiple use
cases. After the definition of the 5G standard there has been increasing in-
terest and participation from academia, satellite industry and telecommuni-
cations companies convinced of the potential of an integrated satellite and
terrestrial network infrastructure.

1 Satellite Systems in 5G

1.1 The Role of Satellites in Mobile Networks in the Past

Satellite and cellular networks have been developed separately from each
other, using independent protocol architectures which made difficult the in-
tegration of both worlds. Satellite technology was developed decades ear-
lier than cellular networks. The first communication satellite systems were
deployed more than fifty years ago at geosynchronous orbits [9]. This is
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because satellites appeared to remain stationary in their orbit and ground
stations could point constantly to the same location. The large path loss of
GEO-to-Ground links and the high cost to launch and operate those sys-
tems indicated that non-geostationary orbits, thirty to forty times closer to
ground, could present advantages. However, operating satellites at lower al-
titudes also involved a constellation of satellites to provide global coverage.
The concept of private companies that could deploy satellite services at non-
geostationary orbits did not emerge until the demand for cellular services
really began to dominate. At the beginning of the 1990s, cell phone services
were minimal and centered only in big urban areas. The following years,
the roll-out was fast and determined, and base stations started to provide
reliable and robust service. When pioneering systems such as Iridium and
Globalstar started to offer communication services using non-geostationary
satellites, the market of subscribers was nonexistent since terrestrial deploy-
ments were cheaper and offered better service [6]. Despite these projects
rapidly filed bankruptcy due to lack of economic viability caused by a small
market and the high costs of these LEO satellites, they gained the attention
of the research community.

There have been attempts to integrate satellite communications in previ-
ous mobile network generations but those consisted in proprietary tailored
solutions, where the satellites were primarily deployed for backhaul purposes
as a costly non-flexible transport network [10].

1.2 3GPP Non-Terrestrial Networks

The growing market pull, coming from the demand for broadband access
and the advances in satellite technology, reducing launching and manufac-
turing costs, seem to indicate the time to develop a fully-fledged architecture
integrating cellular and satellite technologies. To that end, the 3GPP stan-
dardization efforts target the development of non-terrestrial network (NTN)
systems as a cost-effective solution to provide 5G New Radio (NR) access
across areas where the TN infrastructure is not available. The roll-out of
NTN systems aims not only to serve isolated and remote areas, but to deliver
service continuity for moving platforms such as aircraft and ships. It is also
expected to be used as a responsive solution for areas affected by natural
disasters, e.g. earthquakes and flooding.

The benefits of satellites in 5G were studied by the 3GPP in Release 15,
leading to concrete requirements to support satellite access in [11]. Later on,
the 3GPP addressed a study item to support 5G NR over NTN [12]. The objec-
tive was to study channel models, define deployment scenarios and identify
potential impacted areas of the standard. In the fall of 2018, the technical
report [13] followed with solutions for the identified key impact on the ra-
dio access network (RAN) protocols. After the study items in Release 16,
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the 3GPP included in Release 17 the satellite technology for the first time as
part of the 5G NR standard with the work item [14]. This work item defined
the required changes to enable basic operations of NR over NTN. Further-
more, the Release 17 specification will also support satellite-based access for
internet-of-things use cases. At the time of writing, 3GPP is finalizing Release
17 and working on enhancements to support 5G NR over NTN in the con-
text of Release 18. The work item [15] targets new deployments in frequency
bands above 10 GHz, enhanced coverage for handset terminals and mobility
solutions for TN-NTN and NTN-NTN scenarios.

According to [12], an NTN refers to a network operating through satellite
systems and/or high altitude platform systems (HAPS) where these systems
act as RAN nodes. HAPS are airborne platforms that stay quasi-static in the
sky and they are typically placed at altitudes around 20 km. On the other
hand, spaceborne platforms are categorized below depending on orbit altitude
and beam footprint size (see Fig. I.1):

• GEO satellites orbit around Earth at 35 786 km altitude and the orbital
period is equal to the Earth rotation period, which makes them quasi-
static to an observer on the ground. It is the satellite system with the
largest beam footprint size, i.e. from 200 to 3500 km.

• Medium-Earth orbit (MEO) satellites feature circular orbits at an alti-
tude varying from 7000 to 25 000 km with beam footprint sizes from 50
to 1000 km.

• LEO satellites revolves around the Earth at an altitude between 600 km
and 1200 km with footprint sizes from 100 to 1000 km.

Fig. I.1: General comparison of GEO, MEO and LEO orbits satellite systems.

The typical scenario of an NTN consists of a NTN platform that provides
NR access to user equipments (UEs) through the service link, where mul-
tiple satellite beams enable multiple NR cells. Fig. I.2 contains the main
elements envisioned by the 3GPP. As described in [13], the 3GPP considers
two payload implementations for NTN systems: transparent and regenerative.
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The former, also known as bent-pipe, considers the NTN platform acting as
a relay node between the UE and the network (NW) on the ground. The
latter entails a payload with full, or partial, gNB capabilities able to work as
a moving base station. The connection between the NTN system and the 5G
core network (CN) goes through the feeder link enabled by one or several
NTN gateways.

Fig. I.2: Overview of a typical NTN scenario.

Among the deployment scenarios discussed in 3GPP, the Earth-fixed cells
(EFC) and the Earth-moving cells (EMC) implementations are included in Re-
lease 17. Satellites using EFC continuously adjust the satellite beam pointing
direction to fix the cell to a specific point on Earth for a period of time, while
EMC-based systems entail a fixed satellite beam pointing direction, i.e. nadir,
and thus the beam footprint, i.e. NR cell, is moving on Earth.

1.3 From GEO to LEO Satellites

Each satellite category has its own characteristics that may impact the 5G
standard differently. The work done by 3GPP is focusing on GEO and LEO
systems, the last one being the most attention-grabbing. Table I.1 captures
some of the main differences between GEO and LEO satellite systems and it
also includes a typical rural macro deployment to provide a baseline refer-
ence. LEO systems present several advantages but also pose disadvantages as
compared with GEO satellites. GEO satellites can provide backhauling and
broadband access to users over wide areas such as entire countries or conti-
nents due to its altitude, i.e. 35 786 km. However, the high altitude of these
orbits implies long signal propagation delay, i.e. one-way delay of 270 ms,
and significantly increases the launching costs as compared with lower or-
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bits. The long communication distances not only impact the latency but also
the path loss, which results in a challenging link budget. LEO satellites par-
tially solve the distance issue since these systems orbit at lower altitude, i.e.
600–1200 km. Even though LEO satellites reduce the link distance, these can
be up to 3131 km [13]. Furthermore, lower orbit altitudes come at the expense
of highly mobile satellites and smaller coverage. Unlike GEO deployments
that precise three satellites to provide global coverage, in LEO it is required a
large number of satellites, which are distributed in a mesh known as constel-
lation. One of the key aspects of LEO satellites is their high-speed mobility.
These systems revolve faster than the rotational speed of the Earth; a LEO
satellite can circle the Earth in around 90 min moving at a speed of approx-
imately 7.5 km/s, i.e. 27 000 km/h. The fast movement of LEO platforms
involve large Doppler frequency shifts, i.e. 24–21 ppm [13], which will im-
pact the signals synchronization.

Network specific GEO satellite LEO satellite Rural
deployment

Altitude RAN node 35 786 km 600–1200 km 10–35 m

RAN node speed
(relative to Earth)

0 km/s 7.5–7.1 km/s 0 km/s

Max beam footprint size 3500 km 1000 km 10 km

Max propagation delay
(10◦ elevation angle)

270.73 ms 12.89–20.89 ms 0.03 ms

RAN lifetime 15 years 5 to 10 years 5 to 10 years

Visibility time window
(10◦ elevation angle)

∞ 7–12 min ∞

Table I.1: Comparison of the key characteristics of GEO and LEO satellite systems for non-
terrestrial networks [13] and a terrestrial rural macro deployment [16].

2 Radio Mobility in 5G LEO Satellite Networks

The use of LEO satellites allows shorter propagation delay, higher data-rates
and reduced deployment and manufacturing costs as compared with GEO
systems. Therefore, LEO systems are considered a cost-effective solution to
complement TN and extend the 5G availability.

The 5G specifications were defined to efficiently work considering radio
links where the RAN nodes were fixed in terrestrial environments (e.g. rural,
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urban or dense urban). These static RAN nodes typically provide NR access
from some tens of meters above the ground with communication distances
shorter than a few kilometers. For LEO satellite-based access, the physics of
the scenario, i.e. RAN node mobility and TX-RX distance, vastly increases re-
quiring changes in the 5G standard (see Table I.1). One of the most impacted
areas is the radio mobility management, which procedures aim to ensure
adequate service while users change serving cells. In particular, this thesis
focuses on the handover (HO) procedure that is the procedure in charge to
ensure service continuity in connected-mode.

2.1 Mobility Challenges

This section aims to explain the key aspects that should be considered to
investigate mobility in 5G LEO satellite networks. The Fig. I.3 supports the
following explanation summarizing the main mobility challenges.

A. High-speed satellite movement and altitude. If in a TN the mobility
events are triggered by UE mobility, in LEO satellite networks the satel-
lite movement - approximately 28 000 km/h - is expected to cause, and
increase, the triggering of mobility events. This means that even when
users are stationary, the satellite movement will trigger additional mobil-
ity events as well as high Doppler frequency shifts that can compromise
the mobility performance. Another aspect to consider is the communica-
tion distance. LEO satellites aim to provide NR access from hundreds or
thousands of kilometers; 1932 km for a satellite at an altitude of 600 km
and 10° elevation angle. However, 5G specifications support a maximum
distance of 100 km, while the maximum distance in a typical rural deploy-
ment is 10 km. The satellites movement and the magnitude of the com-
munication distances introduce important challenges in terms of radio
propagation conditions and propagation delay, which will be commented
further down.

B. Varying radio channel. In LEO-to-Ground links, the satellite movement
introduces changes in the radio propagation conditions in terms of path
loss, shadowing and visibility conditions, i.e. line-of-sight (LOS)/non
line-of-sight (NLOS). Even stationary users in rural low-scattered areas
may experience varying signal attenuation because distances and LOS
conditions change as satellites move.

C. Low reference signal received power (RSRP) variation. In TN there is a
clear difference between the RSRP at cell centre and at cell edge. Typically,
in a rural deployment with high probability of LOS, the path loss may
differ more than 40 dB depending on the position in the cell. This effect
is not as pronounced in LEO satellite networks. For a satellite altitude of
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Fig. I.3: Mobility challenges caused by LEO satellites providing 5G NR access to UEs on the
ground.

600 km, a cell size of 50 km and a carrier frequency of 2 GHz (S-band), the
free-space path loss ranges from 154.03 dB at cell centre to 154.04 dB at cell
edge. Distance between UE location and satellite location is usually orders
of magnitude longer than the cell size, which leads to very little variation
of the path loss within a cell. Thus, the RSRP variations are dominated by
the satellite beam antenna pattern.

D. High inter-cells interference. Similar as cell sites in TN, satellite coverage
will be dimensioned via multiple satellite spot beams. This translates
into a single transmission/reception point radiating multiple NR cells that
might generate high inter-cells interference to users on the ground. This
limitation may deteriorate the service radio link quality especially in a
deployment with frequency reuse 1 (FR1) scheme.

E. Long propagation delay. Even though LEO satellites reduce drastically
the latency issue as compared with GEO systems, satellite systems fea-
ture much larger delays than TNs; the maximum one-way propagation
delay supported in 5G NR is 1 ms, whereas LEO systems might require
up to 20.89 ms (see Table I.1). Long propagation delays may result in out-
dated measurements. Furthermore, the propagation delay changes as the
satellite move, which introduces new requirements for procedures relying
on time synchronization.
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2.2 Why 5G NR HO Procedures Could Require Enhancements

This PhD started as 3GPP was working on the study items [12] and [13] for
Release 15 and 16. Both technical reports acknowledged that the fast pace
of LEO satellites creates problems for paging and handovers and, therefore,
potential adaptations should be studied. Despite procedures in inactive and
idle-mode also presented interesting fields to explore, we considered the HO
procedure as the most attractive area of research.

The HO procedure is fundamental to avoid service interruptions and data
loss. In essence, it is responsible for ensuring service continuity. Furthermore,
if the HO is not executed quickly enough, the UE may not use target cell
resources efficiently. The NR HO procedures were not designed to address
aspects such as fast satellite movement, large and varying propagation delays
and small RSRP variation in regions of cell overlap. Thus, Release 16 NR
HO procedures require analysis with two principal purposes: i) assess the
impact of these aspects in the mobility performance and ii) define new HO
schemes to improve the mobility performance and ensure service continuity
and satisfactory user experience.

Similarly as in TN, there are different types of HO depending on the
context where the procedure is triggered. In NTN, the HO types will differ
depending on the network architecture and configuration but in general they
can be categorized among the classes included in Fig. I.4. Further details are
given below:

• Intra-satellite HO is defined as the mobility event that occurs when
a UE connects to a neighbouring cell enabled by a satellite beam that
belongs to the same satellite. In LEO satellite networks, this scenario is
characterized by a high HO rate due to satellite mobility, especially if
the satellite enables a large number of cells with relatively small size,
e.g. 25-100 km. As a reference, for a EMC-based satellite, altitude of
600 km and 50 km cell size, the minimum HO rate is approximately
0.2 HO/UE/s.

• Inter-satellite HO refers to a handover where serving cell and target
cell belong to different satellites. For a regenerative satellite with the
full gNB on board, it requires inter-gNB mobility.

• Inter-radio access technology (RAT) HO occurs between satellites be-
longing to different RAT networks (i.e. NTN-NTN), or between non-
terrestrial and terrestrial access networks (i.e. TN-NTN and NTN-TN).

We consider the intra-satellite HO scenario as the most challenging and
interesting area to address. Satellite movement triggers a high intra-satellite
HO rate. High inter-cell interference might cause a fast degradation of the
serving cell radio link quality. Low RSRP variation can further increase the
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Fig. I.4: Overview of the intra-satellite HO, inter-satellite HO and inter-access HO scenarios.

number of undesired HO events because the NR HO procedures are trig-
gered by NR measurements events that only consider cell radio measure-
ments. Aiming for seamless and continuous service, research on the topic is
required as these challenging conditions might lead the NR HO procedures
to malfunction in 5G LEO satellite networks.

2.3 State-of-the-art HO Solutions for LEO Satellite Networks

Several research works have addressed HO solutions for LEO satellite net-
works. Early examples of these works are [17] and [18], which were moti-
vated by the appearance of Iridium and Globalstar constellations. Several
investigations followed the rise and fall of these projects designed to support
second generation (2G) mobile services with a data rate up to 14.4 kbps [19].
These works were mainly focused on ensuring communication resources,
considering a simple quality of service (QoS) criteria, and tailored to the
specifics of each constellation.

The last decade has seen a wind of change in the space market with the
decrease of the manufacturing and launching costs. Furthermore, the emer-
gence of the 5G technology has opened a wide variety of use cases. The
involvement of academia and industry pushing towards the same direction
has led to a large body of literature on the topic. Y. Wu et al. presented
in [20] an inter-satellite HO approach that was based on the potential game
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theory; in the network system there are many devices competing for satel-
lites resources and spectrum. The goal was to minimize the HO rate as well
as reducing the HO time and maintaining a balanced traffic load in the con-
stellation. In [21], Y. Li et al. proposed a multi-layer network which consisted
in GEO and LEO satellites, HAPS and terrestrial relay nodes. The goal was
to reduce the call dropping as well as to increase the throughput. The re-
sults showed an enhanced performance which reduced the HO latency and
signalling costs compared with traditional HO methods. Due to the complex-
ity of satellite constellations, the use of reinforcement learning is becoming
popular to optimize network-specific key performance indicators (KPIs). To
minimize the satellite HO rate, S. He et al. proposed a new algorithm in [22]
that satisfies the limited channel budgets of each satellite. The relationship
between user and satellite service availability is formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem that is transformed into a multi-agent reinforcement learning
optimization framework. The simulation evaluation results shows that the
proposed HO solution reduces the average number of HOs and it improves
the channel utilization of the system. Another example is the one presented
by Y. Cao et al. in [23] to address the frequent HO problem. They proposed
a reinforcement learning scheme where UEs make autonomous decisions to
improve throughput while avoid frequent HOs.

The reviewed works mostly address HO solutions to improve the perfor-
mance in terms of HO rate and traffic load. In many cases, the proposed
solutions do not account for 5G, or any cellular, technology. Thus, to the best
of our knowledge, none of the above-mentioned addresses HO procedures
to support the development of 5G NR over LEO satellite networks. Further-
more, in the available literature there exists a lack of proposals supported by
system-level simulations compliant with 3GPP specifications for NTN.

2.4 LEO Satellites Follow Predictable Trajectories

We have discussed the important challenges that LEO satellites entail and
how these challenges introduce new requirements to the NR HO procedures
that require investigation. The 3GPP is working to address these issues and
the technical reports [12] and [13] captured a promising way forward.

The 3GPP suggested in [12] that UEs could benefit from geo-location in-
formation. The UE could report its own location to the NW - e.g. included in
the measurement report (MR) - or the NW broadcasts the satellite ephemeris1.
Despite the challenging nature of LEO satellites, it is possible to know cur-
rent and future satellite locations because these systems follow deterministic
orbits that are predictable. On the other hand, it is feasible that UEs are

1Table or data file giving the calculated positions of a celestial object at regular intervals
throughout a period.
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aware of their locations since most 3GPP-compliant handhelds, e.g. smart-
phones, have global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers and NTN
targets primarily outdoor users.

Using UE location and satellite location, the cells coverage and its ve-
locity can be estimated. One possibility is that new HO triggering events
based on location and/or time information are used. Additional triggers can
be determined based on the distance between the UE and the cells centre,
the elevation angles of serving and target cells or the remaining serving cell
radio coverage time. Furthermore, these triggers could be evaluated indepen-
dently or jointly with measurement-based HO triggers (i.e. NR measurement
events). In essence, the known satellite trajectory and the UE location should
be exploited to determine the most appropriate target cell to handover to
and, ultimately, enhance the UE mobility performance.

3 Objectives of the Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to tailor HO solutions that overcome the challenges
of 5G LEO satellite networks and ensure a service continuity similar to the
equivalent terrestrial deployments. The study focuses on LEO satellites with
on-board gNB capabilities and EMC. The current 5G NR HO procedures,
which are based on cell radio measurements, might lead to a sub-optimal
mobility performance. To that purpose, this investigation considers the pre-
dictable movement of LEO satellites as a key element to design HO enhance-
ments. The aim is to propose, simulate and evaluate HO solutions that
are able to improve the mobility performance as compared with Release 16
5G NR HO procedures. The mobility performance targets are to maximize
the downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (DL SINR), prevent radio
link failures (RLFs) and avoid unnecessary HO (UHO) events.

These objectives were used to establish the following hypothesis (H) and
research questions (Q), which have been addressed during the PhD study:

H1 The continuous movement of LEO satellites causes varying radio prop-
agation conditions for LEO-to-Ground links. Static users in rural envi-
ronments could experience a fast degradation of the service radio link
quality due to shadowing of surrounding elements, e.g. buildings and
mountains.

Q1 For a given satellite elevation angle, what is the LOS probability for
static users in rural and urban environments? What is the probability
to transition from/to LOS/NLOS? What is the variability of the shadow
fading?

H2 LEO satellites move at 28 000 km/h relative to the Earth. The fast move-
ment of these satellite systems, acting as moving base stations from a
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high altitude, may challenge the UE mobility performance. Constraints
such as long propagation delays and varying radio propagation condi-
tions can lead to a malfunctioning of the measurement-based NR HO
procedures.

Q2 What is the RSRP variability experienced by UEs at cell centre and at
cell edge? How the inter-cell interference from intra-satellite cells can
impact the radio signal quality and the overall mobility performance?
What is the optimal HO rate? What kind of enhancements can be done
to improve the conventional HO procedure performance?

H3 Due to the characteristics of LEO satellite networks, location-based HO
triggering criteria may improve the UE mobility performance of HO
procedures purely based on cell radio measurements.

Q3 Can satellite ephemeris and UE location be used in the HO triggering
criteria to initiate the HO at cell edge and towards the optimal target
cell? Can location-based HO solutions maximize DL SINR, optimize
the HO rate while reducing RLFs and UHO events?

H4 Intra-satellite mobility is characterized by fully-correlated radio propa-
gation conditions - i.e. path loss, shadow fading and LOS - because cells
are radiated from the same satellite. In such predictable scenario, a UE
could handover across cells without requiring cell radio measurements.

Q4 Can the fact that there is a fully-correlated shadow fading be exploited?
Can intra-satellite HO be triggered without using cell radio measure-
ments bypassing the non-negligible UE measurement error?

4 Research Methodology

A classical research approach is adopted to accomplish the objectives stated
above. The working methodology can be summarized as follows:

1. Identification of the problem. First, the 5G NR over LEO satellites use
cases are analyzed to understand the requirements in terms of radio
mobility, communication latency and radio propagation characteristics.
Second, the available literature is examined to identify the limitations
of the 5G NR specifications and to explore the state-of-the-art HO solu-
tions over cellular networks and over satellite systems.

2. Formulation of hypothesis and research questions. Once the problems
and limitations are identified, the respective hypothesis is formulated.
Research questions are formulated to have a clearly-defined research
problem and know exactly how to contribute to resolve the problem.
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3. Solutions development. After defining hypothesis and research ques-
tions, feasible and applicable solutions are discussed and proposed to
validate the hypothesis and find answers for the research questions. As
part of this step, it is important to carry out preliminary and simple
analysis to determine the expected outcomes.

4. Determination of the KPIs. To evaluate the proposed solutions, several
KPIs are determined. These include widely accepted mobility perfor-
mance metrics and new ones designed to understand the benefits and
limitations of the proposals.

5. Evaluation of the proposed solutions. The proposed solutions are eval-
uated by means of system-level Monte Carlo simulations [24]. The pro-
posals are implemented in the Nokia proprietary system-level simula-
tor. This tool offers a high-level of realistic analysis, which would be
very difficult to achieve through theoretical approaches. The simulator
is built over mathematical models to reproduce the stochastic and com-
plex behaviour of wireless communication networks and accounts for
the main elements impacting the mobility performance, e.g. 5G radio
resource management techniques, 3GPP-compliant channel propaga-
tion models, UE radio frequency (RF) receiver chain, etc. A sufficient
number of samples is collected during the Monte Carlo simulations to
obtain statistically reliable results. This implies multiple realizations of
the same simulated scenario where each realization varies the pseudo-
random seed to randomize, for instance, the UE location and the im-
pact of different sources of error. Once the multiple simulations are
completed, the results are combined together to provide an estimate.

6. Performance analysis. The simulation results are compared against the
formulated hypothesis and preliminary analysis. Typically, the analy-
sis of the performance based on the KPIs help to identify further re-
quirements of the scenario as well as limitations of the proposed so-
lutions not previously considered. This phase involves repeatedly re-
definitions and fine-tuning of the proposed solutions.

7. Dissemination of the main findings. The validated solutions and the
respective performance are presented in form of six scientific publica-
tions to the research community. The acquired knowledge is also dis-
seminate in project-related meetings at Wireless Communication Net-
works (WCN) section and Nokia. The performance results has im-
pacted Nokia contributions to 3GPP for NTN. Parts of the novel work
are disclosed via patent applications.
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5 Contributions

The main contributions of the PhD study are summarized as follows:

C1: Development of a time-correlated radio propagation model of LEO-
to-Ground links for mobility investigations.

This thesis proposes a two-stage framework to model the large-scale
radio propagation parameters of LEO-to-Ground links. The model
realistically captures the time variations of the radio propagation con-
ditions caused by the movement of LEO satellites. In a first stage,
a Markov-based approach defines the channel states, i.e. LOS and
NLOS, and its transitions as a function of the elevation angle for the
rise and fall of the LEO satellite with respect to a stationary UE on
the ground. Path loss and shadow fading are then estimated based
on geometrical parameters that define the environment surrounding
the UE. The model is built on the basis of classical well-known chan-
nel models and validated against ray-tracing simulations in rural and
urban scenarios.

C2: Identification of the key challenges to ensure service continuity in
5G LEO satellite networks.

This thesis provides a comprehensive study of the key aspects limit-
ing the UE mobility performance when using 5G NR HO procedures
in 5G LEO satellite networks. Characteristics of the scenario such as
high-speed satellite movement, inter-cell interference, low RSRP vari-
ability and UE measurement error are the main factors impacting the
mobility performance. The analysis also underlines that the upper
bound performance of LEO satellites deploying EMC feature an in-
herent high HO rate and a low serving cell radio link quality.

C3: Mobility performance evaluation through system-level simulations
of the 5G NR HO procedures in 5G LEO satellite networks.

The thesis analyzes the 5G NR mobility performance in a EMC-based
LEO satellite network of two NR HO procedures available in Re-
lease 16 specifications: the conventional HO procedure and the con-
ditional HO (CHO) procedure. The conventional break-before-make
UE-assisted NW-controlled HO, also referred in this thesis as baseline
HO (BHO), and the CHO are assessed using different HO configura-
tions to identify the best achievable performance and understand the
limitations of using HO procedures based on cell radio measurements.

C4: Proposal of a HO solution that combines cell radio measurements
and cell distance measurements to reduce undesired signalling and
measurement reporting.
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This thesis proposes a HO procedure that exploits the location infor-
mation of UEs and the satellite beams radio coverage. This solution
modifies the NR measurement events by introducing an offset that
changes its value depending on the distance between the UE and the
cells centre on the ground. System-level simulation results are pro-
vided to show the UE mobility performance. The procedure has been
contributed as a potential solution in 3GPP.

C5: Proposal of a HO solution that delivers enhanced UE mobility per-
formance without using cell radio measurements.

This thesis proposes a fully NW-controlled HO procedure designed
for intra-satellite mobility. It exploits the assumption of fully-correlated
path loss and shadow fading among adjacent cells belonging to the
same satellite. Based on that hypothesis and using satellite beam an-
tenna gain predictions, the UE is able to handover across cells with-
out using cell radio measurements and bypassing the inherent non-
negligible UE measurement error.

C6: Sensitivity Analysis of error sources that can potentially impact the
UE mobility performance.

This thesis presents a sensitivity analysis to assess the impact of sev-
eral sources of error on the HO solutions proposed in contributions
C4 and C5. 3GPP does not cover errors on the satellite side that can
impact the HO performance. Thus, the study covers as source of error
the radiated antenna gain, the precision of the satellite beam antenna
to steer its beams towards a given location on the ground and the
accuracy of the UE to determine its location.

The thesis is composed of a collection of papers. The main findings and
contributions are included in the following publications:

Paper A: Enric Juan, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard, and Preben Mo-
gensen, "A Time-correlated Channel State Model for 5G New
Radio Mobility Studies in LEO Satellite Networks", IEEE 93rd
Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC2021-Spring), April 2021, pp.
1–5.

Paper B: Enric Juan, Ignacio Rodriguez, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard,
and Preben Mogensen, "Time-correlated Geometrical Radio Prop-
agation Model for LEO-to-Ground Satellite Systems", IEEE 94th
Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC2021-Fall), September 2021,
pp. 1–5.

Paper C: Enric Juan, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard and Preben Mo-
gensen, "5G New Radio Mobility Performance in LEO-based
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Non-Terrestrial Networks", IEEE Globecom Workshops (GC Wk-
shps), December 2020, pp. 1-6.

Paper D: Enric Juan, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard, and Preben Mo-
gensen, "Performance Evaluation of the 5G NR Conditional Han-
dover in LEO-based Non-Terrestrial Networks", IEEE 23rd Wire-
less Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC), April 2022,
pp. 2488–2493.

Paper E: Enric Juan, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard, and Preben Mo-
gensen, "Location-Based Handover Triggering for Low-Earth Or-
bit Satellite Networks", IEEE 95th Vehicular Technology Conference
(VTC2022-Spring), June 2022, pp. 1-6.

Paper F: Enric Juan, Mads Lauridsen, Jeroen Wigard, and Preben Mo-
gensen, "Handover Solutions for 5G Low-Earth Orbit Satellite
Networks", IEEE Access, 2022.

Paper A-F represent the core publications of this thesis. Furthermore,
three patent applications have been filed:

Patent Application 1: "UE-specific autonomous hysteresis adjustment for
NTN". Target: 3GPP Release 18.

Patent Application 2: "New measurement triggers for networks with mov-
ing network nodes". Target: 3GPP Release 17. First
contributed to 3GPP in [25].

Patent Application 3: "Antenna gain-based HO procedure for NTN". Tar-
get: 3GPP Release 17. First contributed to 3GPP
in [26].

A large part of this PhD study was dedicated to system-level simulator
development. Different simulation tools were used depending on the nature
of the problem but the main body of simulation results were obtained with
a Nokia proprietary system-level simulation tool. The objected-oriented C++
based simulator offers a realistic analysis of the mobility procedures because
it models the NR physical (PHY) and medium-access control (MAC) layers
according to 3GPP specifications. The simulator has been calibrated against
system-level simulations from several 3GPP members and it is being used
in 3GPP standardization and scientific publications, e.g. [27] and [28]. Part
VI provides further details of the system-level simulation methodology. As
a result of the time invested in understanding the key functionalities of the
tool, developing, debugging, testing and documenting new implementations,
the main contributions to the system-level tool are summarized as follows:
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SLS1: Extension to operate with NTN systems. At the starting point
of this PhD the system-level simulator was designed to support
terrestrial deployments without even considering the curvature of
the Earth. A new whole functional framework is implemented
to enable NTN systems with on-board gNB capabilities revolving
around the Earth. Long propagation delays, movement of the gNBs
and adjustable pointing of the cell antennas were included to ac-
commodate the NTN scenario characteristics. In addition, new UE
mobility models were developed for users on a spherical scenario.

SLS2: NTN channel model. Built on the previous point, a specific chan-
nel model for NTN reported by the 3GPP is implemented in the
simulator. The model, which is calibrated against measurements
reported by other 3GPP members, supports satellite operations in
outdoor conditions including atmospheric, scintillation and cloud
attenuation. Several user environments are included and it mod-
els large-scale radio propagation parameters as well as fast fading.
This model was used to contribute to Paper C. Part VI describes
the calibration process and offers a comparison against results from
other 3GPP members.

SLS3: Two-stages framework to model LEO-to-Ground links. As an al-
ternative to the 3GPP channel model (used for Paper C), the model
reported in Papers A-B is implemented in the system-level sim-
ulator for mobility studies. The model, that supports the radio
propagation changes caused by the satellites movement, is imple-
mented following a two-stages approach. First, a LOS model de-
fines the LOS/NLOS states as a function of the satellite elevation
angle for specific satellite-user pairs. Second, path loss and corre-
lated shadow fading are added accordingly. The model is used for
Papers D-F. Part VI contains calibration results (as compared with
the 3GPP model) and testing results obtained with the simulator in
terms of LOS probability for rural and urban environments.

SLS4: Modelling of the CHO procedure. For the studies conducted in
Papers D, E and F, the CHO procedure is modelled modifying the
existing implementation of the conventional HO.

SLS5: Development of NTN-specific metrics. To support the studies,
new metrics were enabled to correctly evaluate the UE mobility
performance. Among others, the metrics covered: undesired HO
events, distance at HO completion time between user position and
serving cell ground centre, distinction between intra-satellite mo-
bility events and inter-satellite mobility events as well as numerous
logs for debugging and testing purposes.
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SLS6: HO procedure based on location criteria. HO solutions proposed
in Papers E and F exploit the satellite movement by using UE lo-
cation and satellite-specific information. The HO implementation
is modified to consider and monitor UE location, satellite location
and cells centre location. For Paper E, the UE implementation in-
cludes a functionality to periodically acquire its own location and
measure the distance changes with regard to cells centre. The HO
triggering conditions are modified to combine cell radio and cell
distance measurements under three configuration schemes.

SLS7: Intra-satellite fully NW-controlled HO procedure. For Paper F, a
new HO framework is implemented to predict the satellite beam
antenna gains from serving cell and target cells. The implementa-
tion considers the periodic signalling of the UE location to the NW
and the HO decision based on these predictions that consider the
known satellite trajectory. Furthermore, the HO decision algorithm
implementation aims to avoid UHO events.

SLS8: Additional sources of error. For Paper F, several error sources were
added to the simulator to conduct a sensitivity study and validate
the performance of the proposed HO algorithms. The radiation of
the satellite beam antenna, the UE location and the satellite beam
antenna pointing were modified to introduce normally distributed
errors.

Finally, during this thesis there were work activities not directly reflected
in the aforementioned contributions. The following article has been accepted
for publication as part of a collaborative work not related to the thesis topic:

Collaboration A: Alejandro Perez-Conesa, Wahyudin P. Syam, David Scott,
Ignacio Rodriguez, Melisa Maria Lopez Lechuga, Enric
Juan Martinez and Rigas T. Ioannidis, "Low RF-based
Navigation for Emergencies in Difficult Environments",
The Institute of Navigation (ION) GNSS+ 2022.

An overview of all the produced contributions during this thesis catego-
rized per research topics and thesis parts is shown in Fig. I.5.
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Fig. I.5: Overview of the contributions generated during this thesis.
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6 Thesis Outline

The thesis is written as a collection of papers and it is structured in six parts.
The current part presents an introduction of the thesis topic and the con-
ducted work. The main contributions are included in Part II, III, and IV.
Papers A and B are given in Part II, while Papers C and D and Paper E and
F are included in Part III and Part IV, respectively. Each of these parts con-
tain a summary of the problem addressed, the main findings and the papers
supporting them. Conclusions are given in Part V, while Part VI includes an
appendix about the system-level simulation methodology.

• Part I: Introduction. This part introduces the PhD topic, the motivation
behind the research and summarizes the main contributions.

• Part II: Modelling time-varying radio propagation conditions in LEO-
to-Ground links. This part covers a channel model designed to capture
the time variations of the signal introduced by the movement of the
satellite.

• Part III: Mobility Performance Analysis the 5G NR HO Procedures
in 5G LEO Satellite Networks. This part includes the mobility perfor-
mance analysis of the 5G NR HO procedures. System-level simulations
of UEs in a rural scenario are given.

• Part IV: Enhancing the Mobility Performance by Exploiting the Known
Trajectory of LEO Satellites. This part focuses on novel HO solutions
that exploit the deterministic movement of the satellites to enhance the
mobility performance. The evaluation is supported by system-level sim-
ulations in rural and urban environments.

• Part V: Conclusions. The conclusions of the studies during the PhD are
presented in this part. It summarizes the main findings and discusses
the recommendations that could be addressed as future work.

• Part VI: Appendix. This part presents several analysis to evaluate the
statistical confidence of the system-level simulation results. Further-
more, it offers a description of some of the assumptions taken in this
thesis and the calibration process for the NTN channel model and the
model in Part II. Some of the calibration and testing results obtained
through the simulator development are also included.
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Modelling Time-Varying
Radio Propagation
Conditions in
LEO-to-Ground Links

System-level simulations are fundamental to evaluate, understand, and de-
velop the performance of cellular technologies [1]. To that purpose, mod-
elling the time-varying propagation conditions of radio links is a first manda-
tory step to realistically evaluate the UE mobility performance. This part of
thesis focuses on the development of a new radio propagation model for
LEO-to-Ground links, that accounts for radio propagation changes caused by
the movement of LEO satellites.

1 Motivation

As implementation tests in the real world are expensive and laborious, sim-
ulations are crucial to design, test, and optimize procedures for the develop-
ment of cellular standards. These are especially important to gain insights
on the mutual information among all involved elements in the simulated sce-
nario. The simulation process is conducted at two levels: the physical layer
(link-level) and the network (system) level. Link-level are used to analyze the
link performance of, for example, multiple-input multiple-output systems [2]
or channel encoding and decoding [3]. On the other hand, scheduling al-
gorithms [4], interference coordination [5] or mobility management [6] are
investigated by means of system-level simulations. Among other areas, the
3GPP has adopted this work methodology for analyzing the mobility perfor-
mance [7].

In terrestrial deployments, the UE mobility causes RSRP fluctuations be-
cause radio conditions between TX and RX change, e.g. path loss increase
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due to distance increase, obstacles shadowing the UE or destructive interfer-
ence of multipath components. These RSRP variations, caused by large-scale
and small-scale fading, impacts the UE mobility performance. Thus, a first
step towards solid solutions for cellular technologies is a good understand-
ing and modelling of the radio propagation conditions. The 3GPP channel
models are one of the most widely employed models because are applicable
to a broad variety of scenarios and frequencies. In [8], the 3GPP published
the findings on 5G channel modelling and provides channel parameters such
as path loss models, path delays and LOS probabilities.

In LEO satellite networks, the UE RSRP variation is also due to satellite
movement. Even for stationary UEs, LEO satellites cause changes in the UE’s
radio propagation conditions. The magnitude of these changes are deter-
mined by the UE environment and the satellite trajectory (i.e. orbit). These
assumptions lead to the following formulation:

(H1) The continuous movement of LEO satellites causes varying radio
propagation conditions for LEO-to-Ground links. Static users in rural
environments could experience a fast degradation of the service radio
link quality due to shadowing of surrounding elements, e.g. buildings
and mountains.

Fig. II.1 illustrates how the LOS conditions of a static UE changes accord-
ing to the satellite movement. At t = T, i.e. high satellite elevation angle,
the UE experiences LOS conditions. As the satellite moves to lower elevation
angles, at t = T + ∆t the UE’s signal path becomes blocked (i.e. NLOS) due
to surrounding clutter. e.g. household. The signal shadowing decreases the
UE RSRP, which deteriorates the serving cell radio link quality. Once the
serving cell radio link becomes sufficiently weak, the UE needs to handover
towards a new cell to maintain the data session active. It is therefore particu-
larly important for mobility studies that radio propagation models consider
when LOS conditions can change and how the UE RSRP varies accordingly.

The topic of modelling radio propagation conditions for LEO-to-Ground
links is not new. Some of the most important research works have been avail-
able in the literature since the 1980s. A statistical model for mobile satellite-
to-Ground channels was first introduced by C. Loo in [9]. The model assumed
that the amplitude of the signal in LOS under foliage attenuation follows a
log-normal distribution while the multipath component has a Rayleigh dis-
tribution. In [10], the authors proposed the Corazza model, which combines
Rice and log-normal statistics to model LOS and shadowing states. Ever
since, many research works have proposed the use of Markov chains based
on different states, to capture the changes in the radio propagation conditions
in different environments. The basic idea is that every state of the Markov
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Fig. II.1: LEO-to-Ground links: UE’s radio propagation conditions change due to the movement
of LEO satellites.

chain models a visibility condition to which the signal is subjected; the user
moves from one state to the next one based on a set of transition probabili-
ties. E. Lutz et al. presented in [11] a two-state Markov model distinguishing
between intervals with LOS conditions, i.e. good channel state, and time in-
tervals in shadowed conditions, i.e. bad channel state. The model assumed
that the user remains in a state for a certain time before re-evaluating and
deciding to transit towards the other state or stay in the same state. In [12],
F. Fontán et al. proposed a three-state Markov model to produce time-series
that describe the slow and fast fluctuations of the RSRP. The three states
account for LOS conditions, moderate shadowing and deep shadowing con-
ditions. The parameters of the model were extracted from measurement cam-
paigns with planes, helicopters and geostationary satellites in different envi-
ronments and elevation angles. Other works have also proposed four-state,
five-state and multi-state Markov approaches as captured in [13]. Recent
works such as [14] and [15], presented propagation models to characterize
the Satellite-to-Ground path loss and its corresponding LOS probability. The
latter model was tuned based on signal measurements from GNSS receivers,
while the former propagation model used ray-tracing simulations in dense
urban and suburban scenarios.

Some of the most relevant studies on the topic of Satellite-to-Ground
links are driven by the international telecommunications union (ITU) and the
3GPP. Based on some of the aforementioned works, the ITU reported in the
Recommendation P.681 [16] a two-state Markov model to produce time-series
of channel states, i.e. good and bad states, where the duration of each state
follows a log-normal distribution and the RSRP follows a Loo distribution.
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The 3GPP reported in the technical report [17] a channel model for NTN,
which targets GEO, MEO, LEO systems and HAPS for users in rural, urban
and dense urban environments. However, the mobility of NTN systems is not
addressed since the model can only be used for drop-based simulations (i.e.
simulations that only consider a single time sample where the NTN system is
at a given elevation angle). The LOS probability is characterized as a function
of the satellite elevation angle and the UE environment. After determining
the LOS/NLOS state, path loss, shadow fading, and fast fading are applied
accordingly.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works are valid for
system-level mobility studies in 5G LEO satellite networks because these
works do not consider the time correlations of LEO-to-Ground links. Most
of the models allow to determine the radio propagation conditions only at a
given particular satellite elevation angle, without considering previous and
coming radio conditions caused by the satellite movement. As an example
of this, the 3GPP model for NTN is not valid because the radio propagation
parameters must be re-evaluated at each elevation angle experienced by satel-
lite and UE during the simulation. This methodology results in frequent and
inconsistent changes of the LOS/NLOS conditions and, therefore, the RSRP
levels.

The following aims to describe the time correlations in a LEO-to-Ground
link as well as to motivate why these should be considered in a propagation
model for mobility studies. Fig. II.2 shows a time-trace of the clutter loss
as function of the experienced satellite elevation angle of a UE. The trace,
which is obtained by means of ray-tracing simulations, is characterized by
the following:

i) At 50° elevation angle, the visibility conditions change from NLOS to
LOS. Once the UE is in LOS, it is likely that stays in LOS as the satellite
moves to higher elevation angles.

ii) The clutter loss starts decreasing prior to 50° elevation angle. For el-
evation angles lower than 50°, clutter loss and shadow fading vary
according to a NLOS-to-LOS transition ahead in time.

Based on the above observations, path loss, shadow fading, and LOS con-
ditions should change considering past and future radio propagation events.
Thus, a model should capture these time-correlations to realistically predict
the RSRP changes.

This part of the thesis explores the design of a radio propagation model
that captures the time-correlated changes of the radio conditions caused by
the satellite movement. The main goal was to understand the dynamics of
radio channels in LEO-to-Ground links and develop a model valid for re-
searching radio mobility aspects in rural and urban scenarios. First, the
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Fig. II.2: Simulated clutter loss trace as a function of satellite elevation angle.

model was implemented in MATLAB, parameterized and calibrated using
data from ray-tracing simulations. Then, the designed model was imple-
mented in the system-level simulator that was used in later studies of the
PhD thesis.

2 Objectives

To validate the formulated hypothesis H1, the end goal is to design a ra-
dio propagation model suitable for mobility investigations that realistically
captures the time-correlated variations of path loss, shadow fading and LOS
conditions. Furthermore, the model should be implemented and validated in
the system-level simulator to be used in later PhD studies. To that purpose,
the following tasks are required:

A. Design a statistical Markov-based LOS model that captures the time-
correlated channel state changes caused by the movement of LEO
satellites. The model should be built on the ITU basis and valid for
stationary UEs in rural and urban environments.

B. Conduct ray-tracing simulations of LEO satellites flying over station-
ary UEs in rural and urban environments to collect data of the channel
states and the RSRP. The simulator provides UE’s visibility conditions
and UE RSRP based on the radio waves path and the geometry of the
scenario.
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C. Use the LOS traces from ray-tracing simulations to fit the LOS model
and evaluate whether the model is able to produce realistic results.

D. Use the RSRP traces from ray-tracing simulations to study the clutter
loss and shadow fading variations focusing on the transitions from
NLOS to LOS, and viceversa.

3 Included Articles

The work related to this part is collected in the following papers:

Paper A. A Time-correlated Channel State Model for 5G New Radio Mo-
bility Studies in LEO Satellite Networks

This paper addresses the issue of modelling channel states for LEO-to-Ground
links. The article proposes a new model based on a two-state Markov chain
where the states corresponds to LOS and NLOS states. The stochastic pro-
cess models over time whether a LEO-to-Ground link maintains its current
channel state or transitions from one state to the other. The state transitions
depend on probability distributions that change as a function of the satellite
elevation angle and UE environment. Ray-tracing simulations are conducted
to collect time-traces of the channel states of LEO satellites flying over static
UEs in suburban and dense urban scenarios. The traces are used to calcu-
late the transition probabilities of the Markov chain. The model includes the
transition probabilities from NLOS to LOS and from LOS to NLOS, which
emulates the rise and fall of a LEO satellite that ranges from 10° to 170° el-
evation angle. The performance of the model is evaluated by analysing the
LOS probabilities as a function of the satellite elevation angle and the dis-
tribution of time periods in LOS. The LOS/NLOS time-sequences generated
using the proposed model are compared against the traces from the ray-
tracing simulations and the traces obtained using the 3GPP model for NTN
deployments.

Paper B. Time-correlated Geometrical Radio Propagation Model for LEO-
to-Ground Satellite Systems

This paper completes the modelling started in Paper A. The goal of this paper
is to define a radio propagation model that can be used for system-level
mobility studies in LEO satellite networks. To that end, this work proposes
a radio propagation model that realistically predicts the time-variations of
the path loss and the shadow fading. The UE RSRP varies as a function of
the given switching angles, i.e. the elevation angles where the LOS/NLOS
transitions occur, which are obtained using the Markov chain proposed in
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Paper A. The model is built on the basis of the knife-edge diffraction model
and the Ikegami and Walfisch models, designed for terrestrial deployments.
Furthermore, the radio propagation losses are calculated considering a set
of geometric parameters that define the surrounding environment of the UE.
The small-scale fading is out of the scope of this work because it is assumed
that fast fading variations of the signal are filter out by the UE. Ray-tracing
simulations are conducted for UEs in a suburban scenario. The simulated
time-traces of the RSRP are analyzed, focusing on the variations of the clutter
loss for those UEs in NLOS conditions. The ray-tracing simulations are also
used to validate the signal traces generated with the proposed model, which
accuracy is quantified in terms of root mean square error.

4 Main Findings

First stage: predicting LOS and NLOS visibility conditions

The two-state Markov-based model reported in Paper A accomplishes to pre-
dict realistically channel state traces for UEs in suburban and dense urban
scenarios. The validation of the model conducted in the paper shows that
the traces generated by the model are able to mimic the signal behaviour
observed in the ray-tracing simulations. Therefore, the model captures the
time-correlations among channel states of the LEO-to-Ground links when
LEO satellites trace a full pass from 10° to 170° elevation angle. The low-
complexity and effectiveness of the model allows to use it as a convenient
extension of the snapshot-based simulation-oriented 3GPP channel model for
NTN.

The LOS probabilities are modelled as a function of the satellite eleva-
tion angle and fitted with ray-tracing simulations. To validate the model, we
calculate the LOS probabilities from LOS traces generated with the model.
These probabilities show mismatches as compared with the probabilities re-
ported by the 3GPP for NTN in [17]. These differences are more evident
for the dense urban case where the LOS probabilities at low elevation angles
are 20-30 % below the values found in the 3GPP model. This is likely due
to the following aspects. First, the LOS probabilities from the 3GPP model
are based on ray-tracing simulations with HAPS at fixed heights. Second,
these ray-tracing simulations were conducted with a 15 m spatial resolution
for the suburban case while the dense urban case considered a resolution of
20 m. The combination of these two aspects resulted in a limited elevation
angle diversity and, therefore, sample size. To overcome this limitation, the
ray-tracing simulations conducted for this work used a spatial resolution of
2 m and considered a LEO satellite at 600 km tracing a full pass, i.e. from 10°
to 170°, sampled every 1° elevation angle.
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Second stage: predicting time-correlated path loss and shadow fading

The work done as part of Paper B proposed a radio propagation model based
on geometric parameters that is able to realistically predict path loss and
shadow fading according to the satellite elevation angle, the channel state
and the distance to the switching angles, i.e. elevation angles where visibility
conditions change.

The prediction of the clutter loss is composed by two elements: i) a
variable rooftop-to-street diffraction-based contribution and ii) a constant
reflection-based contribution. This modelling criteria is chosen after ana-
lyzing the ray-tracing simulation data. For UEs that transition from NLOS to
LOS, the following was observed: for low elevation angles, the clutter loss re-
mains constant, i.e. 15-18 dB. However, as satellite elevation angle increases,
the clutter loss decreases steadily from 15-20 ◦ prior to the switching angle.
The clutter loss reaches 0 dB when the satellite reaches the switching angle.
This effect is physically consistent considering that the reflected ray is domi-
nant for low elevation angles and the rooftop-to-street diffraction increases its
relevance as the satellite rises moving to LOS, where the UE is no longer ob-
structed. The clutter loss traces generated by the proposed model show close
conformity with traces from ray-tracing simulations. The traces with switch-
ing angles ranging from 20° to 80° present a root mean square error from 0.9
to 1.5 dB, when the model and the ray-tracing simulations are compared.

Fig. II.3: Overall path loss trace including free-space path loss (LFS), clutter loss (LC) and shadow
fading (χ) for a user transitioning from non line-of-sight to line-of-sight at 50° satellite elevation
angle. (Source: Paper B, [18, Fig. 5])
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The combined work in Papers A and B present a two-stages propagation
model that predicts realistically the path loss, the shadow fading and the
LOS conditions of LEO-to-Ground links. Fig. II.3 shows a path loss trace
generated by the complete model. First, the model in Paper A defines the
channel states and the switching angles (i.e. 50°). Second, the mean path loss is
calculated split in: i) free-space path loss (LFS) and ii) clutter loss (LC), when
applicable. Finally, correlated shadow fading (χ) is computed and applied
accordingly.

The result of this part of the thesis is a radio propagation model that can
be conveniently used for system-level simulation studies targeting mobility
aspects in 5G LEO satellite networks.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks will play a major role in future broadband
communications. To study LEO satellite mobility performance, and guarantee reli-
able service, accurate channel characterization is necessary. Current models, such
as the ones reported by 3GPP and ITU, define channel parameters as a function of
elevation angle, frequency and deployment scenario. However, key parameters in-
cluding the line-of-sight (LOS) probability and the shadow fading do not describe
any time component or correlation and, therefore, the movement of the satellite is
not captured. This fact might result in unrealistic changes of the LOS/NLOS states
hampering the radio mobility studies for 5G-based LEO satellite networks. In this
paper, we present a Markov-based channel state model that takes into consideration
the time correlations of the LOS variations along the satellite’s orbit. The proposed
model is based on ray-tracing measurements of suburban and dense urban scenarios
and it can accurately reflect the behaviour of the channel state variations of those
scenarios, essentially leading to a realistic number of state changes per satellite pass.

1 Introduction

LEO satellite networks are called upon to play an essential role in the devel-
opment of cellular networks by supporting 5G NR communications [1] and
paving the way towards the 6th generation [2]. Current networks lack ad-
equate global coverage and responsiveness to natural disasters. To address
these issues, the potential of constellations of satellites in LEO orbits to pro-
vide seamless and ubiquitous connectivity has been acknowledged [3]. Pro-
prietary projects such as SpaceX’s Starlink, Amazon’s Kuiper and OneWeb
are state-of-the-art examples of a new space market determined to bring in-
ternet to the most distant corners of the Earth. On the other hand, 3GPP
standardization activities for Rel-17 are focusing on the development of 5G
NR based NTNs [4]. This concept envisions a fully fledged architecture
where terrestrial cellular networks are complemented by HAPS and satellites
to bring broadband services in unserved or disaster-affected areas.

The use of LEO orbits, i.e. at altitudes of 600 km to 1200 km, implies satel-
lite systems with small ground coverage, which move rapidly (7.5 km/s) with
respect to the Earth’s surface. Such high mobility poses new and major chal-
lenges to the conventional radio mobility mechanisms [5]. In order to address
these challenges, a solid understanding of the radio channel propagation is
required.

Therefore, the characterization of the propagation channel will be key for
the study, design and planning of broadband satellite networks. In terrestrial
networks, as users move in a certain area, shadowing and multipath con-
ditions might change abruptly causing large-scale variations in the received
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signal. Channel modelling is used to generate time-series of the slow and
fast variations of the signal. In a LEO-based network not only users’ mo-
bility might cause large-scale fading. Movement of LEO systems will also
introduce signal disturbances in the propagation channel between the satel-
lite and the users on the ground, in terms of LOS/NLOS state changes. Thus,
it is paramount to realistically model such changes caused by the mobility of
satellites and users.

Different approaches for state modelling are available in the literature. As
stated by authors in [6], land mobile-satellite channel models produce time
series of channel states using Markov concepts. Changes in the propagation
states were described by a first-order Markov chain in [7], discriminating
between good (i.e., LOS/light shadowing) and bad (i.e., NLOS/heavy shad-
owing) states. Further on, research in [8] proposed a third state by splitting
the NLOS state into shadowed and blocked to improve the accuracy of the pre-
diction. However, first-order Markov models may result in unrealistic dura-
tions of the states as exposed by [9]. Following a similar approach as in [9],
the ITU in its Recommendation P.681 [10] adopted a semi-Markov two-state
model where the duration of each state follows a log-normal distribution.

The majority of models available in the aforementioned literature were
mostly designed for geostationary satellites and they consider only mobility
on the user’s end. Even when other satellite systems were addressed, the
research focused on models where the mobility of the LEO satellite was ne-
glected as in the study item reported by 3GPP in [1]. In the latter, the model
developed for NTNs was conceived for drop-based simulations, i.e. consider-
ing a single time sample where the satellite is at a given angle and, therefore,
does not describe how long a user might be in LOS state along a satellite
pass.

Current state-of-the-art models do not allow to characterize LEO satellite
propagation channels since they do not describe any time or spatial corre-
lation component across channel states. In this paper, we introduce an en-
hanced LOS model for LEO satellites, which is built on ITU and 3GPP bases
and it is able to comprise time correlation components to capture realistically
the motion of the LEO systems. This model is based on a 2-state Markov
chain where the transition matrix is composed by probabilities calculated
from ray-tracing simulations for suburban and dense urban scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summa-
rizes the channel models from ITU and 3GPP. A theoretical description of
the model proposed in this work is introduced in Section 3, while in Section
4 we describe the methodology used to perform the ray-tracing simulation
campaign. Finally, Section 5 discusses the impact of the model and future
work and conclusions are drawn in Section 6 and 7, respectively.
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2 ITU-R Recommendation and 3GPP channel model
for NTN

In the field of radio engineering, recommendations from the ITU are defined
by the ITU radio communication sector (ITU-R) and work as an international
standard. Most recent works and measurements on satellite channel mod-
els are covered by the ITU-R in the recommendation P.681-11 [10]. There,
the ITU-R comprises a statistical model to design systems for land mobile-
satellite services in mixed propagation conditions. This model describes the
long-term variations of the received RF signal by decomposing the channel
states into good and bad states. A two-state semi-Markov chain describes these
states where the duration of each of them follows a log-normal distribution.
Furthermore, the fading within each state is modeled by a set of Loo laws.
Even though the model is able to generate realistic time series of the channel,
the Markov chain is only used to simulate the time-variations introduced by
the mobility of the user, while considering a static satellite at a given elevation
angle.

Aside from ITU recommendations, 3GPP initiated a new channel model
for NTNs reported in the study item [4]. This work started with Rel-15 and it
targets satellite and HAPS operations for several environments. The objective
was to support two frequency bands in particular (i.e., S and Ka bands) and to
accommodate UE mobility speed up to 1000 km/h. This model intends to be
valid for all non-terrestrial platforms but only drop-based simulations were
considered. The model defines the LOS probability as a function of elevation
angle and deployment scenario. Once the LOS/NLOS state is determined,
large and small-scale parameters are selected accordingly. This means that
the model only allows to analyze the channel characteristics at a particular
satellite’s location without establishing any time correlation between the cur-
rent position and the next one. In other words, if we use the 3GPP model to
study the radio mobility performance, we will have to reevaluate the channel
parameters for each elevation angle. This fact results in frequent, and unre-
alistic, changes of the channel state and, therefore, might lead to inconsistent
results (see Section 5).

3 Channel state model for mobile LEO satellite sys-
tems

As mentioned in Section 1, land mobile-satellite channels have been typically
modeled by Markov processes. However, these processes were designed to
capture only the channel state variations introduced by the mobility of the
receiver on the ground. In this Section, we present a Markov-based channel
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state model intended for mobility investigations which considers those vari-
ations stemmed from the motion of the LEO satellites. Hence, the channel
changes will not only depend on the elevation angle but also in the previous
state and the rising or setting trajectory of the satellite. We focus on extend-
ing the 3GPP model since our intention is to enable radio mobility studies
compliant with the 3GPP specifications for NTNs.

LOS

i
NLOS

j

LOS ) NLOS

pi,j(n)

LOS ) LOS

pi,i(n)

NLOS ) LOS

pj,i(n)

NLOS ) NLOS

pj,j(n)

Fig. II.1: The state model is based on a Markov chain that assumes two states. This model takes
into consideration the state transitions as a function of time sample n.

3.1 Generalization of the model

By definition, a Markov model is a random process used to generate discrete
sample sequences corresponding to a set of M discrete categories, also named
states, of a predefined sample length. A Markov chain of finite order m = 1,
i.e., a first order Markov process, allows the signal to be in one of M states
with a probability depending only on the previous state.

To realize time-correlated channel state sequences, we consider a 2-state
Markov chain, where the states correspond to LOS and NLOS. Hence, the
stochastic process models over time if the channel maintains its current state
or transitions from one state to the other. These state transitions depend on a
certain probability distribution which changes as a function of the elevation
angle. Fig. II.1 illustrates the Markov process considered for this work.

As mentioned earlier, the Markov chain describes the state transitions
with a certain likelihood that changes over time. The collection of these prob-
abilities constitutes a matrix known as transition matrix. Thus, we define the
transition probability matrix, P(n), as the matrix of probabilities showing the
likelihood of staying unchanged or moving to another state at time sample
n and where each element of the matrix, pi,j(n), corresponds to a transition
probability. Eq. A.1 defines the one-step transition probability as the proba-
bility of changing from state i to state j at time sample n.

pi,j(n) = Pr{Xn = j | Xn−1 = i} (A.1)
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3.2 Estimation of the state transition matrix

The modelling of the state transitions is a challenge difficult to address since
it highly depends on the vicinity and the mobility of the receiver. For in-
stance, a more cluttered environment might lead to shorter time periods in
LOS where the LOS/NLOS transitions will occur at elevation angles near 90°.
On the other hand, in a rural or suburban area with low-rise buildings it is
expected that the receiver will experience most of its time in LOS. However,
it is possible to estimate the transition matrix when individual transitions
are known from experimental measurements. This process is conducted by
observing the sequence of states for each individual unit of observation. To
generalize this definition, we denote si,j(n) as the number of individuals mov-
ing from state i at instant n − 1 to state j at instant n. Thereby, the probability
pi,j(n) is equal to the fraction of individuals that started in state i and tran-
sitioned to state j as a proportion of all individuals that started in state i at
time sample n − 1:

pi,j(n) =
si,j(n)

si,i(n) + si,j(n)
(A.2)

Thus, it is possible to estimate a three-dimensional transition matrix by
using experimental data, where the probabilities of LOS/NLOS change are
captured as a function of time. However, carrying out a measurement cam-
paign may be cumbersome due to the proprietary nature of most of the LEO
systems and the lack of publicly available data. To this end, ray-tracing tools
offer a good compromise for channel modelling [11]. The following Section
summarizes the methodology that the authors of this work used to obtain
channel state time-traces based on ray-tracing measurements. Furthermore,
we include the transition probabilities estimated from the simulated observa-
tions used to complete our model.

4 Modelling with Ray-Tracing measurements

4.1 Ray-Tracing simulations

Ray-tracing simulations are conducted to study LEO satellite signal propa-
gation in two different environments. The first one is a street canyon based
dense urban scenario with high-rise buildings. The cluttered environment
poses challenging conditions for LOS signal propagation. Figure II.2 shows
the map of Chicago downtown used to model this scenario. This map has
an area of 1070 m × 1070 m, an average building height of 150 m and a max-
imum building height of 526 m. For the second scenario, we used a map of
Arlington Heights village to simulate a suburban environment with scattered
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low residential houses. It is situated in the west suburb of Chicago with an
area of 840 m × 780 m and a maximum building height of 10 m.

We perform ray-tracing simulations for both scenarios using WinProp
simulator [12]. In these simulations, we compute time traces of the geometric
LOS/NLOS states between pixels on ground and satellites covering different
orbits. For the purpose of this work, we choose the dominant path model
(DPM) as the propagation model, which consists on the determination of
the dominant signal reaching the receiver [13]. Each available outdoor pixel,
with a spatial resolution of 2 m, corresponds to an UE at 1.5 m height. 12
LEO satellites are simulated orbiting at 600 km altitude. Each of them covers
an orbit from 10° to 170° elevation angle, rising from azimuth angles ranging
from 0° (north) to 165° (counterclockwise). Furthermore, the simulations are
conducted with a discrete spatial resolution of 1° along the orbit, i.e., 161
time samples.

Fig. II.2: View of Chicago downtown (dense urban environment) together with a satellite flying
over from West to East. Note the orbit and positions of the satellites are not to scale, but merely
to exemplify the simulation assumptions.

4.2 Approximation of the state transition statistics

Table II.1 depicts the transition probabilities calculated after processing the
ray-tracing measurements for suburban and dense-urban scenarios. It in-
cludes the likelihood of changing from NLOS to LOS and from LOS to NLOS.
As one can observe, the probability of going from NLOS to LOS covers only
the range from 10° to 90° where the likelihood of switching to LOS reaches
a 100 % when the satellite moves to nadir, i.e., 90° elevation angle. This is
due to the fact that the event of transitioning from NLOS to LOS hardly oc-
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curs when the satellite is in upward trajectory. The probability of moving
from LOS to NLOS comprises the range from 90° to 170° since it captures
the downward movement of the satellites. This case draws a distinction be-
tween suburban and dense urban scenarios since a more cluttered environ-
ment leads to a higher probability of changing from LOS to NLOS, especially
for lower elevation angles.

PNLOS→LOS PLOS→NLOS

Elevation Suburban Dense urban Elevation Suburban Dense urban

15° 6.5 0.3 15°-85° 0.0 0.0

25° 4.2 0.5 90° 0.0 0.0

35° 3.5 0.9 95° 0.1 3.0

45° 3.3 1.2 105° 0.1 3.2

55° 3.5 1.7 115° 0.1 3.4

65° 4.3 2.5 125° 0.1 4.1

75° 6.6 4.9 135° 0.2 5.4

85° 21.1 19.4 145° 0.3 7.8

90° 100 100 155° 0.5 12.1

95°-165° 0 0 165° 1.6 24.7

Table II.1: Transition probabilities (in %) estimated from ray-tracing simulations

5 Evaluation of the channel state model

In this Section, we evaluate the performance of the channel state model pro-
posed in this work by comparing the behaviour of our model against the
3GPP model. As elaborated in Section 2, the channel model defined by the
3GPP was not designed to support satellite’s mobility, leading to inconsistent
transitions. However, it is included in this evaluation to prove the statement
of lack of mobility support and to demonstrate the validity of our model as
an applicable extension to the 3GPP model.

Fig. II.3 shows the stationary LOS probability as a function of the satel-
lite elevation angle from the ray-tracing samples, the Markov model and the
3GPP model. We provide the statistics for suburban and dense urban sce-
narios. For the case of our model, 106 realizations were randomly generated
to estimate the probabilities. Regarding the 3GPP case, the LOS probabilities
are publicly available in [4]. In general, the LOS probability increases with
increasing satellite elevation, however, there are two further aspects to ana-
lyze in this figure. On the one hand, we can observe that the Markov-based
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model presents a precise match with the probabilities calculated from the ray-
tracing measurements. This matter might be noticed for both environments
and validates the correct implementation of our model. On the other hand,
there exists a gap between the 3GPP probabilities and our model, which it is
notable for the dense urban case. These differences are caused by the larger
and highly randomized dataset produced by our ray-tracing simulations. It is
worth mentioning that the LOS probabilities from the 3GPP model are based
on the work reported in [14], where authors focused their research in HAPS
platforms.

Fig. II.3: Line-of-sight probabilities as a function of satellite elevation angle from ray-tracing
simulations (RT), the 3GPP model and the Markov model (MKV) for suburban and dense urban
environments.

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time in LOS that a re-
ceiver experiences is depicted in Fig. II.4. This key performance indicator
allows us to quantify the degree of reality that each model achieves accord-
ing to the scenario. As shown in Fig. II.3, we compare the results against
the 3GPP model and the ray-tracing measurements. The goal of this figure
is twofold: (i) to illustrate the distribution of time periods in LOS and (ii)
analyze the number of transitions, i.e., LOS/NLOS state changes. One can
observe that there exists a significant difference between the behaviour of the
3GPP model and the rest. The explanation is that an unrealistic number of
transitions occurs due to the inability of the 3GPP model to support satellite
movement. More precisely, an average of 21.75 and 65.7 state changes takes
place for suburban and dense urban scenarios by using the 3GPP model. As
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Fig. II.4: Distribution of the time periods in line-of-sight from ray-tracing simulations (RT), the
3GPP model and the Markov model (MKV) for suburban and dense urban environments.

a consequence, the receiver is not able to remain in the same state for a long
period of time. A good example of this can be seen in the 3GPP curve when
suburban environment is analyzed. There, the majority of realizations are
only able to remain in LOS for time periods below 200 s, when the maximum
achievable is approximately 500 s. On the contrary, it might be seen how the
ray-tracing and the Markov curves provide longer periods in LOS. This fact
underlines the importance of the model that we report here. This means that
our model is not only able to reproduce realistic time windows in LOS but
also to mimic a reasonable number of transitions. Indeed, a further analysis
exposed that the Markov model was able to emulate an average of 0.57 and
2 state transitions for the suburban and dense urban scenarios, respectively.

Finally, we present in Fig. II.5 random realizations of the Markov and
3GPP models. Both outcomes are shown for suburban and dense urban sce-
narios. This figure reinforces the discussion above showing the appropriate-
ness of the Markov model for mobility studies. It is observed that our model
is able to achieve a high degree of reality by emulating a single LOS state
with a length consistent with the scenario. As seen in the ray-tracing simula-
tions, the Markov model reproduces longer periods in LOS with transitions at
low elevations for the suburban case, while it generates short LOS time win-
dows at high elevation angles for dense urban environments. Furthermore,
it exemplifies the aforementioned inapplicability of the 3GPP model.
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Fig. II.5: Example of the channel states for a satellite pass as a function of elevation angle.
Comparison between the outcomes of the 3GPP and the Markov (MKV) models for suburban
and dense urban scenarios.

6 Future Work

The modelling of the channel state variations is a necessary step in the chan-
nel characterization process. Nevertheless, once the channel states are gen-
erated, in a second phase the large-scale fluctuations of the received signal
must be addressed. Typically, Markov processes might describe the transi-
tions across channel states while statistical models define the signal variations
within each state. The statistical modelling of channel propagation time series
aims to capture the slow fading components of the channel due to shadowing
conditions and blockages between the satellite and the receiver. Such signal
fluctuations will depend on parameters such as the channel state, the near
environment of the receiver, the radio-link distance and the frequency of the
signal. Therefore, the authors of this work target as future steps to propose a
complete channel propagation model for satellite mobility studies. This com-
plete model shall not only model the state changes but also the slow signal
variations experienced by a receiver for a moving LEO satellite scenario.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a time-correlated Markov-based channel state model has been
presented for radio mobility investigations in low Earth orbit satellite net-
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works. Such satellite systems are a key component to achieve seamless and
global 5G New Radio connectivity and, therefore, a realistic channel char-
acterization is essential. This work acknowledged the gaps in the literature
by proposing a state model able to capture the time correlations of the chan-
nel variations when highly mobile low Earth orbit satellites serve users on
ground. Our model is based on a Markov process, extending the current
snap-shot simulation-oriented 3GPP model, which does not facilitate sim-
ulations of moving satellites. The Markov model is based on ray-tracing
simulations of suburban and dense urban 3GPP-compliant scenarios. Fur-
thermore, we evaluate and validate the model by comparing its behaviour
against the channel model reported by the 3GPP for non-terrestrial networks.
Such analysis underlines that the Markov-based model is able to mimic the
realistic behaviour observed in the ray-tracing simulations and, therefore, its
applicability for studies where satellite mobility is included.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Low-Earth orbit (LEO)-based satellite communication systems are envisioned to be a
next-generation key asset for telecom industry due to their potential to deliver global
and seamless mobile broadband services. The high-speed mobility relative to Earth,
that characterizes LEO orbits, will pose time-varying propagation conditions impact-
ing the system performance in terms of mobility, availability and user throughput.
Therefore, in LEO satellite systems, it is fundamental to understand accurately the
signal variations between mobile satellites and users on the ground. This paper
presents a radio propagation model able to describe realistically the time variations of
the LEO-to-Ground path loss, including the line-of-sight changes and the impact of
the surrounding built-up structures. We propose a low-complexity geometrical ap-
proach based on intelligent ray-tracing that considers the general dependencies on the
elevation angle. The resulting model has been validated for a suburban scenario, ex-
hibiting an overall root mean square error of 1.1 dB. Furthermore, the time-correlated
geometry-based model is suitable for system-level radio mobility simulations with
LEO-to-Ground satellite systems.

1 Introduction

LEO satellite networks have become a reality with the initial deployments of
constellations by SpaceX and OneWeb. Driven by the development of new
low-cost space technologies and the reduction of launching costs, space is a
rising market with many new players convinced of its potential [1]. Organi-
zations and companies in the 3GPP continue working towards the integration
of satellites into 5G networks, which aim at meeting the high-demand for in-
ternet services by providing global and seamless broadband access. Proof of
this is the completion of two study items [2] [3] for Rel-15 and Rel-16 and the
ongoing work item [4] for Rel-17.

The deployment of satellite constellations at relatively low altitude, be-
tween 600 km and 1200 km, has unique capabilities such as a reduced latency
and a more favourable link budget compared to higher orbits like the geosta-
tionary orbit (i.e. 35.786 km height). A key challenge for LEO-based systems
is the rapid movement of the satellites with respect to the Earth’s surface,
i.e. approximately 7.5 km/s. Even for ground stationary UEs, this translates
into fast and continuous changes of the propagation conditions which have a
clear impact on the system performance.

To enable LEO-based 5G access, it is paramount to understand and ad-
dress the time-varying dynamics of the radio propagation links between LEO
systems and the UEs on the ground. Many research efforts have acknowl-
edged the importance of the channel modelling, however, satellite-to-ground
channels, considering time-varying satellite mobility, have not received as
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much attention as in terrestrial deployments. The most relevant and up-to-
date studies are the works done by the ITU and the 3GPP. In the report
P.681 [5], the ITU defines its recommendations to predict the propagation im-
pairments in the land mobile-satellite links. Even though the model includes
some considerations regarding LEO satellites, only UE mobility is considered.
On the other hand, 3GPP addressed the channel modelling for NTN in [2].
Despite the technical report considers model parameters for LEO satellites
such as the probability of LOS, clutter loss and shadow fading, movement of
the satellites is not supported. Hence, the model does not define the correla-
tions over time of the channel parameters.

Modelling the time correlations is fundamental to facilitate the design,
development and planning of LEO-based NTN, as the mobility performance
of the system needs to be carefully evaluated to ensure satisfactory end user
experience. In [6] we conducted system-level simulations to evaluate the 5G
New Radio mobility performance in LEO-based NTN, where we had to as-
sume a constant LOS for the satellite-to-UE links due to the lack of a suitable
channel model in terms of mobility. Later on, initial steps were done towards
a model able to capture the time correlations in [7], where we proposed a
Markov-based model to realistically determine the LOS state transitions. In
this paper, we complete our previous work by proposing a model that pre-
dicts the signal strength variations caused by effect of LOS obstructions con-
sidering stationary users on the ground and mobile satellites. The model de-
scribes the path loss and the shadow fading as a function of a given channel
state transition point. The model is built on the basis of models for terres-
trial radio deployments to define how the diffraction and reflection physical
phenomena changes over elevation angle. Furthermore, the developed large-
scale propagation model is able to achieve a compromise between accuracy
and simplicity resulting in a useful extension to the channel model for NTN
reported by the 3GPP.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the terrestrial models used as a baseline for our model. Section 3 describes
our proposed geometrical model and illustrates its dynamics. The ray-tracing
simulations used for validation of the model are presented in Section 4, while
in Section 5 we discuss the overall accuracy of the model. Section 6 elabo-
rates on the extraction of applicable shadow fading parameters and, finally,
7 concludes the paper.

2 Baseline Radio Propagation Models

Several terrestrial radio propagation models have described radio link situ-
ations in built-up areas that are close to the one experienced in the LEO-to-
Ground scenario. Hereafter, we provide a brief description of the models
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used as baseline for developing our model.

2.1 Knife-edge diffraction model

The ITU collected in its recommendation P.526 [8] several models to study the
effect of diffraction on the received field strength, including the widely used
model known as knife-edge diffraction. This model ignores the roughness
of the material by considering an ideal and infinite edge and adjusts the loss
based on the dimensionless parameter v (see [8, Eq. (26-29)]). Further details
of this parameter are discussed in Section 3.

2.2 Ikegami and Walfisch models

Ikegami et al. published in [9] a model based on geometrical optics assuming
a simple two-ray approach; a direct rooftop-to-street diffracted ray and a ray
reflected by a building across the street. Later on, Walfisch and Bertoni pro-
posed in [10] a model addressing the impact of buildings in the propagation
between base stations and UEs. Both models were later combined in [11] to
address the limitations of each individual model. Nonetheless, the accuracy
of the resulting model is limited to an environment where the range of pa-
rameters such as the slant range and the transmitter antenna height are up to
5 km and 50 m, respectively.

3 Proposed Geometrical Model

3.1 Geometry description

Radio signals from LEO satellites can be attenuated by buildings located near
the UE. These signals propagate blockage-free over long distances and inter-
act with the built-up area prior to reaching the UE. We denote the free-space
segment as the path that the radio signal covers under free-space conditions,
while we refer to the clutter segment as the portion of the path where the
signal propagates in built-up areas. This scenario is depicted in Fig. II.1,
where the LEO satellite is at an altitude of hsat, at a distance dsat and with
an elevation angle of αsat with regards to the UE, located at a height of hUE
surrounded by buildings. The LOS path is obstructed by Building 1 with a
height of hB. The signal reaches the rooftop of Building 1 with angle α1, mea-
sured from the satellite-UE plane, and grazes towards the UE with angle αsp.
We term αsp as the switching point because the angle denotes the line between
NLOS and LOS conditions.

The model assumes a geometrical approach based on two-rays: a ray
diffracted at the rooftop of Building 1 and a ray reflected by Building 2 after
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grazing over Building 1. For further clarification, both rays are illustrated in
Fig. II.1. We assume Diffraction 1 varies depending on angles α1, αsat and αsp,
while Diffraction 2 remains constant with the edge of Building 1 just in line
between the satellite and the reflection spot on Building 2.

Fig. II.1: Geometric concept to illustrate the radio wave interactions of LEO-to-ground links.

3.2 Formulation

Following the scenario just described, the overall path loss (PL) is estimated
in Eq. B.1 according to the channel conditions. We use the model in [7] to
generate time-correlated LOS and NLOS states as a function of αsat and define
the values of αsp. Once the LOS/NLOS states are computed, the geometrical-
based radio propagation loss is calculated for the different states by splitting
PL in three components: free-space LFS, clutter LC and shadow fading χ,
where LC is negligible when the UE is in LOS conditions.

PL =

{
LFS + χ, if LOS
LFS + LC + χ, if NLOS

[dB] (B.1)

Signal attenuation under free-space conditions is calculated in Eq. B.2
according to the carrier frequency fc (GHz) and the distance dsat (m), where
RE denotes Earth radius. The term dsat, shown in Eq. B.3, is computed as the
3GPP reports in [2].

LFS = 20 log10 (dsat) + 20 log10 ( fc) + 32.45 [dB] (B.2)

dsat =
√

R2
E sin (αsat)

2 + h2
sat + 2hsatRE − RE sin (αsat) [m] (B.3)

The clutter loss LC addresses the shadowing loss caused by surrounding
buildings and objects. As shown in Eq. B.4, the term is computed by the
root mean square and comprises two components: a variable contribution
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accounting for the rooftop-to-street diffraction LD and a constant attenuation
derived from the reflection on the building on the opposite side of the street
LR. Both components are estimated independently and described below.

LC = −10 log10

(
10−

LD
10 + 10−

LR
10

)
[dB] (B.4)

The component loss LR is calculated in Eq. B.5 and accounts for the reflec-
tion loss in Building 2 and the grazing diffraction in Building 1. The first part
is computed based on a given reflection coefficient (ΓR) and assuming the
parity of the angles of incidence and reflection on Building 2. The diffraction-
based loss (LD,180◦ ), with the obstruction just in line, is half of the value in
free-space conditions, i.e. a loss of 6 dB.

LR = −20 log10 (ΓR) + LD,180◦ [dB] (B.5)

The diffraction-based contribution LD is computed as a knife-edge diffrac-
tion loss by approximating Building 1 as an ideal absorbing edge. For that
purpose, we use the expression in Eq. B.6 which accounts for an approxima-
tion of the Fresnel-Kirchoff loss J(v) reported in [8, Eq. (30)].

LD = 6.9 + 20 log10

(√
(v − 0.1)2 + 1 + v − 0.1

)
[dB] (B.6)

The value of LD, in Eq. B.6, is considered valid for values of v greater
than zero. The term v, defined in Eq. B.7, is key to capture the dynamics
of the model by adjusting the diffraction loss with regards to the position
of the satellite, the knife-edge and the UE. Moreover, note that we tune v to
depend on the wavelength λ, the slant range dsat and the angular difference
∆sp, which is defined as the absolute difference between the angles αsp and
αsat in radians.

v =

√
2
λ

dsat α1 |αsp − αsat| =
√

2
λ

dsat α1 ∆sp [−] (B.7)

For the estimation of the angle α1, in Eq. B.8, we use the approximation
r1 ≈ dsat, which is valid for values of r1 ≫ r2.

α1 = arctan (h/dsat) [rad] (B.8)

We compute the height of the knife-edge (h) as follows:

h = ho f f sin
(
∆sp
)√

1 + cot2
(
αsp
)

[m] (B.9)

ho f f = hB − hUE [m] (B.10)
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Further, the model considers log-normal shadow fading (χ) with zero
mean and variance σ2

χ, i.e. χ ∼ N(0, σ2
χ), and as a function of the angular

term ∆sp. Further details are discussed in Section 6.

3.3 Model Discussion

In this section we have defined a model for the estimation of the large-scale
aspects of the propagation. The small-scale fading caused by interference of
multipath is out of the scope of this work and it is covered by 3GPP in [2].

Together with the work in [7], we address the novelty of modelling the
time correlations of LEO-to-Ground satellite systems. The modelling is done
as a function of the elevation angle instead of time to facilitate the calculations
- we propose a geometrical model - and is based on the fact that time and
space are intrinsically related.

The model automatically adjusts the propagation conditions and path loss
according to values of αsat and αsp. The dynamics of the model have been
checked to model elevation angles from 10° to 170°, as defined by the 3GPP
in [2]. The angle αsp may take any value in the application range of αsat. We
neglect the estimation of the horizontal distance from Building 1 to the UE
since it is self-contained in αsp.

4 Ray-Tracing Simulations

Ray-tracing simulations are conducted to validate the theoretical model as
well as to study LEO-to-Ground signal propagation. Similarly as in [7], we
simulate a suburban environment since we consider suburban and rural key
scenarios for NTNs. For that purpose, we use a map of Arlington Heights
village (western Chicago) with scattered low residential houses, an area of
840 m × 780 m and a maximum building height of 10 m. Despite ray-tracing
is a valid tool for validation, real measurements can be useful to refine the
model and enable further scenarios. Therefore, further study is encouraged
to gain more insight on the topic.

The simulations are done in WinProp [12] using 3D intelligent ray-tracing,
considering a limit of 2 diffractions and 1 reflection per ray with a spatial
pixel resolution of 1 m. We use a limitation of 10 rays per pixel and set a
carrier frequency of 2 GHz. We compute time traces of the received power
at outdoor pixels at 1.5 m height. A LEO satellite flies over the area at an
altitude of 600 km and at elevation angles ranging from 10° to 170°.

We simulate the received power (PRX) over roughly 456 000 pixels, where
the contribution of each ray is coherently superposed. The path loss at the ith

pixel is calculated by considering isotropic transmitter power PTX = 10 W.
Fig. II.2 shows the path loss heat-map of one of the simulations considering a
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Fig. II.2: Path loss map of Arlington Heights for a LEO satellite rising from North-West at 10°
elevation angle and at 600 km height.

transmitting LEO satellite at an altitude of 600 km with coordinates 44° N and
109° W, which corresponds to an elevation angle of 10°. From the resulting
path loss, the clutter loss at the ith pixel location can be estimated as detailed
below.

CLi = PTX,i − PRX,i − LFS,i [dB] (B.11)

Fig. II.3 shows the angular clutter loss variations at a given location as
the LEO satellite flies over the scenario varying its αsat. The traces, obtained
from the ray-tracing data, correspond to locations with different NLOS/LOS
angular transition characteristics, i.e. switching points αsp at 30°, 50° and 70°.

5 Validation of the Model

This section presents the validation of the time-correlated geometrical model
against ray-tracing simulations for a carrier frequency of 2 GHz. To that end,
we tune the model by considering a building height of hB = 6 m and a UE
placed at hUE = 1.5 m. To choose the building height value we consider two-
storey houses with an average floor height of 3 m, which is well in line with
the average building profiles in suburban areas. The satellite is at an altitude
of 600 km with αsat ranging from 10° to 90°. We account a constant value of
16.45 dB for LR (Eq. B.5) by considering a reflection coefficient of |ΓR| = 0.3
and LD,180◦ = 6 dB.
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Fig. II.3: Ray-tracing simulated clutter loss traces as a function of the elevation angle, at three
different locations with non line-of-sight to line-of-sight transitions at 30°, 50° and 70° elevation
angle.

The model is compared against the ray-tracing simulations described in
Section 4 in terms of mean clutter loss. For illustrative purposes, we compute
the clutter loss LC using Eq. B.4 for three switching points; αsp = 30◦, 50◦, 70◦.
Regarding the ray-tracing, we average the clutter loss values from all loca-
tions in the scenario that have the same switching angle. Fig. II.4 shows the
predicted and the simulated mean clutter loss as a function of αsat. As one
can observe, the model predicts the same trend observed in the ray-tracing.
The traces follow a similar pattern which can be split in two stages. A first
part where the clutter loss at low elevation angles remains constant or falls
gently, showing a loss response around 15–18 dB. The second part begins
approximately 20° before the NLOS-LOS transition where the loss value de-
creases steadily until the switching point, i.e. αsat = αsp. For values of
αsat ≥ αsp, the model predicts exactly 0 dB, while the ray-tracing traces show
values near 0 dB. By analysing the propagation of the rays in the simula-
tions, we observe that these effects are physically consistent if we consider
that the reflected ray is the dominant for low elevation angles. Then, as long
as the satellite rises, the rooftop-to-street diffraction gains relevance until the
switching point, where the UE is no longer obstructed.

Even though the 3GPP model do not support satellite’s mobility, another
aspect to underline is the close conformity between the clutter loss obtained
with our model and the clutter loss for suburban and rural scenarios, in the
range of 16–19 dB, reported in [2, Table 6.6.2-3].
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Fig. II.4: Average clutter loss traces from ray-tracing (RT) and model (MD) for non line-of-sight
to line-of-sight transitions at 30°, 50° and 70° elevation angle.

To quantify the accuracy of the model we calculate the root mean square
error (RMSE). Regarding traces where αsp ranges from 20° to 80°, the RMSE
is in the range of 0.9–1.5 dB with a mean of 1.1 dB. The maximum RMSE
is observed at αsp = 80◦ and is due to the low number of NLOS to LOS
transitions at high elevation angles.

6 Modelling of the Shadow Fading

This section analyses and models the shadow fading χ as a function of
∆sp = |αsp − αsat| and is based on the ray-tracing simulations. We compute
the shadow fading samples with the procedure detailed as follows. We first
create a grid SF composed by the path loss values from each pixel location.
SF is generated per elevation angle and the samples are labeled with regards
to the LOS conditions. Discerning between NLOS and LOS pixels, we sub-
tract the mean path loss to the individual samples of SF. As a result, we
obtain distributions per elevation angle and LOS conditions. Such approach
assumes that all pixels at a given elevation angle are at the same distance dsat
from the satellite, which dominates over any ground distance.

The analysis of the processed data shows that σχ,nlos decreases as ∆sp
decreases. Table II.1 reflects the standard deviation of the shadow fading
(σχ) as a function of ∆sp with a 10° step, where σχ is taken from the nearest
reference value of ∆sp. It is worth noting that values of σχ for LOS conditions
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std deviation Decorrelation distance

Angular distance σχ (dB) αcorr (◦)

∆sp (◦) LOS NLOS LOS NLOS

10 2.3 4.2 2.6 2.5

20 1.4 5.1 2.8 3.1

30 1.1 5.6 2.9 4.5

40 0.9 6.1 2.9 6.4

50 0.6 6.2 3.0 8.7

60 0.4 6.5 3.1 10.5

70 0.3 7.1 3.1 11.9

80 0.3 7.4 3.2 12.6

Table II.1: Shadow fading parameters for non line-of-sight conditions modeled from the ray-
tracing simulations.

are in the range of 0.3–2.3 dB. Compared with NLOS conditions, this results
in a lower impact when modelling as a function of ∆sp.

Table II.1 also provides the decorrelation distance (αcorr). Typically in
system-level simulations, shadow fading is computed independently in time.
However, the shadow fading effect of the same radio link is usually highly
correlated. In a similar fashion, we model this parameter as a function of ∆sp.
For that purpose, we compute the autocorrelation function of the shadow
fading (R(∆sp, ∆sp − τ)) and estimate αcorr for those values of αsat that meets
the condition R = 1/e based on [13].

Fig. II.5 depicts a time-correlated trace generated by the complete channel
model. Firstly, the LOS model in [7] defines the channel states of a LEO-
to-Ground link with a NLOS-LOS transition at 50°. Secondly, the model
computes the mean path loss split in two parts: the free-space and the clutter
components, as described in Section 3. Finally, the correlated shadow fading
is generated and applied accordingly.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a model which captures the time-varying ra-
dio propagation conditions for low-Earth orbit satellite-to-ground links. We
have analysed the large-scale changes of the received signal’s power caused
by obstructions appearing in the line-of-sight path due to the movement of
the satellite. We have proposed a model that predicts the overall path loss
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Fig. II.5: Time-correlated overall path loss trace including free-space path loss, clutter loss and
shadow fading for a user transitioning from non line-of-sight to line-of-sight at 50° elevation
angle.

discerning between free-space path loss, clutter loss and shadow fading. For
the modelling of the clutter loss we have extended a combination of exist-
ing models for terrestrial deployments by including the full range of mo-
tion of a satellite in terms of elevation angle dependency. Furthermore, the
model is geometry-based and it can be tuned accordingly. The results show a
close agreement between the mean clutter loss from the designed model and
the ray-tracing with an average root mean square error of 1.1 dB, regardless
at what elevation angle the channel state transition occurs. The model can
be conveniently used for system-level simulations targeting LEO satellite-to-
Ground mobility aspects.
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Mobility Performance
Analysis of the 5G NR HO
Procedures in 5G LEO
Satellite Networks

Before starting to design, simulate and analyze new HO solutions, it is im-
portant to understand the achievable performance of the state-of-the-art HO
solutions. This part focuses on analyzing the mobility performance of the
conventional make-before-break UE-assisted NW-controlled 5G NR HO proce-
dure (referred as BHO) and the 5G NR CHO procedure, both available in
Release 16 specifications.

1 Motivation

In cellular communications, a HO is the mobility procedure that allows to
transfer an ongoing user data session from the current cell, i.e. serving cell,
to a new cell, i.e. target cell, without noticeable interruption for the UE. This
process is usually triggered when the UE moves away from the serving cell
radio coverage and enters in the target cell radio coverage.

In TNs, factors such as UE speed, cells working at different frequencies
and large number of UEs present challenging and interesting scenarios for
the mobility management. Extensive studies in the literature have been con-
ducted to improve the terrestrial HO performance and to address issues such
as long HO interruption time that impact the user experience [1], frequent
UHO and ping-pong (PP) events that use unnecessary resources [2], and
RLF/HO failure (HOF) caused by poor radio conditions [3]. As a result,
the 3GPP has standardized the break-before-make UE-assisted NW-controlled
HO procedure as well as several mobility enhancements such as the dual
active protocol stack (DAPS) based HO procedure and the CHO procedure.
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As discussed in Part I, the NR HO procedures were created considering
certain deployment characteristics: base stations that are fixed, air-interface
propagation delays almost negligible and a clear difference in RSRP between
cell edge and cell centre. In LEO satellite networks, the scenario is completely
different and so do the challenges. Unlike in TNs where the HO procedure
is mainly triggered by the UE mobility, in LEO satellite networks the mo-
bility events are triggered by the movement of these satellite systems. The
characteristics of this new scenario led to the formulation of the following
hypothesis:

(H2) LEO satellites move at 28 000 km/h relative to the Earth. The fast
movement of these satellite systems, acting as moving base stations from
a high altitude, may challenge the UE mobility performance. Constraints
such as long propagation delays and varying radio propagation condi-
tions can lead to a malfunctioning of the measurement-based NR HO
procedures.

The NR HO procedures include three important functions: the HO mea-
surements, the HO triggering and the HO decision. The HO measurements
function monitors the cells radio link strength or quality (i.e. RSRP, reference
signal received quality (RSRQ) or DL SINR) to detect when a neighbouring
cell becomes suitable for handover. The HO triggering is based on condi-
tions known as NR measurement events. The UE is configured with these
measurement-specific conditions to decide when the MR must be reported to
the NW, i.e. HO initiation. Finally, the HO decision is made by the NW based
on the reported HO measurements. The mobility studies of this thesis have
been conducted using the NR A3 measurement event which is based on two
HO control parameters: the HO margin (HOM), or hysteresis, and the time-
to-trigger (TTT). When a neighbour cell is HOM dB stronger than the serving
cell for a certain TTT, the UE initiates the HO process. Fig. III.1 illustrates
how the NR A3 event is triggered depending on the HOM and TTT. The UE
mobility performance depends on these parameters that are configured by
the NW; a sub-optimal configuration might increase the number of UHOs
and RLFs. For instance, a sufficiently low TTT can be configured to address
long propagation delays and fast radio link quality decay (caused by satel-
lite movement, high-gain satellite beams and high inter-cell interference). On
the other hand, the HOM is used to avoid UHOs but due to the low RSRP
variability needs to be carefully selected.

As stated in H2, the characteristics of LEO satellite networks can limit
the UE mobility performance when using the measurement-based NR HO
procedures. This part of the thesis focuses on studying the performance of
the measurement-based BHO and CHO procedures. The motivation behind
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Fig. III.1: Triggering of the MR based on HOM and TTT control parameters.

is built on the following:

i) it is required greater understanding of the achievable performance of
these procedures,

ii) the analysis allows to establish a baseline for later performance studies
and,

iii) the analysis allows to identify and analyze further limitations of these
HO procedures, which is important for the proposal of enhancements.

Furthermore, even though the 3GPP has acknowledged the CHO as a
potential mobility enhancement for NTN, no simulation results have been
reported to support such agreement.

The analysis are conducted using system-level simulations in a multi-
user, multi-cell 5G LEO satellite network, where: i) satellites operate with
EMC and gNB on-board capabilities and ii) UEs are in a rural environment.
For this purpose, the system-level simulation assumptions proposed by the
3GPP in [4] are used. Both 5G NR HO procedures, i.e. BHO and CHO, are
studied using several HO configurations to find the best achievable mobility
performance.

2 Objectives

This part of the thesis pursues to test hypothesis H2 by simulating and an-
alyzing the UE mobility performance of the BHO procedure and the CHO
procedure. To that purpose, the following objectives are defined:
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A. By means of system-level simulations, find the best achievable per-
formance of the BHO and the CHO in EMC-based 5G LEO satellite
networks.

B. Based on the best achievable performance of the BHO procedure, es-
tablish a mobility performance baseline for future mobility studies.

C. Based on the best achievable performance of the BHO procedure, com-
pare the performance against typical terrestrial deployments.

D. Based on system-level simulation results, analyze the mobility perfor-
mance of the BHO and CHO focusing on identifying critical limita-
tions.

3 Included Articles

The articles that form the main body of this part are:

Paper C. 5G New Radio Mobility Performance in LEO-based Non-Terrestrial
Networks

This paper studies the mobility performance when using the conventional
break-before-make UE-assisted NW-controlled 5G NR HO procedure, i.e. BHO,
in a LEO satellite network. Highly scattered users are covered by a network of
LEO satellites that provides NR access. The LEO satellites have gNB capabili-
ties and satellite beams implement the EMC scheme. The study is conducted
by means of system-level simulations that follow a Monte Carlo approach.
The simulation methodology is based on simulation assumptions specified
by the 3GPP. The observed KPIs are the HOF rate, the RLF rate, the PP rate,
the time-of-stay-in-outage (ToO), and the geometric DL SINR. The UEs are
configured with the NR A3 measurement event. The mobility performance
of the BHO procedure is analyzed configuring the NR A3 event with different
values of the HOM and the TTT. The observed results are compared against
two 3GPP-specific terrestrial scenarios commonly used in mobility studies:
21-cells urban macro and 500 km/h high-speed train.

Paper D. Performance Evaluation of the 5G NR Conditional Handover in
LEO-based Non-Terrestrial Networks

This paper extends the study started in Paper C. In this paper, the study
evaluates the mobility performance of the Release 16 CHO procedure to en-
hance the mobility robustness in LEO satellite networks. The main goal is to
leverage the earlier HO initiation that characterizes the CHO to improve the
baseline performance set by the BHO. The performance evaluation is again
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conducted by means of system-level simulations and by configuring UEs with
the NR A3 measurement event and different values of HOM and TTT. As in
Paper C, the study follows simulation assumptions defined by the 3GPP.
The 3GPP channel model defined for NTN is replaced by the time-correlated
channel model reported in Papers A-B in order to realistically characterize
the changes of LOS conditions.

4 Main Findings

The BHO procedure leads to a sub-optimal mobility performance

The mobility performance analysis in Paper C shows that the BHO cannot
ensure service continuity and, therefore, satisfactory user experience. Even
with a very low density of users (i.e. 0.005 users/km2) under favourable LOS
conditions, the system-level simulation results indicate that the best achiev-
able performance cannot provide service continuity due to a large number of
service failures (i.e. RLFs and HOFs) and PPs. When the best configuration
is compared with terrestrial deployments, the BHO performs 10 times worse
in LEO satellite networks than in TNs.

The analysis of several NR A3 measurement event configurations showed
a trade-off between service failures and PPs: small HOMs (i.e. 0-1 dB) and
short TTTs (i.e. 0-100 ms) decrease the RLFs/HOFs rates but also increase the
number of PPs. Low HOM and TTT allow the UEs to react quicker to the
fast serving cell radio link quality decay but it results in more HOs towards
the wrong target cells. The latter is caused by the low RSRP difference at
cell edge between serving cell and neighbouring cells which makes the UE
difficult to distinguish the appropriate target cell.

Further analysis of the simulation results revealed that a majority of HOF
were due to radio link problems in uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) trans-
missions. In UL, serving cells could not receive the MRs, whereas in the DL,
UEs could not receive the corresponding HO commands. It was observed for
these two cases, that very poor radio conditions were caused by UEs already
out of the serving cell radio coverage. This highlights two important findings:
i) the fast movement of the cells causes UEs to rapidly fall out of the serving
cell radio coverage and ii) the BHO procedure does not react sufficiently fast
to access on time the appropriate target cell. Even when the UE initiates the
HO access sufficiently early, there is a high PP penalty.

Fig. III.2 is provided to support the mentioned findings. The figure shows
the DL SINR as a function of time for a randomly selected UE, which is
configured with three different HO configurations. Furthermore, the figure
also includes the optimal HO as an upper bound performance. This upper
bound reference is obtained with the aim of optimizing the DL SINR (further
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Fig. III.2: Mobility performance of the BHO procedure: time-trace of the DL SINR experienced
by a UE (Source: Paper F).

details can be found in Papers D-F). The optimal HO presents a DL SINR that
ranges from −4 to 1 dB, which highlights the challenging radio link budget.
Examples of HOF/RLF, UHO/PP and late HO are given at t = 5 s, t = 12 s
and t=22.5 s.

Impact of an earlier HO initiation

Paper D showed the benefits of using the CHO as compared with the BHO. In
the CHO procedure, the UE receives a HO command containing an execution
condition to handover to a candidate target cell. The UE keeps the connection
with the serving cell until the execution condition is met based on cell radio
measurements performed by the UE. This allows: i) to initiate the HO process
earlier and ii) to access the target cell when the target cell radio link is reliable
enough, without need for further communication with the serving cell.

As shown in Fig. III.3, the CHO achieves the goal of eliminating RLFs,
which reduces service interruptions and data loss. As a result, the UE ex-
periences better DL SINR (depicted in Fig. III.3 as the 5th percentile DL
SINR). This is important because directly impacts on the user experience
since higher DL SINR enables higher modulation coding schemes and higher
data rates. The improvement in terms of RLFs and DL SINR comes with an
UHO penalty. With the aim of optimizing the DL SINR, the CHO config-
uration with highest DL SINR (i.e. HOM = 0 dB and TTT = 0 ms) shows a
75 % increase of UHOs. The CHO set with HOM = 3 dB and TTT = 256 ms
reaches the optimal HO rate but it presents the worst 5th percentile DL SINR
performance, i.e. −7 dB. The best compromise is shown by the CHO set
with HOM = 1 dB and TTT = 100 ms. The CHO procedure avoids RLFs by
initiating earlier the HO process to the target cell. However, in many cases
the early HO initiation leads to a sub-optimal choice of candidate cells. This
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Fig. III.3: Mobility performance of the BHO and CHO procedures in terms of DL SINR, HO
attempts, UHO events and RLFs.

is partly explained by the fact that the CHO in the system-level simulator is
used blindly by the NW, i.e. there is no smartness at NW side that filters out
undesired target cells.

Impact of NR measurement events purely based on cell radio measure-
ments

The system-level simulation results in Paper D showed that the CHO pro-
cedure addresses the high number of service failures that results by us-
ing the BHO. Short HOM and TTT leads to better DL SINR, but increases
UHOs/PPs. The increase of these KPIs translates into an increase of the HO
control signalling, measurement reporting and, ultimately, an undesired use
of the available resources that can impact the user experience.

The end goal of a HO procedure is to avoid RLFs/HOFs and UHO/PP
events, while maximizing the DL SINR. The BHO and the CHO lead to sub-
optimal mobility performance because these HO procedures cannot jointly
optimize the DL SINR and the HO rate. These procedures limit the HO
triggering to measurement-specific conditions, i.e. NR measurements events.
This means that: i) UEs only consider cell radio measurement quantities to
initiate the HO process and ii) serving cells only consider cell radio measure-
ments to decide the appropriate target cell.

The system-level simulation results in Papers C and D indicate that the
characteristics of LEO satellite networks can lead to a sub-optimal mobility
performance when using NR measurement events purely based on cell radio
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measurements. Fig. III.4 support this statement with a RSRP trace from the
system-level simulation results. The key aspects to highlight from this figure
are:

i) There is a 1-3 dB RSRP variability between cell centre and cell edge.

ii) UEs feature a certain measurement error that can be as high as the
RSRP variation (the 3GPP specifies in [5] a relative RSRP accuracy
requirement of ±2 dB).

The combination of these two aspects challenges the HO triggering and
the HO decision because the UE cannot correctly monitor the RSRP variations
and, therefore, distinguish the appropriate target cell to handover to.

Fig. III.4: Time-trace of the RSRP measured by a UE showing the impact of the low RSRP
variability and the UE measurement error (Source: Paper F).
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1. Introduction

Abstract

As part of 3GPP standardization work for Release 17, non-terrestrial networks (NTNs)
aim to bring 5G New Radio (NR) communications to unserved and isolated areas.
Constellations of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites have emerged as a promising as-
set for NTNs and a key enabler technology to provide truly seamless and ubiquitous
connectivity through 5G. Varying and longer propagation delays compared to terres-
trial networks, limited radio link budget and the inherent high-speed movement of
LEO satellites introduce new challenges in the mobility management procedures. To
guarantee robust service continuity and satisfactory user experience, the handover
(HO) procedure in LEO satellite systems is critical. Motivated by this fact, this pa-
per presents a first performance analysis of the conventional 5G NR HO algorithm
in a LEO-based NTN deployment. We provide system-level simulations obtained for
different values of HO margin and time-to-trigger. Furthermore, we compare the
HO performance in NTN with two 3GPP terrestrial scenarios - urban macro and
high-speed train. The simulation results show HO failures and radio link failures
are a factor 10 higher for the NTN scenario, while the corresponding time in outage
is 5 times longer. Finally, we analyze the key issues and suggest potential mobility
enhancements.

1 Introduction

The massive growth and demand for wireless technologies led towards the
definition of a new standard known as 5G New Radio (NR). Future services
such as the Internet of Things, e-Health and Industry 4.0 will play a fun-
damental role in the global society and economy [1]. The 5G technology
sets a milestone for a technological revolution that aims to meet challenging
requirements such as ultra-high reliability and global and seamless connec-
tivity [2]. Nonetheless, according to [3], still an estimated 53 % of the world’s
population remains unconnected to the internet. To this end, the integration
of satellite and terrestrial networks is crucial for the realization of a global
and heterogeneous 5G network.

In previous mobile network generations, the integration of satellite com-
munications was based on proprietary tailored solutions. Even when inte-
grated solutions were addressed, the satellite network was mainly used to
provide backhaul as a non-flexible and expensive transport network [4].

The definition of the 5G standard in Rel-15 and the emergence of a new
space market [5] increased the interest and participation in 3GPP activities
from the satellite communications industry. As a result, current 3GPP stan-
dardization efforts focus on the development of NTNs, where companies and
organizations are convinced of the market potential. Proof of this is the com-
pletion of two study items [6] [7] as part of 3GPP Rel-16 and the work item [8]
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recently approved for Rel-17.
LEO satellites might become a key component for the realization of a

communication network providing worldwide coverage and ubiquity. Un-
like geostationary orbits, the use of lower orbits - from 600 km to 1200 km -
allows to cut down the propagation delay, improve the radio link budget and
reduce the deployment and manufacturing costs. However, LEO satellites
have smaller coverage footprints and move at a very high speed relative to
Earth, e.g. 7.5 km/s for an altitude of 600 km. Thus, LEO systems require
dense satellite constellations to guarantee continuous coverage. Commer-
cial missions such as SpaceX’s Starlink, OneWeb and Telesat were the first
movers in a space market aiming to establish global networks through con-
stellations [5].

To enable 5G through LEO satellite networks, mobility mechanisms play
a key role in ensuring service continuity and a satisfactory user performance.
Communication distances up to 10 times longer than in terrestrial networks,
imply longer propagation delays and higher path loss. These factors, together
with the satellite movement and a high downlink interference from adjacent
satellite beams, might lead to a possible malfunctioning of the HO procedure,
requiring enhancements.

Despite the technical report [7] discussed mobility challenges, no simu-
lation results were provided to support the discussion. In this paper, we
present, to the best of our knowledge, the first publicly available system-
level simulations of the conventional 5G NR HO algorithm performance in
a LEO-based NTN scenario. In a first phase, the conventional 5G NR HO
is assessed under different design settings - HOM and TTT - to identify the
configuration achieving the best performance. In a second phase, the ob-
tained mobility KPIs are compared against two 3GPP-compliant terrestrial
environments - urban macro (UMa) and high-speed train (HST).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the NTN concept within the 3GPP context and Section 3 describes the mobil-
ity issues in LEO-based NTN. Methodology and simulation results are found
in Section 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 discusses the results, while Section
7 presents potential mobility enhancements. Final conclusions are drawn in
Section 8.

2 Non-Terrestrial Networks in 3GPP

NTNs refer to networks operating through air/spaceborne vehicles aiming to
provide 5G service in unserved remote areas where the terrestrial service is
not available or it is too costly to build the infrastructure. Apart from provid-
ing global service availability, it will reinforce service reliability by providing
service continuity for moving platforms such as aircraft and ships as well
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as enabling 5G network scalability by providing multicast and broadcast re-
sources. Initial steps were taken by 3GPP in Rel-15, where the use of satellite
systems to provide global coverage was introduced. As part of Rel-16, the
study items reported in [6] and [7], provided a description of the envisioned
concept defining the deployment scenarios, the key potential impacts in NR
as well as the challenges to tackle. Based on the outcomes of the mentioned
study items, Rel-17 work item [8] aims to continue addressing new solutions
and specify the enhancements identified to support NTNs for NR.

3GPP addresses not only LEO and geostationary satellites but also high
altitude platforms covering altitudes from 8 km to 35 786 km. Two payload
implementations are conceptualized for these platforms: transparent and re-
generative [6]. In the transparent architecture, satellites work as a relay node
between the UE and the gNB on the ground, whereas regenerative satellites
embark a payload with gNB capabilities. Fig. III.1 depicts the main differ-
ences between these two architectures.

(a) Regenerative satellite payload

(b) Transparent satellite payload

Fig. III.1: NTN architectures in 3GPP.

3 NR mobility in LEO-based NTN

In terrestrial networks, mobility management focuses on ensuring the ser-
vice continuity for users moving in deployments with fixed cells. LEO-based
NTN overturns the mobility paradigm. LEO satellites will operate as high-
speed moving cells providing 5G connectivity to UEs on the ground. The
satellite movement together with the long communication distances will not
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only trigger additional mobility events, it will challenge the UE’s mobility
performance.

One of the challenges of LEO-based NTN is to handle frequent HOs with-
out resulting in an increased number of RLFs, HOFs and PPs [9]. Nonethe-
less, frequent mobility events are not the only driving factor. 5G NR was
designed for terrestrial communications with relatively short cell-to-UE dis-
tances (i.e., a maximum distance of 300 km). In LEO-based NTN, commu-
nication distances can reach up to 3131 km involving a round trip delay of
20.89 ms for a satellite at 1200 km altitude and 10° elevation angle. This fact
has a direct impact on the link budget and the HO latency. Furthermore, the
HO latency varies depending on the implemented architecture and whether
HO is executed among cells of the same satellite or they belong to different
satellites. Longer propagation delays can lead to outdated UE measurements,
late HO decisions and, ultimately, a failure in the HO procedure. Therefore,
propagation delays, fast cell mobility and a constrained link budget must be
considered in the design of an optimal HO mechanism.

3.1 Conventional Handover mechanism

The HO mechanism is designed to enable users to move from one cell to an-
other while guaranteeing the service connectivity without noticeable service
interruption. In NR, as Fig. III.2 introduces, the conventional HO algorithm
implements a UE-assisted, network controlled break-before-make scheme.
Such scheme means that the UE experiences a certain interruption time af-
ter disconnecting from the serving cell and until the new connection with
the target cell is established. The procedure uses specific downlink channel
measurements performed by the UE. If certain conditions configured by the
network are fulfilled, the UE sends a MR to the serving cell. With this infor-
mation, the serving cell decides if the UE needs to be handed over to a new
cell and starts the HO preparation phase. During this phase, the serving cell
requests the target cell to prepare the resources to allocate the UE. Once the
target cell acknowledges the UE to be handed over, the HO execution starts
and the UE releases its connection with the serving cell. Then, the UE pro-
ceeds to access the target cell via the random access channel (RACH). Upon
successful synchronization with the new cell, the HO is completed with a
confirmation notification from the UE to the network.

The HO algorithm has been thoroughly designed to provide the best per-
formance in terrestrial scenarios. Besides, it can be tuned according to the
requirements of the network. Factors such as UE speed, radio network de-
ployment, propagation conditions and system load are considered during the
configuration of the HO. To this end, the network signals the UE with a set of
HO parameters - among them there are the HOM and the TTT [10]. Further-
more, different events define the criteria for MR triggering [10]. A commonly
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Fig. III.2: Conventional UE-assisted network-controlled HO procedure.

used trigger is the NR event A3. Based upon RSRP measurements, the event
A3 is triggered when the RSRP of a neighbouring cell becomes HOM dB
better than the RSRP of the serving cell for a period of TTT ms.

The HO configuration needs the suitable adjustments of its control pa-
rameters to achieve optimal performance. Several mobility related KPIs are
defined by 3GPP to evaluate the mobility performance [9]. The following
section presents the KPIs used in this paper to conduct the HO study.

3.2 Mobility Key Performance Indicators

The following statistics have been collected in the course of our simulations:

• Geometric DL SINR as a function of time [dB].

• Number of RLF events per UE over time [RLF/UE/s]. A RLF event
is declared after N310 consecutive out-of-sync indications (e.g., SINR
below -8dB) and expiration of timer T310 [10].

• HOF rate defined as the total number of HO failures relative to the total
number of HO attempts. A HOF is counted if a RLF occurs after event
A3 entering condition is satisfied but before the UE receives the HO
command or a downlink control channel failure is detected after event
A3 entering condition but before HO completion.
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Fig. III.3: Simulation scenario: stationary UEs being served by a constellation of 7 satellites
operating with Earth-moving cells and a regenerative payload. Beams with the same colour
belong to single satellite. Note the area and size of the UEs is not to scale, but merely included
to indicate approximate location and satellite movement.

• PP rate [%]. A PP event is declared when a UE experiences a HO from
cell A to B and handovers back to cell A within ping-pong-time (1 sec).
The PP rate is defined as the number of PP relative to the total number
of successful HO.

• Average time in outage [%] defined as the ratio between the total time
in outage (i.e., interruption time during HO, HOF and radio link prob-
lems) and the total service time.

A wrong choice of HO settings can lead to unnecessary HO (i.e., PP ef-
fect), HOFs and RLFs. On the one hand, a growth in number of PPs comes
with a signalling overhead including a load on the RACH of the target cell.
On the other hand, RLFs and HOFs involve a long time in outage and it
might cause a call drop if re-establishment fails.

4 Methodology
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4.1 Simulation assumptions

In this study, we evaluate a constellation of 7 LEO satellites implementing
a regenerative payload. The satellite network is organized in 3 polar orbital
planes with an inclination of 90° and a longitude offset of the ascending node
of 1.36°. An NR cell corresponds to a satellite beam in our study. Each LEO
satellite operates 19 satellite beams with a footprint diameter on the ground
of 50 km and an inter-cell distance of 43.3 km. As reported in [7], a 50 % beam
overlapping is used for outer beams neighbouring an adjacent satellite cov-
erage. As it can be observed from our scenario depicted in Fig. III.3, satellite
beams are continuously moving on Earth. In other words, the satellite is gen-
erating beams which footprint is sweeping on the ground. Moreover, ideal
Doppler compensation is assumed at satellite payload side.

From the UE’s standpoint, a rural environment is used considering con-
tinuous LOS between satellite and terminal. 20 stationary UEs are uniformly
distributed within an area of 55 km × 55 km close to the equator. UEs es-
tablish the connection to the optimal cell based on the strongest RSRP crite-
ria. Besides, a Gaussian error process is introduced in the UE’s measurement
model. Such measurements are filtered by the UE at layer 1 and layer 3 where
the latter is using a single tap IIR filter [10]. We employ a simplified random
access (RA) scheme, which models the RA message propagation delays but
not potential RA message failures. The satellite payload characteristics and
the channel propagation model are defined according to 3GPP technical re-
port [6] and [7], respectively. An aspect to underline is the elevation angle
dependency of this model. This means that both shadow fading and fast fad-
ing parameters are recalculated depending upon satellite and UE positions.
Regarding the traffic network load, 30 % of the Resource Blocks available in
a cell are loaded, generating uniform downlink interference conditions. The
MR is triggered using the NR event A3 explained in Section 3. The main
simulation parameters are included in Table III.1.

Furthermore, we conduct system-level simulations of two terrestrial envi-
ronments; UMa and HST. Although there are differences between terrestrial
and non-terrestrial deployments, specially the channel conditions, we pro-
vide the terrestrial simulation results to facilitate a comparison of the NTN
mobility performance with two well-known scenarios, where user mobility
experience is satisfactory. To obtain the results, we use the same system-level
simulator and the optimal HO configuration for each case (see Table III.2).
The UMa scenario consists in a network composed by 21 wrapped around
cells (7 sites) with 200 m ISD. UEs are uniformly distributed with random
initial positions and moving at 3 km/h and 30 km/h speeds. In the HST
case, UEs on board of a train at 500 km/h are simulated. The network is built
upon 5 sites, with 2 cell per site and 1000 m ISD, and 2 wrap-around areas
from both ends. The distance between cells and railroad track is 100 m. Both
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scenarios are 3GPP compliant and further details of the simulation assump-
tions can be found in [9] and [11].

Table III.1: System-level simulation assumptions

Parameter Values

Satellite altitude 600 km

Satellite antenna pattern Section 6.4.1 in [6]

Satellite equivalent isotropic
34 dBW/MHz

radiated power density

3 dB beamwidth 4.4127°

Satellite Tx max Gain 30 dBi

Satellite beam diameter 50 km

UE Tx power 23 dBm

Deployment scenario [6] NTN Rural

Shadow Fading (σ) [6] 1.79 to 0.72 dB

Fast Fading, K-factor (µ, σ) [6] 24.72 to 3.59 dB,
5.07 to 1.77 dB

Carrier frequency 2 GHz (S-Band)

System Bandwidth 10 MHz

Sub-carrier spacing 15 kHz

Traffic model Full Buffer

Traffic load 30 %

Radio Link Failure [10] Qin/Qout threshold: −6 dB/−8 dB
T310 timer: 1000 ms

N310/N311: 1

UE’s measurement error (σ) 1.72 dB

L3 filter coefficient K 4

Time-to-trigger 0 ms, 100 ms and 256 ms

HO margin 0 dB, 1 dB, 2 dB and 3 dB

Simulation time 30 s

4.2 Simulation tool

Performance results in this study were generated by using a fully dynamic
system-level simulation tool modelling NR PHY and MAC layers with a high
level of detail following 3GPP specifications. The simulator offers a realistic
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analysis of mobility and handovers while operating on an OFDM symbol-
subcarrier resolution. It has been widely used in 3GPP standardization as
well as in scientific publications [9] [12]. To obtain reliable results it includes
a validated stochastic NTN channel model; implemented according to the
specifications in [6] and calibrated against similar models used in 3GPP as
stated in [7]. To achieve statistically stable results, 50 simulations are realized
and combined for each pair of HOM and TTT values in Table III.1.

5 Performance Results

5.1 Handover performance in LEO-based NTN

Fig. III.4 shows the system-level simulated DL SINR experienced by a UE
as a function of time. Two HO configurations have been included; 0 dB and
3 dB HOM and 0 ms and 256 ms TTT. Furthermore, the theoretical optimal
DL SINR is included to provide a view on the upper bound. This metric
is calculated by comparing the UE’s best RSRP measurement per simulation
step with the RSRP of all other cells. It is interesting to point the gap be-
tween the optimal and the simulated DL SINR reflecting the impact of the
HO latency in the metric performance. The UE is establishing the connection
to the serving cells at a late stage, i.e. when the beam signal starts to fade.
Moreover, the majority of HOs occur when the DL SINR levels are very low.
This might be explained by a re-establishment occurring after potential HOF
or RLF.

Fig. III.4: Optimal and simulated DL SINR as a function of time for a UE configured with 0 dB
and 3 dB HO margin and 0 ms and 256 ms time-to-trigger.

Fig. III.5 depicts the ratio of HOFs as a function of HOM and TTT. As ex-
pected, HOFs increase with HOM and TTT. Interestingly, HOM has a higher
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influence on the HOF metric than TTT. This fact can be observed when HOM
increases from 0 dB to 1 dB, irrespectively of the TTT. The lowest HOF rates -
about 20 to 40 % - are achieved when HOM is 0 dB with a global minimum of
20 % when TTT is 0 ms. Therefore, the best achievable performance is reached
when HOM and TTT are both set to 0.

Fig. III.5: HOF rate dependency on HO margin and time-to-trigger for LEO-based NTN.

The RLF and PP rates are shown in Fig. III.6. One can observe that both
RLFs and PPs are heavily impacted by increasing the HOM and the TTT.
Confirming the performance observed in Fig. III.5, RLFs significantly grow
with HOM. In fact, the RLF rate rises by a factor of 2 when no TTT is used
and HOM transitions from 0 dB to 3 dB. In contrast, the PP metric is affected
by aggressive HO configurations (i.e., low HOM and low TTT) due to the
effect of fading variations and the measurement model. A PP rate of 30 %
can be seen when 0 dB HOM and 0 ms TTT are used and it drops to 10 %
when TTT is extended. The rate is significantly reduced as soon as the HOM
is non-zero with a marginal impact when HOM is set above 1 dB. Thus, a
similar trade-off as in terrestrial networks can be seen when comparing RLFs
and PPs. In the case under study, the best compromise is achieved when
HOM is 0 dB and TTT is 256 ms. Nonetheless, this HO configuration involves
more than 40 % of HOFs (see Fig. III.5). In general, a certain level of PPs
are acceptable if RLFs are mitigated but in NTN deployments, to cope with
long delays and challenging link budgets, unnecessary HOs (PPs) should be
reduced.
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Fig. III.6: RLF and PP rates dependency on HO margin and time-to-trigger for LEO-based NTN.

5.2 Comparison with terrestrial cases

In this section, we compare the LEO-based NTN performance with UMa
and HST scenarios using the HO parameters indicated in Table III.2. Fig.
III.7 reflects the HOF rate for the aforementioned deployments. Mobility
optimization processes usually aim to target the HOF rate below 2 %. This
fact can be noted since UMa deployment establishes an upper bound for
the terrestrial scenarios of 2 % of failures. In contrast, the most optimal HO
configuration in LEO-NTN presents a performance loss by a factor 10 relative
to the UMa case.

Table III.2: HO parameters used to compare LEO-based NTN, UMa and HST scenarios

Deployment scenario HO margin Time-to-trigger

LEO-based NTN 0 dB 0 ms

UMa 2 dB 160 ms

HST 1 dB 0 ms

The results in Fig. III.8 depict mobility performance in terms of RLFs and
PPs. Regarding the RLFs, all the terrestrial scenarios manage to maintain
a marginal number of RLFs compared to LEO-NTN where the proportion
of RLFs is roughly one order of magnitude higher. Nonetheless, UMa de-
ployment, when UEs move at 3 km/h, show the largest PP proportion of the
terrestrial scenarios and is similar to LEO-NTN performance. This can be jus-
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tified by the fact that these UEs, with low mobility, will stay longer periods
in cell edge conditions increasing the probability of PP. Eventually, it has to
be noted that terrestrial performance present a clear trade-off between RLFs
and PPs whereas LEO-NTN is not able to reach similar low RLF rate when
allowing high number of PPs.

The final result in Fig. III.9 demonstrates the time in outage, which is
the KPI that directly impacts the user experience. The distribution reflects
that in LEO-NTN 60 % of the UEs experience an outage time larger than 5 %,
relative to the call time. In our simulations the call time corresponds to the
simulation time. In addition, 5 % of those UEs can experience outages for
longer periods than 15 % of the call. Compared to terrestrial networks that
show an average time in outage below 2.5 % of the call, UEs connected to
a LEO-NTN deployment experiences an average time in outage from 8 % to
18 % depending upon the configuration.

Fig. III.7: HOF rate comparison for UMa, HST and LEO-NTN scenarios.

6 Discussion

Our simulations indicate the conventional 5G NR HO algorithm fails to pro-
vide seamless connectivity in LEO-based NTN. Even in a favourable scenario
without LOS blockages, the conventional 5G NR HO cannot guarantee an
acceptable user experience. The major challenge for mobility management
is to address HO lateness and unnecessary HOs. Analysis of the HOF and
RLF indicate a majority of failures occur during UE reception of the HO
command from the serving cell. Typically in terrestrial networks, more ag-
gressive HO configurations are used to handle HO lateness and improve the
HO reliability. However, this strategy proved not sufficient in LEO-NTN.
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Fig. III.8: RLF and PP rate comparison for UMa, HST and LEO-NTN scenarios.

Fig. III.9: Distribution of the time of stay in outage for UMa, HST and LEO-NTN scenarios.

We observed that the high number of failures and PPs is due to a combi-
nation of factors but intrinsic to LEO satellites. Firstly, there is a low signal
variation between the cell centre and cell edge conditions. The propagation
distance is orders of magnitude longer than the cell size hindering the UE
measurements. Secondly, there exists a high downlink interference from ad-
jacent satellite beams. This fact results in a lower average DL SINR of −2 dB
for LEO-NTN compared to 2–3 dB and 9 dB for UMa and HST, respectively.
Thirdly, there is fast signal fading as a consequence of the high-speed cell
mobility and the narrow antenna pattern. Finally, propagation delays, owing
to long communication distances, delays all control messages and, hence, the
HO latency.
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7 Future work

Based on the results in Section 5, we conclude that LEO-based NTNs demand
new mobility solutions to ensure service continuity. A promising enhance-
ment is related to the knowledge of satellite movement. LEO constellations
imply several challenges but the orbits are deterministic and, therefore, the
network may predict which beam covers best a given UE, the duration that
the UE will remain covered and the best next beam candidate to handover to.
Such approach may optimize the triggering of the HO events and, in case of
failure, improve the connection reestablishment process. The approach may
be supported by the use of conditional HO (C-HO). Simulation results indi-
cate the HO preparation phase is the most vulnerable since the HO process
starts when the serving cell radio link is too weak (see Fig. III.4). The C-HO
enables the preparation phase to occur early, when the serving cell link is
still reliable. Thus, the network may prevent HOFs due to late HOs using the
C-HO and, together with the knowledge of satellites movement, foresee the
most appropriate target cell.

8 Conclusions

This work has analysed the handover performance in a low Earth orbit based
non-terrestrial network scenario. System-level simulations indicate that mo-
bility based on a conventional 5G NR break-before-make, UE-assisted, network-
controlled handover algorithm cannot guarantee robust service continuity,
even under favourable propagation channel conditions. The best achievable
performance is obtained by the most aggressive configuration, i.e. 0 ms time-
to-trigger and no handover margin. The results obtained for this configura-
tion showed a handover failure ratio of 20 % together with a ping-pong rate
equal to 30 %. Further analysis exposed that mobility performance is dom-
inated by handovers happening too late. This is caused by cells moving at
a relative speed of 7.5 km/s, long communication distances and high down-
link interference. Additionally, the handover performance is compared with
two 3GPP terrestrial scenarios - urban macro and high-speed train - showing
that non-terrestrial networks perform 10 times worse in terms of handover
failures and radio link failures. Therefore, based on the simulations, it is con-
cluded that new mobility solutions are necessary to address the challenges
introduced by these satellite systems. These challenges underline the lack
of scalability and robustness of the conventional terrestrial handover mecha-
nism, which was not designed to meet non-terrestrial network requirements.
Finally, some potential new directions were discussed and include a fully
network-controlled handover exploiting the knowledge of satellites’ move-
ment and the use of the conditional handover.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

The development of non-terrestrial networks (NTN) aims to satisfy the requirements
of ubiquitous and seamless coverage for fifth-generation (5G) services. Low Earth
orbit (LEO) satellites introduce challenging mobility requirements to the 5G New
Radio (NR) radio resource management procedures. Current research shows that the
baseline 5G NR UE-assisted network-controlled handover (HO) procedure, meant
for terrestrial scenarios, fails to ensure continuous and satisfactory service in LEO-
based NTN. The conditional handover (CHO), specified by 3GPP in Rel-16, was
designed for terrestrial networks to enhance mobility robustness by making HO de-
cisions earlier. In this work, we conduct system-level simulations to evaluate the 5G
NR mobility performance of the CHO in a LEO-based NTN with Earth-moving cells
scenario. The simulation results show that the CHO procedure reduces the radio link
failures and handover failures to 0 but increases the unnecessary HO rate by more
than 60% in comparison with the baseline HO, which leads to an increase of the sig-
nalling and measurement reporting. Finally, future research directions are identified
to address the increase of the signalling overhead by exploiting the predictability of
the satellite’s movement.

1 Introduction

While the 5G of mobile communications continues its roll-out, the idea of pro-
viding Internet from space through constellations of LEO satellites strength-
ens. Private mega-projects such as SpaceX’s Starlink and Amazon’s Kuiper
continue to make progress on the road towards non-terrestrial data services.
These massive constellations aim to cover Earth’s areas that lack adequate
connectivity with at least 4425 and 3236 satellites, respectively [1]. This new
space race fuels the development of NTN in 3GPP [2]. After the study item
in NR Rel-16, 3GPP decided to start a work item on NTN for NR Rel-17 [3].
This release, due out in early 2022, will be the first to address the satellite
technology as part of the 5G NR ecosystem.

LEO-based NTN are characterized by highly mobile satellites able to pro-
vide global broadband access on Earth. Compared with TNs, the radio access
nodes are constantly in motion. This inherent nature causes frequent HOs,
which leads to an increase of the signalling overhead and potential service
outages [4]. Unless HO mechanism is carefully designed, the required QoS
cannot be guaranteed.

The HO over LEO satellite networks has been addressed in the literature
since the 1990s with the emergence of projects like Iridium and Globalstar.
The studies reported in [5] and [6] proposed HO schemes to guarantee re-
sources to maintain the user’s communication but they only considered spe-
cific constellations and simple QoS criteria. In recent years, the new broad-
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band LEO constellations demanded more stringent QoS requirements. In [7],
the authors proposed a Reinforcement Learning scheme to optimize the UEs
decisions and avoid frequent HOs among non-terrestrial base stations. Li et
al. proposed in [8] a user-centric HO which exploits satellite’s storage ca-
pability to address the frequent HO problem. Nonetheless, to the best of
our knowledge, none of the works in past literature considered HO solutions
supported by 3GPP-compliant 5G-based NTN systems.

Our work in [4] highlighted that 3GPP NR LEO-based NTNs require new
mobility solutions for EMC since the baseline break-before-make UE-assisted
network-controlled HO cannot provide a robust and reliable service. The key
issue is that UEs experience frequent outages due to late HO decisions where
the serving cell signal quality is too low to complete the HO signalling.

3GPP specified in Rel-16 the CHO as a mobility enhancement to reduce
the number of outages and improve the service robustness. The CHO per-
forms an early HO preparation when serving cell radio conditions are still
good and allows the UE to access the target cell late when target cell link is
reliable.

Despite the CHO has been proposed as a potential procedure to improve
the HO robustness in NTN [9], no simulation results have been provided
to prove it. To address an optimal design of the mobility management al-
gorithms, simulation results are necessary to determine the advantages and
also to pinpoint the associated costs. In this paper, we contribute with a 5G
NR mobility performance study of the use of the CHO in LEO-based NTNs.
System-level simulation results are presented where the CHO performance is
compared against the BHO in a 3GPP-compliant scenario.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the limi-
tations of the conventional BHO procedure in NTN. Section 3 introduces the
CHO procedure and its advantages. The KPIs collected during our simula-
tions are detailed in Section 5, while in Section 4 the system-level simulation
methodology is explained. Section 6 presents the performance results, dis-
cussion and future work are elaborated in Section 7 and, finally, Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 5G NR Baseline Handover and its limitations in
Earth Moving Cells scenarios

5G NR baseline HO procedure is defined in [10] and [11]. The HO mechanism
is a key procedure that ensures UEs can move from one cell to another with-
out noticeable service interruption. Based on DL channel measurements, the
UE initiates a HO from its serving cell to a target cell when a signal strength
condition is fulfilled for a certain time called TTT. A common condition is
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the NR event A3, which is based on RSRP and is triggered when target cell’s
RSRP becomes HOM dB better than the serving cell’s RSRP.

Once the event condition is met, the UE sends a MR to the serving cell.
The HO preparation starts with the serving cell deciding whether the UE
shall be handed over to the target cell. After the target cell preparation, the
serving cell sends a HO command to the UE with instructions to establish a
new connection towards the target cell. Nonetheless, the break-before-make
HO procedure can fail due to several factors such as an abrupt degrada-
tion of the serving cell radio link. In that case, the MR transmission could
never reach the network or, even if it does, the UE may never receive the HO
command. This results in a failure that brings the UE into connection re-
establishment, which translates into a service interruption and a higher UE’s
energy consumption.

HO failures are usually triggered by channel impairments, a sub-optimal
configuration of the HO parameters, UE’s mobility and target cell interfer-
ence. These failures can be defined as wrong decisions categorized as: i) too
early HO, ii) too late HO and iii) HO to a wrong cell. The first case results in
a successful connection but the UE handovers back to the previous serving
cell due to cell edge conditions and inaccuracies in the UE’s measurements.
This effect is defined as PP. The second case occurs when the serving cell
channel quality drops too low before HO completion and the UE goes into
cell re-establishment. The third case refers to a UE which connects to a new
cell for a very short time before the UE initiates the HO procedure again.

In LEO-based NTN, the mobility of the satellites characterizes a highly
dynamic environment which motivates the need for new HO solutions. The
work in [4] evaluated the BHO performance in LEO-based NTN implement-
ing EMC which refers to cells that sweep the ground and move with the
speed of the satellite, i.e. 7.5 km/s, while the satellite points always towards
nadir. The study showed that the BHO presents a best achievable HOF ratio
of 20 %, which is not compatible with a sufficient service robustness. The
combination of the fast moving cells, the high DL interference and the limit-
ing link budget causes that the serving signal quality is too low at the time
of the HO decision and, hence, the UE goes into cell re-establishment. Even
when the HO is successfully completed, the connection towards the target
cells is established late and at that time the new serving signal quality is al-
ready decreasing. Fig. III.1 illustrates how the signal quality, expressed in
terms of DL SINR, rapidly drops below −6 dB, which is a lower bound for
physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) decoding. The figure includes
the upper bound that the system can achieve plus the BHO performance us-
ing two configurations, i.e. one set with 0 ms TTT and 0 dB HOM and another
one with 256 ms TTT and 3 dB HOM.
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Fig. III.1: Downlink SINR as a function of time experienced by a UE served by a LEO-based
NTN [4, Fig. 3].

3 Conditional Handover

Most of the HO solutions studied for TN, such as the make-before-break HO
and the random access channel-less HO [12], were mainly focused on re-
ducing the HO interruption time. The CHO procedure, which conducts an
early HO preparation when the serving cell link is still reliable, is the only
enhancement proposed for HOF mitigation in environments where the UE
experiences rapid received signal attenuation. The CHO allows to initiate the
HO earlier but also to delay the access attempt to the target cell until the
target cell radio link is strong enough. This reduces the risk of failure since
ensures that the transmission of the MR and the reception of the HO com-
mand occur in good radio conditions. The authors in [13] showed that even
the simplest CHO implementation improved the UE’s mobility performance
in TNs by reducing the HOF and, hence, the time in outage. The CHO pro-
cedure, defined in [10] and [11], was standardized for 5G NR Rel-16 and it
has been identified as a potential solution for NTN [2].

Fig. III.2 shows the operational flow of the CHO mechanism. It is charac-
terized by two event conditions denoted as the preparation event (Cprep) and
the execution event (Cexec). Both events can be configured differently, which
allows a HO triggering based on different measurement quantities like RSRP
and RSRQ. The Cprep condition functions as the BHO triggering condition
and, when is fulfilled, the UE sends a MR to the serving cell (see Steps 1–2 in
Fig. III.2). This event is configured with values close to zero, even negative
ones, to prompt an early HO preparation. The process continues with the
serving cell requesting the target cell for preparation and, if the target cell
accepts, the serving cell forwards the HO command to the UE (Steps 3–7).
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Fig. III.2: Basic operational steps of the Conditional Handover.

At this step, the UE stores the HO command instead of initiate the access to
the target cell. As part of the HO command, the UE receives the Cexec to be
monitored and a list of prepared target cells. Now the UE is measuring and
evaluating the list of prepared cells against Cexec condition (Step 8). When
Cexec is fulfilled, the UE autonomously starts the HO execution (Steps 9–12).

4 System Simulation Methodology

4.1 Scenario Overview

Fig. III.3 depicts the simulated scenario with a constellation of 7 LEO satel-
lites mounting a regenerative payload, i.e. a payload with gNB capabilities.
The constellation is constituted by 3 polar orbits with an inclination of 90°
and a longitude offset of the ascending node of 1.36°. The satellites operate
with EMC where a satellite beam corresponds to an NR cell. A satellite imple-
ments 19 satellite beams/NR cells with a footprint diameter on the ground of
50 km and an inter-cell distance of 43.3 km. For each satellite, the NR cells on
the ground are distributed in 3 tiers, i.e. one central cell circled by two outer
rings. There is a 50 % cell overlap for those cells neighbouring an adjacent
satellite coverage as indicated in [2].
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Fig. III.3: Simulation scenario: stationary UEs being served by a constellation of 7 satellites
operating with Earth-moving cells. Beams with the same colour belong to a single satellite. Size
of UEs, satellites and coverage area are not to scale [4, Fig. 3].

4.2 UE and Network parameters

A rural environment is simulated with 20 stationary UEs uniformly dis-
tributed within an area of 55 km × 55 km close to the equator. The UEs
connects to the best cell based on the strongest RSRP. The UE has one om-
nidirectional antenna for reception. The UE’s measurement model considers
a Gaussian error process. UE measurements are filtered at layer 1 and layer
3 where the latter uses a single tap IIR filter [11]. A simplified random ac-
cess (RA) scheme, which models the RA message propagation delays but not
potential RA message failures, is used. The satellite payload characteristics
are set following the 3GPP technical report [2]. 25 % of the physical resource
blocks (PRBs) available in each cell are loaded in order to generate uniform
DL interference conditions. We assume ideal Doppler compensation. Table
III.1 contains the main simulation parameters.

4.3 Radio Propagation Model

We use the radio channel model reported in [15]. This large-scale propagation
model describes realistically the time variations of the LEO-to-Ground path
loss, including the LOS changes and the impact of the surrounding buildings
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Table III.1: System-level simulation assumptions.

Parameter Values

Satellite altitude 600 km

Satellite antenna pattern Section 6.4.1 in [14]

Satellite equivalent isotropic
34 dBW/MHz

radiated power density

3 dB beamwidth 4.4127°

Satellite Tx max Gain 30 dBi

Satellite beam diameter 50 km

UE Tx power 23 dBm

Deployment scenario Rural [15]

Shadow Fading (σ) 0.3 to 7.4 dB [15]

Carrier frequency 2 GHz (S-Band)

Frequency reuse FR1

System Bandwidth 10 MHz

Sub-carrier spacing 15 kHz

Traffic model Full Buffer

Traffic load 25 % PRBs

Radio Link Failure [11] Qin/Qout threshold: −6 dB/−8 dB
T310 timer: 1000 ms

N310/N311: 1

UE’s measurement error (σ) 1.72 dB

L3 filter coefficient K 4

Receiver type LMMSE-IRC [2]

Time-to-trigger 0 ms, 100 ms and 256 ms

HO margin 0 dB, 1 dB and 3 dB

Simulation time 30 s

and objects near the UE. The time-correlated model considers the general
dependencies as a function of the elevation angle and the angular distance to
the LOS state transition angle. It is assumed that the fast fading is averaged
out by the UE’s recursive measurements.
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4.4 System-level Simulation Tool

Performance results are obtained using a fully dynamic system-level simula-
tion tool which models NR PHY and MAC layers according to 3GPP speci-
fications. It provides a realistic evaluation of the mobility procedures while
operating at an OFDM symbol-subcarrier resolution. The proprietary tool
has been broadly used in 3GPP standardization [16] and scientific publica-
tions [4]. 50 simulations are conducted and combined to achieve statistically
stable results.

4.5 Modelling of the Conditional Handover

To model the CHO, we introduce a set of modifications to the existing HO
implementation. The steps in Fig. III.2 are used to support the description.
Steps 2–7 are set as zero-time and error-free. By doing this, Step 1 acts as Step
8 and, then, the BHO triggering condition becomes CHO condition Cexec. It
is assumed that condition Cprep and the following CHO preparation phase
(Steps 1–7) are free of errors since it always occurs when the serving cell link
is reliable and, therefore, no radio link failures are expected.

5 Key Performance Indicators

The following statistics have been collected to evaluate the 5G NR mobility
performance:

5.1 Signal-to-interference-plus-noise Ratio

The DL SINR is defined as the ratio of the received signal power relative to the
sum of interference power from neighbouring cells and noise. It indicates the
quality of the radio channel and has a direct impact on the UE’s throughput.

5.2 Radio Link Failure and Handover Failure

A relevant metric to assess the mobility robustness is the number of radio link
failures. The timer T310 is started when UE’s SINR falls below the threshold
Qout, typically −8 dB. After T310 expiration, a RLF is declared. This timer
is stopped if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) exceeds the
threshold Qin, typically −6 dB. Further details about the complete procedure
are found in [11].

As a subset of the RLF, the HOF is defined for RLFs declared during the
HO procedure in two cases: i) if a RLF is declared after an event entering
condition is satisfied but before the UE receives the HO command or ii) if
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Fig. III.4: Distribution of the DL SINR for BHO and CHO procedures.

a DL control channel failure is detected after event entering condition but
before HO completion.

5.3 Time of Stay and Time in Outage

The time that a UE stays in a cell, also called time-of-stay (ToS), is used to
evaluate the HO frequency and the PP behaviour. We define the ToS in cell A
as the duration from when the UE sends a HO complete message to cell A to
when the UE sends a HO complete message to cell B.

The ToO is defined as the time that a UE spends in HO interruption time,
HOF and in radio link problem conditions.

5.4 Unnecessary Handover and Ping-pong

We consider an UHO when a UE handovers from cell A to cell B, stays in cell
B less than 1 s, and immediately handovers again to cell C.

A PP event is declared when a UE handovers from cell A to cell B and
handovers back to cell A within a certain ToS (typically 1 s).

6 Performance Results

This section presents the mobility performance of the CHO procedure com-
pared against the BHO procedure. Both procedures are configured with the
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NR A3 triggering event and set according to the parameters in Table III.2.
Regarding the CHO, these HO parameters are applied to the execution event
condition Cexec.

Table III.2: Simulated HO configuration sets.

HO parameter Set A Set B Set C

HO margin (dB) 0 1 3

Time-to-trigger (ms) 0 100 256

Fig. III.4 illustrates the CDF of the system-level DL SINR. Apart from the
six cases compared - three HO configurations per each HO mechanism - the
figure includes the optimal DL SINR to provide the upper bound limit of the
performance. This bound is obtained considering that the UEs always select
the best cell based on the simulated UE’s RSRP measurements. The figure
shows that the CHO procedure improves the BHO performance, regardless
the HO configuration. The CHO configured with Set A presents the closest
performance to the optimal DL SINR. The CHO presents approximately a
2 % and 12 % of users below the PDCCH target, i.e. −6 dB, where the latter
corresponds to Set C and the former to Set A and Set B. For the BHO cases
this percentage grows until 9 %, 17 % and 35 % for Set A, Set B and Set C,
respectively.

Fig. III.5 depicts the 5th percentile DL SINR against the successful HO
rate. It also includes the optimal value of each metric. Such references are
estimated by considering an ideal HO procedure where UEs always select
the most suitable target cell at the right time. The figure presents the cost
of improving the DL SINR at the expense of a higher HO rate. The three
configurations sets of the BHO show DL SINR values 5–9 dB below the opti-
mal, while regarding the CHO these values drop to 1–4 dB. In terms of the
successful HO rate, the CHO procedure when is configured with Set B and
Set C performs closest to the optimal with an increase of 11 % and a decrease
of 5 %, respectively. Regarding configuration Set A, the CHO presents an in-
crease of the successful HO rate of 106 %. A successful HO rate above the
optimal value suggests that there is an increase in the number of RLFs and
HOFs, while a rate above the optimal indicates an increase in the UHO rate.

The RLF and HOF, the UHO and the PP rates are depicted in Fig. III.6.
While the BHO results in a high RLF and HOF rate - 2.2, 4.4 and 8.1 opera-
tions/UE/min. - the CHO procedure reduces this metric to zero, no matter
the configuration set. This is consistent with the numbers seen in Fig. III.4,
since the declaration of RLF/HOF is directly related to the levels of DL SINR.
The price for improving the robustness of the radio link is an increase of the
HO rate. BHO and CHO procedures exhibit a larger amount of UHOs and
PPs, especially when configured with Set A. For the latter set, the use of the
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Fig. III.5: 5th percentile DL SINR and successful HO rate for BHO and CHO procedures.

CHO represents an increase of the UHO and the PP rates of 66 % and 64 %,
respectively and compared against the BHO. Similarly, the CHO configured
with Set B involves an increase of the UHO and the PP rates of 71 % and 67 %.

Finally, the CDF of the ToS is depicted in Fig. III.7. As seen in Fig. III.5,
a consequence of improving the DL SINR is the increase of the signalling
overhead. This fact has a direct impact on the time that a UE spends in
the serving cell. It is worth mentioning that the optimal mean ToS is 4.9 s.
This provides an idea of the scale of the frequent HOs problem; even with an
optimal HO procedure, the network has to manage a HO every a few seconds
per UE. The configuration Set A, which shows the best DL SINR performance
and the highest signalling overhead, presents a mean ToS of 1.8 s and 0.6 s for
the BHO and the CHO, respectively. This fact entails a gap above 4 s with
respect to the optimal mean value. In referring to Set B, it presents a mean
ToS of approximately 4.7 s for both HO procedures. Set C exhibits a similar
mean ToS of 4.9 s. Even though Set B and Set C present similar mean ToS
values, which nearly attain the optimal, relevant differences are seen at the
ends of the CDFs. When Set B is used, 20 % of users present a ToS below 2.5 s
and 3.2 s for the BHO and the CHO procedures, respectively. This value rises
up to 4.2 s when the Set C is employed and regardless of the HO procedure.
On the upper end of the distributions, the BHO procedure shows longer
ToS values as compared with the CHO procedure. This is probably due the
late HO effect of the BHO procedure, which ultimately leads to higher a
RLF/HOF rates.
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Fig. III.6: Radio link failure plus HO failure, ping-pong and unnecessary HO rates for BHO and
CHO procedures.

Fig. III.7: Distribution of the time-of-stay in the serving cell for BHO and CHO procedures.

7 Discussion and Future work

We have presented the first study that evaluates the CHO performance in
LEO-based NTN by means of system-level simulations. The simulation re-
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sults show that the 5G NR CHO procedure enhances the mobility perfor-
mance as compared with the baseline 5G NR HO. As remarked in [4], the
major challenge was to address the HO lateness and the high HOF rate. The
performance results in Section 6 indicate that the CHO procedure leads to a
higher DL SINR and reduces the number of RLF and HOF to zero by trig-
gering the HO earlier. This fact lowers the mean time in outage (i.e. HO
interruption time, RLF/HOF and radio link problems) in relation with the
total service time from 4.5–18 % to 0.7–1.2 % as compared with the BHO.
Nonetheless, the CHO procedure results in an increase of the UHO and PP
rates above 60 %, which must be addressed. Further optimization of the mo-
bility management implies reducing the HOF rate without increasing the sig-
nalling overhead. An increase of the signalling overhead has a direct impact
on UE’s throughput since it spends less time transferring user’s data. This is
due to longer periods of control signalling between the UE and the network.
Furthermore, each time that a UE initiates a HO, it comes associated with an
interruption time and a higher outage probability.

Recent discussions in 3GPP remark the suitability of the CHO in NTN [9].
Although we certainly observe benefits by using the CHO, the results shown
in this paper suggest that the CHO performance can be improved. We have
shown that EMC imply a high HO frequency, even in an optimal scenario.
This, added to the fact that the CHO presents an excess of signalling in a rural
environment with a low density of users, the 5G NR mobility performance
can be compromised. The mobility of LEO satellites introduces stringent
radio conditions and major challenges to the radio resource management.
Nonetheless, satellites move following orbits that are deterministic, which
means that the trajectories can be predicted and the knowledge of satellites’
future positions can be exploited. New conditions to trigger mobility events
based on UE’s and satellite’s location can be used to enhance the existing
measurement-based triggering conditions. If the network can estimate how
cells on the ground will move, it can prevent the UEs to access certain cells.
This is suggested as future work to reduce the number of UHO and PP.

8 Conclusions

In this article, we have studied the mobility performance of the 5G NR condi-
tional handover algorithm in low Earth orbit based non-terrestrial networks
with Earth-moving cells. We have presented system-level simulations com-
paring the mobility performance of the 5G NR conditional handover against
the baseline 5G NR UE-assisted network-controlled handover. The condi-
tional handover enhances the mobility performance due to an early handover
preparation phase. In contrast with the baseline handover, the conditional
handover shows an increase of 4–6 dB of the 5th percentile DL SINR. The
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boost of the DL SINR improves the UE’s outage behaviour and completely re-
moves the number of radio link failures and handover failures. Nonetheless,
the conditional handover increases the proportion of unnecessary handovers
and ping-pongs more than 60 %, which translates into additional signalling
and UE measurement reporting. Overall, and based on the simulation results,
the conditional handover enhances the mobility robustness and stands as a
potential mobility solution for non-terrestrial networks, however, the prob-
lem of the excessive signalling overhead must be addressed in the future.
Finally, we discuss a potential way forward that leverages the cell coverage
location to avoid the increase of signalling overhead.
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Enhancing the Mobility
Performance by Exploiting
the Known Trajectory of LEO
Satellites

This part of the thesis aims to improve the mobility performance by address-
ing a critical limitation: the HO triggering and the HO decision are purely
based on cell radio measurements. Therefore, HO enhancements, based on
the deterministic movement of LEO satellites, are proposed. These enhance-
ments use as starting point Release 17 discussions about mobility for NR over
NTN.

1 Motivation

The work in this thesis has closely followed the 3GPP standardization work
in the 3GPP technical specification group (TSG) RAN2, which at the time of
writing is focusing on NTN mobility enhancements for Release 17. In addi-
tion, this thesis has also reviewed the state-of-the-art HO solutions available
in the literature.

Many solutions have been proposed in the literature to support mobility
in cellular networks. The ultimate goal of these procedures is to ensure no
data loss and seamless connection as UEs handover across cells. Typically,
the HO procedure mainly uses cell radio measurements to perform the HO
decision. However, some research works tried to exploit additional informa-
tion. The work in [1] aimed to improve the HO performance proposing a HO
algorithm based on the RSRP measured by the UE and the distance from the
UE to the neighbouring base station. Later on, the works [2] and [3] investi-
gated adaptive HO algorithms to dynamically adjust the HOM considering
the distance UE-to-serving base station, the UE location and the UE velocity.
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In [4], the authors proposed an algorithm to improve the HO decision in HST
scenarios exploiting the train speed and the UE location.

Many studies have addressed methods to optimize the HO control pa-
rameters, i.e. HOM and TTT, especially in scenarios where each cell might
have different loads and radio conditions. The UE initiates the HO process
based on the HO control parameters, hence, the HO performance can be
optimized by suitably adjusting these parameters. [5] and [6] proposed tech-
niques to automatically self-optimize HO parameters. The former adjusts
the HOM based on the change in HOF events, whereas the latter proposes
a fuzzy logic controller to adjust HOM and TTT based on the call dropping
rate and the HO rate. As stated in [7], the optimization is centralized based
on the performance of the network and all the UEs utilize the same param-
eters regardless of their individual radio conditions, movement in the cell,
direction or mobility speed. This might lead to an increase of the HO issues
for some UEs. Finally, in the past years, methods to predict UE mobility such
as Markov models, neural networks and Bayesian networks have attracted
increasing attention as captured in [8].

Despite the large body of methods in the literature, no technique can
entirely tackle all mobility scenarios. The above-mentioned works aim to en-
hance mobility performance but none of the proposed solutions are suitable
for NTN scenarios because these solutions are tailored for TNs, which mostly
focus on UE mobility and the optimization of measurement-specific parame-
ters. In Part I, a literature review of HO solutions for LEO satellite networks
was provided with similar conclusion: none of the reviewed research works
address solutions considering the 3GPP specifications for NR over NTN and,
therefore, specific solutions supported by system-level simulation results are
required.

As explained in Part III, measurement-based HO procedures lead to sub-
optimal mobility performance. Therefore, the characteristics of the NTN sce-
nario require to change how typically the HO procedure operates. To that
purpose, the 3GPP has been working on connected-mode mobility enhance-
ments in the context of Release 17. After the acknowledgement in [9] that
mobility procedures should be improved considering the satellite movement
aspect, additional HO triggering conditions based on either time or distance
have been proposed. As follows, some of the agreements taken as part of
Release 17 work in the TSG RAN2 are listed:

i) Only UEs with GNSS capabilities are supported [10].

ii) The satellite ephemeris should be provided to UE, at least for satellite
ephemeris based cell selection and re-selection [10].

iii) Location-based and time/timer-based CHO triggering event, in com-
bination with the existing Release 16 CHO measurement based event,
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should be introduced [11].

The 3GPP has taken initial steps towards new NR HO procedures for
NTN that could benefit from additional information such as time or location.
Based on the findings in Part III and the directions taken by 3GPP for NTN,
the following hypothesis is formulated:

(H3) Due to the characteristics of LEO satellite networks, location-based
HO triggering criteria may improve the UE mobility performance of HO
procedures purely based on cell radio measurements.

Using UE location and satellite ephemeris, it is possible to estimate the re-
maining cell radio coverage time or the distance from UE location to a cell
reference location, e.g. cell centre. It is possible to exploit satellite ephemeris
because, even though LEO satellites mobility poses challenging conditions,
they follow deterministic paths that can be known. The NW broadcasts the
satellite ephemeris to UEs or it can use this information to anticipate which
is the best candidate cell to handover to. Thus, new HO triggering condi-
tions, which exploit location or time information, can be used in combination
with measurement-specific conditions to enhance the mobility performance
showed by measurement-based NR HO procedures.

As part of the findings in Part III, it was underlined that UEs feature a
non-negligible measurement error. The low RSRP variation combined with
the UE measurement error hampers the HO triggering and the HO decision.
EMC-based 5G LEO satellite networks present characteristics that should be
leveraged to enhance UE mobility performance. One of them is the full-
correlation of large-scale radio propagation conditions between adjacent intra-
satellite cells. Satellites provide NR access through multiple satellite beams
that enable NR cells. This means that intra-satellite cells are radiated from the
same point. Another important aspect is that the most relevant scenario for
NTN is the rural environment, where likelihood of static LOS conditions are
rather high. These factors enable a scenario where cell radio measurements
can become dispensable. From the above, the hypothesis H4 is stated:

(H4) Intra-satellite mobility is characterized by fully-correlated radio
propagation conditions - i.e. path loss, shadow fading and LOS - because
cells are radiated from the same satellite. In such predictable scenario,
a UE could handover across cells without requiring cell radio measure-
ments.

Several 3GPP members have contributed with different proposals, e.g. [12]
[13], however, no simulation results were provided to support them. This
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part of the thesis covers this gap by: i) proposing two suitable HO solutions
to enhance the UE mobility performance by exploiting the predictability of
LEO satellites and ii) supporting the novel HO solutions with system-level
results that validate the proposals.

Firstly, this part of the thesis proposes a location-based HO triggering
event for validating the formulated hypothesis H3. The proposed solution
exploits the distance between the UE location and the cells centre to enhance
the NR A3 measurement event. Secondly, this thesis validates hypothesis H4
proposing a fully NW-controlled HO solution for intra-satellite mobility. The
UE uses antenna gain predictions of the satellite beams to avoid cell radio
measurements and thus the UE measurement error.

2 Objectives

The main goal of this part is to propose, simulate and analyze new HO solu-
tions that enhance mobility performance, validating hypothesis H3 and H4.
To this purpose, the following objectives were defined:

A. Propose concrete HO procedures to enhance UE mobility performance
by exploiting the predictability of LEO satellites. The goal is to define
HO solutions capable of: i) eliminating RLFs, ii) increasing DL SINR
and iii) minimizing UHOs.

B. Investigate intra-satellite HO procedures that exploit the full-correlation
of the path loss, the shadow fading and the LOS conditions between
adjacent intra-satellite cells. The proposed algorithm shall not be im-
pacted by the UE measurement error.

C. Evaluate through system-level simulations the mobility performance
of the proposed HO solutions for UEs in rural and urban environ-
ments.

D. Identify the limitations of the proposed HO solutions and analyse their
robustness against relevant sources of error.

3 Included Articles

Paper E. Location-Based Handover Triggering for Low-Earth Orbit Satellite
Networks

This paper presents a new HO triggering event that uses UE location and
satellite location information to enhance UE mobility performance with min-
imal impact on the 3GPP specifications. Based on 3GPP assumptions, UEs
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have GNSS capabilities and satellites broadcast the cells centre ground loca-
tion. Then, similarly to cell radio measurements, the UE periodically deter-
mines the distance changes between its own location and the cells centre loca-
tion. This information is comprised in a location-based offset that is included
as part of the NR A3 measurement event condition. The location-based off-
set includes several design parameters that can be set to reward appropriate
target cells, penalize undesired target cells or both. Extensive system-level
simulations are conducted to evaluate the mobility performance of the pro-
posed location-based HO triggering event, which is used with the BHO and
the CHO procedures.

Paper F. Handover Solutions for 5G Low-Earth Orbit Satellite Networks

This paper continues the work in Paper E with a twofold contribution. First,
the paper presents a fully NW-controlled HO solution for intra-satellite mo-
bility, which is based on geometric estimations that make radio measure-
ments obsolete. Based on the full-correlated path loss and shadow fading
between adjacent intra-satellite cells, the UE handovers across these cells
using antenna gain predictions from serving and target cells. Second, ex-
tensive system-level simulations are conducted to analyse and compare the
mobility performance of: i) the CHO procedure, ii) the CHO set with the
location-based HO triggering event proposed in Paper E and iii) the HO so-
lution presented in this paper. The system-level simulations are conducted
for users in rural and urban environments. The channel model used can be
found in Papers A and B. Furthermore, a sensitive study tests the robustness
of the proposed HO enhancements against error sources not considered by
the 3GPP which include: i) UE location error, pointing error of the satellite
antenna and iii) radiation error of the satellite antenna.

4 Main Findings

Eliminating RLFs and UHO events with minimal impact on the 3GPP spec-
ifications

System-level simulation results in Paper E indicate that the use of the location-
based HO triggering event enhances the mobility performance close to the
DL SINR performance upper bound. In Paper D, it was shown that the
measurement-based CHO procedure can eliminate RLFs at the expense of an
increase of UHO events. The algorithm in Paper E allows the UE to cap-
ture the cells movement and use it to filter out undesired target cells and
avoid UHOs. The CHO procedure configured with the location-based HO
triggering event reaches the best achievable mobility performance by remov-
ing RLFs and UHOs. The elimination of UHOs maximizes the ToS in a cell,
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which has a direct impact on the user experience because the UE spends less
time exchanging HO control signalling. Furthermore, it is important to high-
light that the HO algorithm is built on the 3GPP specifications for NTN (see
3GPP agreements in Section 1). The proposal requires minimum changes in
the Release 17 specifications [14] [15]; the location-based offset limits which
target cells are suitable candidates while cell radio measurements are still
used to detect the appropriate instant to send the MR or access the target
cells. The HO signalling remains as it is while the MR triggering and the
CHO execution are optimized.

Cell radio measurements can be neglected for intra-satellite mobility

The usefulness of cell radio measurements depend on the UE accuracy to
correctly measure the RSRP. The limited RSRP variation in NTN together
with the UE measurement error present a non-negligible issue. In this the-
sis, system-level simulations have demonstrated that measurement-based HO
procedures lead to sub-optimal mobility performance. Paper F presented a
fully NW-controlled HO solution that exploits the full-correlated path loss
and shadow fading among intra-satellite cells and uses satellite beam antenna
gain predictions to handover. The provided system-level results validate the
hypothesis H4 by showing that the proposed HO procedure eliminates RLFs
and UHOs. This solution shows a mobility performance very similar to the
location-based HO triggering event (Paper E), regardless of the UE environ-
ment. Note that the area of the UEs and the simulation time are configured
to target only intra-satellite mobility events.

The known movement of LEO satellites paves the way towards enhanced
mobility performance

The HO solutions presented in Papers E-F, have different flavours but both
aim the same goal: enhance the mobility performance of current measurement-
based HO procedures by exploiting the deterministic movement of LEO satel-
lites. The system-level simulation results indicate that this area of research
presents several benefits where by simple and small changes in the defini-
tion of the HO, the UE mobility performance is improved close to the upper
bound performance to maximize the DL SINR.

Adding error sources has no mobility performance impact on the proposed
HO solutions

Paper F also presents a sensitivity study that shows the robustness of the
HO solutions proposed in this thesis. The study, conducted by system-level
simulations, includes the radiation error of the satellite antenna, the pointing
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error of the satellite antenna and the UE location error. All errors are time-
invariant and normally distributed with standard deviation values selected
from the available literature. The results indicate that none of these error
sources have a relevant impact on the mobility performance.

From rural to urban scenario without changes in the mobility performance

In Paper F, the mobility performance of the BHO, the CHO, and the proposed
HO procedures in this thesis were analysed for UEs in rural and urban en-
vironments. No major mobility performance differences were found among
scenarios because of the characteristics of the reference scenario. A cell size
of 50 km, satellite altitude of 600 km, 19 beams/cells per satellite and the use
of EMC resulted in minor changes of the satellite elevation angle, i.e. from
79.4° to 100.6°. Since the satellite elevation angle remained high, most of the
UEs stayed in LOS conditions with a low NLOS probability.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Broadband low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite constellations are a reality. The integra-
tion of satellite and terrestrial systems for mobile communications is taking-off with
the development of non-terrestrial networks (NTN) and the ongoing deployment of
private constellations. Due to the highly mobile nature of LEO satellites, one of
the critical research areas is the design of the mobility mechanisms to ensure robust
service continuity for the end-user. Recent studies in the domain of Earth-moving
cells have shown that measurement-based handover (HO) triggering events cannot
guarantee a low number of radio link failures without an increase in signalling and
measurement reporting. In this work, we present a new HO triggering event that
exploits the predictable movement of LEO satellites and uses the distance between the
user’s location and the centre of the moving cells on the ground. The performance
of the proposed solution is evaluated with system-level simulations and compared
against the measurement-based baseline HO and Rel-16 Conditional HO (CHO). It
is found that the location-based HO triggering event completely eliminates the HO
failures as well as unnecessary HOs and ping-pongs. As a result, the location-based
HO triggering event extends the mean time-of-stay from values below 2 s to 4.8 s
where the optimal mean time-of-stay is 4.9 s.

1 Introduction

From the 2010s, LEO constellations have become a hot topic for industries
and academics. While terrestrial systems can only cover about 6 % of the
Earth’s surface [1], satellite systems can provide broadband mobile commu-
nications anywhere at any time. In this quest for ubiquitous high-speed Inter-
net, private companies are planning, manufacturing and deploying their LEO
satellite constellations [2]. Examples of these systems are OneWeb, Starlink,
Telesat, LeoSat and Kuiper. At the same time, 3GPP is working on a unified
standard for terrestrial and satellite mobile communications. This concept,
known as NTN, will be introduced for the first time in the upcoming Rel-17
of the 5G NR standard [3].

Among other scenarios, NTN targets LEO satellites at altitudes between
600 km and 1200 km, which move at approximately 7.5 km/s relative to the
Earth. The vision is that these systems will provide 5G NR service on Earth
through multiple satellite beams. This is a completely new scenario where
the mobility management schemes require modifications, as captured in [4].
Especially for EMC, where the coverage area of each beam moves along with
the satellite sweeping the Earth’s surface, the satellite’s mobility can lead to
very frequent HO events. For example, for a satellite at an altitude of 600 km
and a beam cell diameter of 50 km, a HO may occur approximately every 5 s.
Frequent HO events increase the signalling overhead, which combined with
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measurement inaccuracies and a low signal strength variation between cells
in a region of overlap, can lead to a critical increase of the service failures
and, therefore, long service interruptions.

In [5] we demonstrated that the UE-assisted network-controlled BHO fails
to guarantee a robust service due to a late HO decision. Recently, the work
in [6] showed that the Rel-16 CHO eliminates the RLFs and HOFs due to an
earlier HO preparation but leads to a 60 % increase of the signalling overhead
and measurement reporting as compared with the BHO. Both procedures
are solely based on UE measurements, which have an impact on the HO
triggering time and the HO decision. In terrestrial networks, standardized
HO procedures are based on these measurements due to its simplicity and
effectiveness. However, for NTN deployments, the 3GPP has suggested in [4]
the use of additional triggering criteria since a purely measurement-based
HO triggering (MHT) event may not be sufficient to reach optimal mobility
performance.

LEO satellites follow deterministic trajectories. This implies that network
and UE can estimate and track the movement of the cells to initiate the HO
at the serving cell edge and towards the optimal target cell. In this paper,
we propose a novel location-based HO triggering (LHT) event that exploits
the distance between the UE’s location and the location of the surrounding
cells. Even though 3GPP has highlighted the importance of using alternative
triggering criteria, neither specific solutions nor simulations results have been
published. For this reason, we provide system-level simulations to show the
strengths of our proposed solution. The performance of the LHT event is
compared against the standardized BHO and CHO. The resulting evaluation
shows that the LHT solution reduces the signalling overhead, removes the
radio failures and maximises the time of stay in a cell.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
main aspects of the conventional measurement-based HO triggering events
and the related constraints when used in EMC. Section 3 describes the pro-
posed location-based HO triggering solution. Section 4 introduces the sce-
nario, UE’s configuration and network parameters used for the system-level
simulations. The KPIs used to evaluate the mobility performance and the
system-level results are found in Section 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 dis-
cusses the results and future research directions. Final conclusions are drawn
in Section 8.
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2 Limitations of the Measurement-based Handover
Triggering in Earth-Moving Cells

One of the goals of mobility management is to ensure that connected UEs
do not experience noticeable service interruption as they change connection
from one cell to another. The HO is the connected-state mobility procedure
that ensures this process. Typically, the HO relies on DL measurements per-
formed by the UE to trigger the HO event. This means that a UE periodically
measures the signal quality of its serving cell and neighbouring cells and
once the configured HO event condition is fulfilled, the UE sends a MR to
the network. Then, the network may command the UE to initiate the HO
towards a certain target cell. This section focuses on the issues when the HO
triggering condition of the HO event is purely based on radio measurements
in EMC, which in this paper is referred to as MHT event.

In NTN, especially in EMC, the frequency of the HO events is mainly
impacted by the movement of the satellites. As discussed in [5] and [6], the
MHT events result in an increase of HOs towards the sub-optimal target cell.
Fig. IV.1 intends to describe the limitations of using MHT events. It shows
a simplified scenario consisting of a UE (red triangle) camping in serving
cell A (light blue) and surrounded by three neighbouring cells (gray): cell
B, cell C and cell D. Each satellite beam radiates a cell coverage area on the
ground with a circular shape and radius Rc. As cells move from left to right,
the UE experiences cell-edge conditions that might continuously trigger the
measurement-based HO condition. This is due to UE’s measurement inac-
curacies and the cells’ overlapping footprint. Besides, since the propagation
distance is orders of magnitude greater than the cell size, there exist minor
signal received power differences between cell centre and cell edge condi-
tions, which also impacts the HO trigger.

Considering the scenario in Fig. IV.1, ideally the UE should remain con-
nected to serving cell A until it is close enough to handover towards target cell
B. In reality, the UE could attempt to connect to cell C and cell D, which may
result in two cases. A first case where the UE connects to cell D and, due to
cells movement, tries to handover back to cell A. Then, if cell D quickly moves
away and disappears, the UE could not have enough time to communicate
with cell D and initiate the HO again. This results in the UE declaring an
RLF and going into idle state. In the second case, the UE might connect to
cell C and immediately handover to cell B, unnecessarily staying for a very
short time in cell C. Both cases are highly undesired since they increase the
UE’s power consumption, generate unnecessary signalling and lead to longer
service interruptions which, ultimately, impacts the UE’s service experience.
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Fig. IV.1: Simplified scenario that depicts a UE being served by Earth-moving cells and exem-
plifies how the distances UE-cells centre change across time.

3 New Location-based Handover Triggering Event

The proposed LHT event exploits the UE’s location and the location of the
cells centre on the ground to determine the changes of the UE-cell centre dis-
tance. Such information, periodically collected by the UE, allows to capture
the direction of the cells and can reduce the risk of a sub-optimal HO choice
and minimize the impact of satellite’s mobility. Such novel solution is based
on: i) the UE has GNSS capabilities and ii) the network can broadcast location
information of the cells. These assumptions are considered for Rel-17 by the
3GPP in [3].

The specification of the MHT event is modified to introduce an additional
offset that comprises the location information. In this way, the impact on
the 5G NR specifications is minimized because radio measurements remain
a fundamental part of the HO triggering while cell movement is taken into
account. We focus on the commonly used NR A3 event, even though the
proposed solution can be applied with other relevant events in [7]. The NR
A3 event relates to an intra-frequency HO initiated when the signal strength
of target cell T becomes stronger than serving cell S by a certain HOM and
for a certain TTT.
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A simplified version of the A3 event containing the location-based offset
ΓS,T can be seen below.

PT(t) > PS(t) + HOM + ΓS,T(t-τ, t) [dBm] (E.1)

where PS(t) and PT(t) are RSRP measurements (in dBm) from serving
cell S and target cell T, respectively, and ΓS,T(t-τ, t) is the location offset (in
dB) for the same cells pair S-T. A description of the calculation of ΓS,T is
presented as follows.

As cells move, the UE samples the distances UE-cell centre d at regular
time intervals τ, where τ follows the DL measurements sample rate. Fig. IV.1
shows a UE at two consecutive instances, t-τ and t. We denote the distance
between the UE and its serving cell centre as dS. Analogously, the distance
between the UE and a candidate target cell is expressed as dT . Given a serving
and target cell pair S-T and based on the estimated distances dS and dT at
instants t-τ and t, the UE calculates the relative distance change for serving
cell ∆dS and target cell ∆dT as below:

∆dS(t-τ, t) = dS(t)− dS(t-τ)

∆dT(t-τ, t) = dT(t)− dT(t-τ)
[m] (E.2)

The ratio ξS,T is obtained by combining the expressions in (E.2) as:

ξS,T(t-τ, t) =
∆dT(t-τ, t)
∆dS(t-τ, t)

[dB] (E.3)

ξS,T could directly be used in (E.1) instead of ΓS,T . Nonetheless, the loca-
tion information can be further exploited to give the UE more control to filter
out those undesired target cells and reach optimal performance. In (E.4), ad-
ditional distance requirements are introduced. The sign of ∆dS and distances
dS and dT are considered. A positive value of ∆dS indicates the serving cell
centre is moving away from the UE, while a negative value reflects that the
cell centre is approaching it. Distances dS and dT are used together with the
cell radius Rc to draw a triggering area near the geometric cell radius. We
define the radius of an inner circle R−

c = Rc − ϵ− and the radius of an outer
circle R+

c = Rc + ϵ+. Thus, the UE evaluates the HO triggering condition
at the cell edge and towards those target cells immediately approaching as
follows:

ΓS,T(t-τ, t)=


ξS,T(t-τ, t) if ∆dS >0 and

dS >R−
c and dT <R+

c

openalty otherwise

(E.4)
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UE Serving Cell Target Cell

1: Meas. ctrl.

incl. center location and

distance meas. config.

Reference signals

Reference signals

UE measures according
to configuration

UE acquires its location

Determine distance to centre of
the serving cell and target cells

Determine location-based offset

Continue DL measurements

UE acquires its location

Determine distance to centre of
the serving cell and target cells

Determine location-based offset

Downlink and location measurements

2: Meas. Report:

Target Cell fulfils criteria

Fig. IV.2: Triggering of the measurement report based on downlink measurements and distance
estimations.

The parameter openalty is included to penalize those target cells that do
not fulfill the distance constraints in (E.4). Further details are given later in
Section 6.

Fig. IV.2 provides an illustration of the signalling between the UE and the
network when the LHT event is used. Once the UE connects to the serving
cell, the UE is configured with DL measurements and distance parameters.
Similar to the BHO procedure, the UE periodically performs DL measure-
ments but now also tracks distances dS and dT . The UE periodically deter-
mines offset ΓS,T (see (E.4)) until the condition in (E.1) is fulfilled and the MR
is sent to the serving cell. Since this solution only modifies the triggering
of the MR, it is applicable to both standardized HO procedures: BHO and
CHO.
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Fig. IV.3: Simulation scenario: 20 static UEs are served by 7 LEO satellites operating with Earth-
moving cells. Beams with the same colour belong to the same satellite. Sizes of UEs, satellites
and beams footprint are not to scale.

4 System Simulation Methodology

4.1 Simulation parameters

Fig. IV.3 depicts the simulated scenario: a constellation of 7 LEO satellites
with gNB capabilities. The network implements EMC where each satellite
beam corresponds to an NR cell. Following [4], we simulate satellites with
19 beams with a ground coverage diameter of 50 km, an inter-site distance
(ISD) of 43.3 km and distributed in 3 concentric tiers. Besides, there is a cell
overlapping of 50 % between cells in outer tiers of adjacent satellites.

A rural scenario is simulated where 20 static UEs are uniformly dis-
tributed along an area of 110 km × 35 km. The UE’s measurement model
includes a Gaussian error process. Such measurements are filtered at layer
1 and layer 3 following the specifications in [7]. The satellite payload char-
acteristics are defined according to 3GPP technical report [4]. Uniform DL
interference is generated by loading 25 % of the available PRBs per cell. Table
IV.1 contains the main simulation parameters. Further details of the constel-
lation, UE’s configuration and network parameters are in [5].

System-level results are generated using a Nokia proprietary simulator
that models NR PHY and MAC layers following 3GPP specifications. It oper-
ates at OFDM symbol resolution and offers a realistic analysis of mobility. It
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has been used in 3GPP standardization and in scientific publications, e.g. [8]
and [5]. Fifty simulations are combined varying the pseudo-random seed for
each run to obtain statistically reliable results.

Table IV.1: System-level simulation assumptions.

Parameter Values

Satellite altitude 600 km

Satellite antenna pattern Section 6.4.1 in [9]

Satellite equivalent isotropic
34 dBW/MHz

radiated power density

3 dB beamwidth 4.4127°

Satellite Tx max Gain 30 dBi

Satellite beam diameter 50 km

UE Tx power 23 dBm

Deployment scenario Rural [10]

Shadow Fading (σ) 0.3 to 7.4 dB [10]

Carrier frequency 2 GHz (S-Band FDD)

Frequency reuse FR1

System Bandwidth 10 MHz

Sub-carrier spacing 15 kHz

Traffic model Full Buffer

Background traffic load 25 % PRBs

Qin/Qout threshold: −6 dB/−8 dB
Radio Link Failure [7] T310 timer: 1000 ms

N310/N311: 1

UE’s measurement error (σ) 1.72 dB

L3 filter coefficient K 4

Receiver type LMMSE-IRC [4]

HO margin/Time-to-trigger 0 dB/0 ms

Simulation time 18 s (252 000 OFDM symbols)

4.2 Radio Propagation Model

The work in [10] describes the adopted time-correlated radio propagation
channel model. Large-scale variations of the LEO-to-Ground signal are real-
istically modelled considering the LOS transitions introduced by the satellite
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movement as well as the changes in the propagation loss caused by buildings
and objects near the UE. No fast fading is considered in this study.

4.3 Modelling of Conditional Handover

The HO modelling is modified to simulate the CHO procedure. It is assumed
that the CHO preparation phase is executed free of failures since it takes place
when the serving cell radio link is reliable and no outages are expected. A
more exhaustive description of the modelling can be found in [6].

5 Key Performance Indicators

The following statistics were collected for this study:

5.1 Downlink Signal-to-interference-plus-noise Ratio

The DL SINR measures the quality of the received signal. It compares the
strength of the signal from the serving cell against the level of undesired
interference from the other cells and noise.

5.2 Radio Link Failures and Handover Failures

The RLF and HOF are relevant metrics to assess the robustness of the radio
service. The RLF is declared when the signal quality drops below a threshold
Qout during T310 time length. In addition, the HOF is used to measure RLF
and PDCCH failure during the HO procedure. Further details of the RLF and
HOF declarations can be found in [8].

5.3 Time of Stay

The ToS is the time that a UE remains connected to the serving cell. It is an
important KPI to assess the HO frequency and the signalling overhead due to
PP and UHO. As reported in [8], the ToS in cell A is defined as the duration
from when the UE sends a HO complete message to cell A to when the UE
sends a HO complete message to another cell.

5.4 Unnecessary Handovers and Ping-pongs

As defined in [6], a UHO is declared when a UE handovers to a new cell and
stays in that cell for less than 1 s. Similarly, a PP event is defined as a HO
from cell A to cell B and handovers back to cell A within a certain ToS, e.g. 1 s.
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6 Performance Results

This section presents the mobility performance of the BHO and the CHO
procedures using the standardized MHT event and the proposed LHT event.
HOM and TTT parameters of both triggering events are 0 dB and 0 ms based
on [6]. The LHT event is configured with R−

c = 21 km and R+
c = 28 km.

These values are chosen considering that the ISD/2 is 21.65 km and the cell
radius Rc is 25 km. The LHT event is analysed for three schemes summa-
rized in Table IV.2. These schemes depend on the value of ξS,T and openalty
and aim to either only reward the relevant target cells, penalize undesired cell
candidates or a combination of both. On top of the eight simulated cases
- BHO and CHO procedures set with the MHT event and three schemes of
the LHT event -, we include an optimal HO as a reference of upper bound
performance. This case optimizes the DL SINR considering that the UE al-
ways receives the HO command and access the best cell at the right instant
when target cell radio link becomes better than the serving cell radio link.
The optimal HO does not include the impact of the UE’s measurement error,
signalling propagation delays or random access procedure.

Table IV.2: Configurations of the LHT event.

LHT schemes ¸S,T openalty

Reward (R) ∆dT/∆dS 0

Penalty (P) 0 106

Reward and Penalty (R,P) ∆dT/∆dS 106

Fig. IV.4 shows the CDF of distance dS at HO completion time. Without
loss of generality, only the BHO and the optimal HO are depicted. Using
the MHT event, the HO takes place far within the cell and well beyond Rc,
i.e. from 15 km to 29 km. This contrasts with the optimal HO performance
which shows a range from 20.5 km to 24 km. This difference can be due to the
combined impact of the UE’s measurement error, the minor RSRP difference
between cell centre and cell edge, i.e. 3 dB, and the signalling HO latency.
Using the LHT event with a penalty approach, the HO occurs always after R−

c .
This means that openalty = 106 prevents the HO triggering until distance dS is
greater than R−

c . From there, ΓS,T takes ξS,T value instead of openalty and UEs
start to initiate the HO procedure. How proactively the HO triggers depends
on the rewarding value of ξS,T . Even though reward approaches anticipate
the HO triggering as compared with the MHT event and involve more than
90 % of users completing the HO before Rc, when no penalty is used still
20 % of HO are completed before reaching a distance of 20.5 km. Due to
radio impairments such as the UE’s measurement inaccuracy, a performance
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Fig. IV.4: Distribution of the distance UE-to-Serving Cell Centre at HO completion time for BHO
procedure set with MHT and LHT events.

close to the optimal in terms of distance does not translate into accessing the
right candidate cell. Thus, further analysis is needed to evaluate the overall
mobility performance.

The DL SINR performance is presented in Fig. IV.5. Although the LHT
event boosts the DL SINR, it does not show a relevant improvement as com-
pared with the MHT event. This is because the CHO procedure, when only
relies on DL measurements, already achieves a performance close to the op-
timal. The earlier HO preparation of the CHO enables a quicker reaction to
the fast serving RSRP drop and, hence, reduces the number of failures. Such
characteristic enhances the DL SINR performance but it leads to an increase
of the UHO and PP rates, as explained in [6]. It is worth highlighting the
improvement of the BHO procedure with the reward and penalty scheme. The
reward anticipates the HO triggering, which addresses the core issue of the
BHO procedure, while the penalty avoids UHO.

Fig. IV.6 depicts the HOF, UHO and PP rates. [6] showed that the CHO
procedure removes the RLF and HOF at the cost of increasing the UHO and
PP, i.e. signalling and measurement reporting. The reward scheme of the
LHT event increases the UHO rate around 57 % and 91 % as compared with
the BHO and CHO procedures with the MHT event. In contrast, the penalty
scheme reduces the UHOs and PPs rates to 0, regardless of the HO procedure.
The best performance in terms of RLF plus HOF, UHO and PP is achieved by
the CHO procedure configured with a penalty scheme. The CHO procedure
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eliminates the RLF and HOF with an earlier HO preparation and the penalty
removes the UHO and PP by considering the distances to the cells centre.

Fig. IV.5: Distribution of the DL SINR for BHO and CHO procedures configured with MHT and
LHT events.

Fig. IV.6: HO failure, unnecessary HO and ping-pong rates for BHO and CHO procedures
configured with MHT and LHT events.
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In Fig. IV.7 the CDF of the ToS is presented. The MHT event shows mean
ToS values below 2 s due to the high UHO rate seen in Fig. IV.6. The LHT
event set with a penalty scheme extends the mean ToS to 4.8 s, independently
of the HO procedure and presenting a close match with the optimal HO.
As seen above, the penalty scheme removes UHO and PP, which translates
into longer cell-stays at the serving cell. In addition, the CHO procedure
configured with the LHT event and the penalty scheme presents a minimum
ToS value of 2.5 s, the highest minimum value among all configurations.

Fig. IV.7: Distribution of the time-of-stay in the serving cell for BHO and CHO procedures
configured with MHT and LHT events.

7 Discussion and Future work

The research in [5] and [6] showed the limitations of measurement-based HO
procedures in LEO-based NTN. The cost of improving the DL SINR is an
increase of the UHO and the PP, which leads to sub-optimal mobility perfor-
mance. Nonetheless, the predictable nature of satellite networks allows tap-
ping the potential of additional information. This work explores the impact
of including location information in the standardized HO triggering event.
Through the parameters ξS,T and openalty, the LHT event rewards and/or pe-
nalizes the candidate target cells. The system-level simulation results indicate
that the LHT event, when penalizes the undesired target cells, enhances the
5G NR mobility performance and together with the CHO procedure achieves
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the best performance. The BHO procedure can achieve similar mobility per-
formance when combines the reward and penalty LHT schemes.

The proposed LHT successfully captures the cells’ movement to filter the
undesired target cells and drive the UE to the optimal target cells. Even
though this may suggest mostly relying on location information, radio mea-
surements are still relevant to detect the appropriate instant to handover as
well as abrupt changes in the signal received power due to potential shad-
owing. It is worth highlighting that the location accuracy of the UE and cells
centre is assumed ideal. Such assumption is not an issue considering the long
communication distances (i.e. 600 km) and the cell diameter size (i.e. 50 km)
over potential location inaccuracies of hundreds of meters.

In NTN, the HO events can be classified depending on whether the UE
changes from one cell to another within the same satellite - i.e. intra-satellite
HO - or the HO occurs among cells from different satellites - i.e. inter-satellite
HO. The high degree of success of the LHT event can be explained by the
fact that all the HO events in the simulations were intra-satellite HO. This
case represents a particular arena where LOS conditions and shadow fading
are fully correlated among cells since all satellite beams are radiated from
the same transmission point. Together with the deterministic movement of
the NTN cells, this fact results in a predictable scenario where the signal
conditions become static between adjacent cells and hence the UE can rely on
non-measurement information to reliably move among intra-satellite cells.
Intra-satellite mobility enables a new space for simpler and more efficient
HO solutions where a clever network should be able to dictate to the UE the
best candidate cell without degrading the overall system performance.

8 Conclusions

We have proposed a new location-based handover triggering event and anal-
ysed its mobility performance in a low Earth orbit based non-terrestrial net-
work implementing Earth-moving cells. The standardized measurement-
based handover triggering event is modified to exploit the deterministic move-
ment of the satellites and uses the location information of the users and the
cell centres on the ground. In combination with radio measurements, the
new handover event is triggered when the distance between the user’s lo-
cation and the cell centres on the ground meet the configured conditions.
System-level simulations demonstrate that the novel location-based handover
triggering event when used with the Rel-16 conditional handover is able to
completely eliminate the handover failures, the unnecessary handovers and
the ping-pongs. This reduces the signalling overhead and extends the time-
of-stay in the serving cells from on average 1 s to 4.8 s.
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1. Introduction

Abstract

Low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks are meant to be fundamental to closing
the digital divide, enabling new market opportunities and providing fifth-generation
(5G) New Radio (NR) connectivity everywhere at any time. Despite the advantages
of LEO deployments, these systems are characterized by a high mobility and a chal-
lenging propagation channel that compromise several procedures of the current 5G
standards. One of the impacted areas is the radio mobility management, which is
used to ensure continuous and satisfactory service while users handover among cells.
Current research shows that the measurement-based 5G NR handover (HO) proce-
dures, designed for terrestrial networks, fail to ensure optimal mobility performance.
In this work, we provide a mobility performance analysis through extensive system-
level simulations of state-of-the-art HO procedures for 5G NR over LEO satellite net-
works with Earth-moving cells. Furthermore, this article presents a novel antenna
gain-based HO solution for intra-satellite mobility that exploits the predictability of
the satellites movement and the antenna gain of the satellite beams, making UE’s ra-
dio measurements obsolete. The system-level simulation results, which consider users
in rural and urban scenarios, show that by exploiting the known satellite’s trajectory,
the UE eliminates service failures and undesired HO events, maximises the time-
of-stay in a cell and experiences improved downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio. This article also includes a sensitivity study of the impact on the mobility per-
formance of satellite-specific and UE-specific errors such as the UE’s location error,
the satellite beam’s antenna radiation error and the satellite’s pointing error. Finally,
the impact of the UE’s mobility is analyzed.

1 Introduction

Internet has become something essential for society development and wel-
fare, e.g. nowadays farmers need to be able to search for the best price to
buy fertilizer and know when and where to sell their crops. Even though
there has been an increase in Internet availability in recent years, a large
percentage of the world’s population remains unconnected; according to [1],
less than 64 % of the population has Internet, which leaves 3 billion people
offline. One of the main reasons for Internet access exclusion is the lack of
available cellular infrastructure, especially in remote areas, where deploying
fiber cable is not cost-effective.

Satellite technology aims to bridge the digital gap. By its nature, not being
geographically constrained, it is ideal to deliver broadband connectivity to
any location in the globe. Tens of thousands of satellites have been proposed
to be deployed in LEO orbits - i.e., altitudes between 500 km and 1500 km.
The Starlink constellation - backed by SpaceX - is currently authorized to
deploy 4408 LEO satellites while the company has already launched more
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than 2000 and envisions to have approximately 30 000 spacecrafts in orbit [2].
OneWeb’s network, in the process of being completed in 2022, is planned to
consist of 716 LEO satellites followed by a second phase with 6372 satellites
[3]. Kuiper Systems, a subsidiary of Amazon, announced in 2019 a LEO
deployment of 3236 satellites at altitudes between 590 km and 630 km [3].
Over the next decade, these three constellations alone envision to comprise
more than 40 000 satellite systems into LEO, enabling a new time of space-
based broadband services.

This new space race, driven by private companies, and the growth of de-
mand for broadband services [1] have fueled the development of standards
for NTN systems. Initially defined by the 3GPP in [4], NTN aims to com-
plement TNs providing 5G and future sixth generation (6G) connectivity to
unconnected areas through, among other systems, LEO satellites. Not limited
only to provide connectivity in remote areas, NTN seeks to efficiently ensure
5G service availability anytime, anywhere, e.g. for critical communications
in case of disaster and emergency, maritime communications and passengers
on board of planes.

In contrast with GEO systems, LEO satellites feature high mobility but
also reduced path loss, shorter transmission delays and lower production and
launch costs. These systems operate in a revolving network at approximately
7.8 km/s relative to the Earth; at this speed a satellite circles the Earth in
around 90 min. The movement of LEO satellites and thus signals from the
RAN nodes leads to several issues. While in TN the RAN nodes are fixed,
in LEO satellite networks, these nodes are constantly moving and triggering
a high number of mobility events. Though the frequency of mobility events
triggered by the satellite network will depend on the cell size - from 50 km
to several hundreds of kilometers [5] -, the increment of these events might
lead to an increase of the signalling overhead and potential service failures.

The target of connected-state mobility procedures is to ensure that the UE
does not experience noticeable interruption or degradation of the service as
it changes connection from one cell to the next one. The mobility procedure
that must guarantee this is known as HO. Despite the advantages mentioned
above, enabling 5G NR access over LEO satellite networks implies important
challenges for the HO procedure. Some of those challenges include high HO
frequency rate - which increases the control signalling between the UE and
the NW -, long communication distances - which impact path loss, signal
strength variation and propagation delays - and multiple high-gain beams
radiated from the same satellite - which increases the DL interference expe-
rienced by the UE. A well-designed HO procedure is required to overcome
these mobility challenges and to guarantee service continuity.
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1.1 Related Work

There are research works in the literature addressing the topic of the HO over
LEO satellite networks since the 1990s, which were motivated by the appear-
ance of non-geostationary satellite projects such as Iridium and Globalstar
constellations [6] [7]. These projects failed since they were not economically
viable, launch costs were too high and hardware and software technologies
were not mature enough.

In recent years, many companies have renewed the interest of providing
ubiquitous Internet from space. A large body of investigations appeared af-
ter Starlink and OneWeb projects materialized and after the 3GPP reported
in Release-15 the study to integrate satellite systems [4]. In [8], the authors
proposed an inter-satellite HO strategy based on the potential game theory
to reduce the average number of HO events and balance the constellation
NW load. To reduce the HO delay and signalling cost, in [9], different HO
procedures were proposed for a multi-layer network architecture which in-
cluded GEO satellites, HAPS and terrestrial relay nodes. In [10], the authors
focused on the inter-satellite HO for massive user terminals in mega-LEO
constellations to maximize the quality of experience by establishing a HO
model based on network-flows. A user-centric HO scheme for ultra-dense
LEO satellite networks was proposed in [11]. The authors presented a solu-
tion to buffer user’s downlink data in multiple satellites simultaneously to
permit the terrestrial users to realize seamless HO and to address the fre-
quent HO problem. In [12], the authors presented a reinforcement learning
scheme where UEs make decisions autonomously to optimize the long-term
throughput, meanwhile avoiding frequent HO events among non-terrestrial
base stations. The above-mentioned proposals address approaches to op-
timize the HO over NTN, mainly focusing on the HO frequency problem.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the works in the past lit-
erature considered 5G NR technology over NTN complying with the 3GPP
specifications.

Based on the 3GPP technical reports [4] and [5] for Release-15 and Release-
16, respectively, in [13] we demonstrated through system-level simulations
that the conventional UE-assisted NW-controlled 5G NR HO - used in TNs
and referred in this article as BHO - cannot ensure robust service continuity
in 5G LEO satellite networks with EMC. Users experience frequent service
outages due to a HO that is initiated too late when the serving cell radio link
is already too weak to complete the HO process. Under the same scenario, we
reported in [14] a mobility performance study of the Release-16 CHO which
accomplishes to eliminate the service failures due to an earlier HO initiation.
However, the analysis showed a 60 % increase of UHO events, as compared
with the BHO procedure. Both mobility procedures, meant for TNs, strongly
rely on UE’s radio measurements. The 3GPP suggested in [5] considering
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additional triggering criteria based on satellite’s trajectory and UE’s loca-
tion to enhance mobility performance. In [15], we proposed the LHT event
to exploit the distance information given by UE’s location and knowledge
of satellite’s trajectory. Extensive system-level simulation results proved that
the LHT event reduces the signalling overhead, eliminates the service failures
and maximises the ToS in a cell. The best mobility performance was achieved
by the CHO procedure configured to use the LHT event; here referred as
location-based CHO (LCHO) procedure. Despite these works considered 5G
NR over LEO satellite networks under 3GPP-compliant assumptions, these
HO solutions were only analyzed with users in a rural environment, where
radio propagation conditions are more favourable than in urban scenarios
due to low and scattered buildings. Furthermore, these HO procedures are
based on the reporting of the UE’s radio measurements to the NW. Due to
UE’s radio measurement inaccuracy, this may lead to wrong HO decisions
that increase the signalling overhead, which ultimately may compromise the
UE’s mobility performance.

1.2 Motivation and Contributions

The motivation behind this work stems from the lack of suitable HO solu-
tions to support the development of 5G NR over LEO satellite networks and
the need for system-level simulation results to support such solutions. Fur-
thermore, the publicly available works in the literature that meet the latter
only address users in rural scenarios. Overall, the novel contributions of this
article cover several gaps of the literature and are summarized as follows:

• Discuss the state-of-the-art HO procedures to support 5G LEO satel-
lite networks and the mobility challenges that these procedures shall
overcome.

• Propose a novel fully NW-controlled antenna gain based HO (AGHO)
solution for intra-satellite mobility that uses the UE’s location, the an-
tenna gain (AG) of the satellite beams and the known satellite’s trajec-
tory to avoid UE’s radio measurements.

• Based on extensive system-level simulations, provide mobility perfor-
mance analysis and comparison of the BHO, the CHO, the LCHO and
the AGHO over 5G LEO satellite networks for users in rural and urban
scenarios.

• Provide a sensitivity study that evaluates the mobility performance im-
pact of UE-specific and satellite-specific errors on the LCHO and the
AGHO solutions. The study considers the following sources of error: i)
satellite beam antenna radiation, ii) satellite beam antenna steerability
and iii) UE’s location.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ref-
erence scenario and the main aspects impacting the HO procedure in LEO
satellite networks. Furthermore, the section provides a comparison between
terrestrial and LEO deployments, while it identifies the main limitations of
measurement-based HO procedures. In Section 3, the HO enhancements
analysed in this work are explained and compared. The simulation method-
ology and results from system-level simulation campaigns are then provided
in Section 4 together with the definition of the KPIs used to evaluate the
mobility performance of the different HO procedures. Finally, we draw the
conclusions of this investigation and formulate recommendations for future
research in Section 5.

2 Connected-mode Mobility in LEO satellite net-
works

This section first describes the reference scenario, then the main challenges
and limitations of the HO procedure over LEO satellite networks are intro-
duced. Finally, the section includes a discussion on the ongoing NTN stan-
dardization activities.

2.1 Reference scenario

Fig. IV.1 depicts the studied reference scenario where a LEO satellite net-
work, at an altitude of 600 km, provides 5G NR coverage to a sparse number
of users on the ground. Satellite systems operate as RAN nodes that through
multiple satellite high-gain beams enable NR cells on the ground with a foot-
print diameter of 50 km. In NTN specifications, EFC and EMC are consid-
ered. The former entails that the satellite continuously adjusts the satellite
beam pointing direction to fix the NR cell to a specific location on the Earth
during a certain time period, while the latter option entails the satellite beam
pointing direction is fixed and thus the beam footprint (i.e. NR cell) is mov-
ing on Earth. This study is carried out considering EMC, which entails highly
mobile cells that will cause very frequent HO events. Fig. IV.1 aims to illus-
trate this phenomenon where stationary users continuously change serving
cell due to cells movement, i.e. frequent HO events. These events can occur
among cells from the same satellite, i.e. intra-satellite mobility, and among
cells from different satellites, i.e. inter-satellite mobility.

As mentioned before, the connected-state mobility procedure that ensures
users switching cells without noticeable service interruption is the HO pro-
cedure. The conventional HO procedure used in TNs (i.e. BHO) is based
on specific reference radio signals measured by the UE, that are reported to
the NW when a certain measurement-based condition is met. In this work,
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Fig. IV.1: LEO satellites as radio access network nodes providing 5G NR service to users on the
ground.

the BHO procedure uses the common MHT event known as NR A3 event,
which is triggered when the signal strength of target cell T becomes HOM
dB stronger than the signal strength of serving cell S for a certain time called
TTT. A simplified NR A3 event is given in (F.1), where PS(t) and PT(t) are the
RSRP measurements (in dBm) from serving cell S and target cell T, respec-
tively. Further details of the NR measurement events can be found in [16].

PT(t) > PS(t) + HOM [dBm] (F.1)

Once the above condition is met, the UE sends the MR to the NW via the
serving cell. Based on the UE’s radio measurements contained in the MR,
the NW determines whether the target cell is appropriate to access and it
commands the UE to initiate the HO towards that cell.

As mentioned above, the main goal of the HO procedure is to guarantee
service continuity and, hence, ensure adequate user’s experience. In LEO
satellite networks, the UE’s mobility performance is mainly challenged by
satellites moving at high speed and altitude, which might lead to a malfunc-
tioning of the measurement-based NR HO procedures. The following section
explains the characteristics of the reference scenario and the mobility chal-
lenges to overcome in order to design new HO solutions.
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Table IV.1: Main differences between the default values of the 3GPP-specific rural macro de-
ployment in [17] and the reference LEO satellites network evaluated in this work.

Specific Rural macro
deployment

LEO satellites
network

Altitude RAN node 35 m 600 km

Maximum distance
UE-RAN node

10 km 610 km
(79.8° elevation angle)

Maximum propagation delay 0.03 ms 2 ms

Speed of RAN node
(relative to Earth)

0 km/h 28 000 km/h

Cell radius 10 km 25 km

Cell visibility time
(stationary UE)

∞ 3 to 7 s [15]

Cell RSRP variation in LOS
(cell centre vs cell edge)

50 dB 3 dB

2.2 Challenges and limitations

Below, the main physical differences between a typical terrestrial rural macro
deployment and the reference scenario are described. Table IV.1 provides a
summary of this comparison to support the explanation.

The NR HO procedures were designed to efficiently work in terrestrial
deployments, where RAN nodes are fixed at altitudes of tens of meters, wire-
less communication distances are typically shorter than a few kilometers and
mobility events are mainly triggered by the UE’s mobility. The characteristics
of LEO satellite networks are completely different. The reference scenario is
characterized by LEO satellites constantly moving at an altitude of 600 km,
where mobility events are mainly caused by the movement of satellites as
they move much faster than UEs on the ground, approximately 7.8 km/s
relative to the Earth (i.e. 28 000 km/h). While the 5G standard supports a
maximum distance of 100 km, in LEO deployments the communication dis-
tances can escalate up to hundreds or thousands of kilometers. As Table
IV.1 shows, in the reference scenario the maximum communication distance
can be up to 610 km for a 79.8° elevation angle, as compared with the 10 km
maximum distance of the rural macro deployment. Such increase in distance
involves also an increase of the signal propagation delay; 0.03 s vs. 2 ms. Note
that LEO satellite communications feature a propagation delay longer than a
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transmission slot.

Low RSRP variation and UE measurement error

An important factor to consider is the RSRP variation in a cell. In TNs, there
is a clear difference between the RSRP measured at cell centre and at cell
edge. Considering the rural case in Table IV.1, the communication distance
ranges from a few tens of meters (i.e. cell centre) up to 10 km (i.e. cell edge).
Due to the logarithmic behaviour of radio signals attenuation, the maximum
distance difference results in variations of some tens of dBs. This effect is
not as pronounced in LEO satellite networks, where the distance between
transmitter and receiver is orders of magnitude greater, regardless of the
UE’s location within the cell. The satellite-user distance can be more than
10 times longer than the cell size. In our reference scenario, the AG of the
satellite beams is the main element that introduces changes in the RSRP. This
is because the satellite-user distance changes from 600 km at cell centre to
600.5 km at cell edge (for a UE being served by the central satellite beam),
which entails hardly any change in the free-space path loss, i.e. 154.03 dB vs.
154.04 dB.

Apart from the low RSRP variation, UEs have associated a certain mea-
surement error. The 3GPP specifies in [18] a relative RSRP accuracy require-
ment of ±2 dB to be met at the input of the UE’s L3 filter. The combination of
these two aspects can challenge UEs to correctly distinguish the appropriate
target cell to handover to. In Fig. IV.2, we depict the RSRP measured by a
UE when using the BHO procedure. There is a maximum RSRP variation
of 3 dB, where the RSRP ranges from −108 dBm at cell centre to −111 dBm
at cell edge. It can be also observed that for some cells the RSRP range is
even lower, i.e. approximately −110 to −111 dBm. The figure also shows the
impact of the UE’s measurement error. Especially in those instants when the
UE is in between two cells, the UE cannot complete the HO at the optimal
instant (e.g. t = 19 s and t = 20 s) or it handovers towards the wrong target
cell (e.g. t=11 s).

High HO frequency and unnecessary HO events

The high frequency of HO events caused by the movement of LEO satellites
is more significant in EMC-based networks. For the scenario under study,
the best achievable HO rate is an average of approximately 0.2 HO/UE/s.
Ergo, the NW should handle per UE roughly a HO every 5 s. The low RSRP
range combined with the UE measurement error may further increase the
HO rate due to wrong HO decisions. If the number of UHO events signif-
icantly increases, the mobility performance and the user experience can be
compromised.
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Fig. IV.2: Time trace of the RSRP measured by a UE when it is connected to a LEO satellite.
There is limited RSRP variation experienced between cell centre and cell edge.

In [15], we discussed that HO procedures only based on UE’s radio mea-
surements may limit the mobility performance and increase the number of
HO events towards sub-optimal target cells. Fig. IV.3 exemplifies some of
the limitations of these procedures. The figure shows three snapshots of a
scenario where a stationary UE (red triangle) is surrounded by three Earth-
moving cells: cell A, cell B and cell C. The satellite beams radiate the cells on
the ground with a circular shape. The radio coverage of the cells is depicted
as an hexagon due to cells overlapping; this produces areas of a few kilome-
ters where UEs detect similar RSRP from serving cell and neighbouring cells.
The figure also includes time-traces of the RSRP variations with regards to
the UE’s location within the cell. In Fig. IV.3a, the UE is connected to cell
A and located near the cell centre of cell A. As cells move from left to right
due to satellite’s movement, the radio coverage edge of cell A approaches the
UE. Fig. IV.3b shows the UE in cell-edge conditions and located between
the three cells. While the UE is in this area, it may continuously trigger
measurement-based HO events due to the UE’s measurement error and the
low RSRP variation among cells. In order to minimize the HO rate and max-
imise the stay in each cell, it is optimal that the UE stays connected to cell
A until it is close enough to handover towards cell B. However, the UE may
connect to cell C, causing three undesired events:

• Cell A→Cell C→Cell B. Once the UE handovers from cell A to cell C,
it may immediately handover to cell B. This results in an UHO event
because it increases the signalling and makes a sub-optimal use of the
available resources.

• Cell A→Cell C→Cell A. As in the previous case, the UE can handover
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back to cell A to immediately handover towards cell B.

• Cell A→Cell C→RLF. After handovering from cell A to cell C, the UE may
attempt to handover from cell C to cell B when is too late and then the
UE declares a RLF and goes into idle-mode. If the UE does not execute
the HO timely, the serving radio link becomes too weak because the cell
moves away and the UE cannot communicate with the serving cell to
initiate the HO (see Fig. IV.3c).

These cases are undesired and avoidable events since they increase the
signalling overhead and the UE’s energy consumption, lead to longer service
interruptions and degrade the overall user experience.

(a) UE at T0: strong radio link with
cell A

(b) UE at T1: handover from cell A to
cell C

(c) UE at T2: radio link with cell C
fails

Fig. IV.3: Scenario that depicts the detected RSRP over time for a UE being covered by Earth-
moving cells.
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Low DL SINR

Especially when cells are deployed with a FR1 scheme (i.e. all cells use the
same frequency resources), UEs can experience poor DL SINR conditions
when using the BHO procedure. Fig. IV.4 shows some of the issues of using
this HO procedure to motivate the proposal of new HO solutions. The DL
SINR traces correspond to a UE impacted by a high DL interference as a result
of a single satellite radiating multiple NR cells on the ground. The UE, which
is randomly selected, is configured with the BHO under three sets of HO
control parameters, i.e. HOM and TTT. The optimal HO is also included as an
upper-bound of the achievable DL SINR performance (Section 4.4 includes
further details). None of the traces show values above 1 dB. The best DL
SINR performance is achieved when the UE is configured with HOM= 0 dB
and TTT = 0 s. However, this HO configuration increases the number of
UHO events (e.g. t=12 s). In [14] we discussed that measurement-based HO
procedures are limited by such trade-off; improving the DL SINR entails an
increase of UHO events. Note that the two other HO configurations present
DL SINR values below −10 dB. These low values are a consequence of the
inability of the BHO procedure to avoid RLFs, which strongly depend on
the radio link quality experienced by the UE. Therefore, the BHO procedure
is limited by a low DL SINR that increases RLFs, compromising the service
continuity. Furthermore, the HO configuration that improves the DL SINR
performance, increases the undesired HOs events.

Fig. IV.4: Downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (DL SINR) as a function of time, ex-
perienced by a UE connected through a LEO satellite network. The UE is configured with the
BHO procedure under three HO configurations plus an optimized SINR-based HO procedure
(upper-bound reference).

As discussed above, the BHO procedure was designed to function in ter-
restrial scenarios, the physical characteristics of which are quite different
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from LEO deployments (see Table IV.1). These differences might cause a
poor UE’s mobility performance when using the BHO procedure. The key
issues to address in order to design new HO solutions are summarized in the
following points:

• RSRP. UEs detect RSRP from serving and neighbouring cells only within
a 3 dB margin. If the HO procedure is purely based on UE’s radio mea-
surement, the low RSRP variation together with the UE’s measurement
error may cause to handover towards the wrong target cell.

• HO frequency. The movement of LEO satellites causes a high number
of HO events. We aim to minimize the HO rate and maximize the
time spent in each cell because an excess of signalling overhead and
measurement reporting can compromise the mobility performance and
the user experience.

• DL SINR. Serving radio link quality is limited by a strong DL interfer-
ence from neighbouring cells. This not only impacts the throughput but
also the mobility performance if DL SINR falls below a certain thresh-
old, which might cause a RLF.

2.3 Related Standardization Activities

The 3GPP concluded a study item on NR NTN for Release-16. The outcome,
including recommendations on future work, is provided in the technical re-
port [5]. The target was to study the support of 5G NR to users on Earth
through GEO, MEO and LEO satellites and HAPS. Each platform may im-
plement multiple beams as NR cells. Among other architecture specifications,
two types of payload were accounted: transparent and regenerative. The latter
implies an NTN platform, e.g. LEO satellite, acting as a base station while
the former entails a platform as a relay node for base stations on Earth.

In Release-17, the 3GPP introduced for the first time the satellite technol-
ogy as part of the 5G specifications. The work item in [19] defined the re-
quired changes to enable basic operations of NR over NTN in FR1. The main
challenges addressed are related to the mobility of the satellites since they
introduce frequent changes of serving node and high time and frequency
drifts. The work done by the 3GPP focused on GEO and LEO network sce-
narios with transparent payload, EFC and EMC configurations and UE with
GNSS capabililities. Using its own position and the NTN ephemeris, a UE
could pre-compensate the Doppler frequency shift, calculate the propagation
delay variation between UE and satellite to estimate the full timing advance
and benefit from location-based mobility procedures. The CHO procedure
was agreed as a mobility procedure for NTN and could include new trigger-
ing criteria based on cells location and timing. Even though many companies
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in the 3GPP proposed mobility enhancements for the CHO based on loca-
tion and time conditions, there were no system-level simulation results on
concrete enhancements to support the discussions.

At the time of writing, 3GPP is investigating enhancements to support NR
operations over NTN in the context of Release-18. The new work item [20],
started in May of 2022, will support new deployments in frequency bands
above 10 GHz, enhance coverage for handset terminals with NW-verified UE
location and address mobility and service continuity improvements for TN-
NTN and NTN-NTN scenarios.

3 Analysed HO Enhancements

This section describes three HO enhancements compared to BHO procedure
in Section 2.1: i) the CHO, ii) the LCHO and iii) the AGHO. Mobility per-
formance evaluations of the CHO and the LCHO procedures are available
in [14] and [15] but only for users in rural environments. This work includes
a study of the novel AGHO procedure as a fully-network controlled HO strat-
egy based on the estimated AG of the serving and target satellite beams.

3.1 Release-16 Conditional HO

In Release-16, the 3GPP specified the CHO procedure to improve the mobility
robustness in terrestrial deployments. On this basis, our work in [14] demon-
strated that the CHO enhances the UE’s mobility performance in LEO-based
NTN by reducing the risk of RLF at the expense of increasing UHO events.

The CHO ensures a robust mobility by preparing the HO in advance
(with regard to the BHO). The principal difference is that the CHO decou-
ples preparation and execution phases by configuring the UE with up to two
triggering event conditions per candidate target cell. The first condition, also
called preparation condition, is used by the UE to send the MR to the NW.
This condition is triggered early enough to allow the network to reach the
UE when the serving cell radio link is still under favourable conditions. The
second condition, or execution condition, delays the HO execution and it is
used by the UE to initiate the access towards the target cell when the target
cell radio link becomes sufficiently good. These two conditions are based on
UE’s radio measurements. The specification permits to configure different
measurements quantities for each of the conditions such as RSRP and RSRQ.
Furthermore, the CHO may use different NR measurement events such as
the NR A3 event, i.e. target cell becomes offset better than serving cell (see
Section 2.1), and Event A5, i.e. serving cell becomes worse than threshold
one and target cell becomes better than threshold two.
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Fig. IV.5 illustrates the operational steps of the CHO procedure according
to 3GPP specifications. In Step 1, once the first NR measurement event condi-
tion is fulfilled, the UE sends a MR to the serving cell with DL measurement
details of the surrounding cells. The serving cell asks for HO preparation to
the selected target cell(s) (Step 2-6). The specification allows the preparation
of up to eight target cells. For the sake of simplicity, Fig. IV.5 shows only one
target cell. The serving cell sends the CHO command comprising the radio
resource control (RRC) reconfiguration information as well as the execution
conditions for the prepared target cell(s) (Step 7). The execution conditions
are set by the serving cell while the target cells provide the CHO command
with the specific cell configuration. After reception of the CHO command,
the UE does not immediately initiate the access to the target cell but eval-
uates the CHO execution condition (Step 8). Unlike BHO, the UE in Step 8
continues exchanging data with the serving cell until a target cell radio signal
meets the CHO execution condition (Step 9). After Step 9, the UE executes
the HO to access the target cell and the procedure follows as in the BHO.
Fig. IV.5 shows a simplified signalling of the random access procedure and
the HO completion since these are not part of the main focus of this paper.
Further details about the CHO can be found in [21] and [16].

UE Serving cell Target cell

Meas. configuration

1: Meas. event triggered

2: Meas. Report

3: HO decision

4: HO Request

5: Admission control

6: HO Request Ack

7: RRC Reconfiguration

8: UE evaluates CHO condition

User Data

9: CHO condition is fulfilled
for target cell, stop TX/RX

to/from source cell

CHO condition

H
O

 p
re

p
a
ra

tio
n

10: Random Access

11: RRC Reconfiguration complete

H
O

 e
x
e
c
u
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n

Fig. IV.5: Operational steps of the conditional HO (CHO) procedure, including the preparation
and the execution conditions.
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The main characteristics of the CHO procedure can be summarized as
follows:

• Decoupled HO preparation and HO execution phases. This enables an earlier
HO initiation when the serving cell radio link is in good conditions and
delays the execution of the HO towards the target cell when the target
cell radio link is strong enough.

• Up to two HO triggering conditions purely based on UE’s radio measurements.
CHO introduces preparation and execution event conditions. These
events purely rely on radio measurements, which can limit the UE’s
mobility performance due to the reasons exposed in Section 2.2.

• Reduced risk of service failure but increased signalling overhead and measure-
ment reporting. An earlier HO initiation means a more reactive HO
procedure which reduces the probability of RLF declaration but it also
increases the amount of UHO events if target cells are not carefully
selected.

3.2 Location-based CHO

The BHO and the CHO procedures rely only on UE’s radio measurements
because of simplicity and effectiveness in TNs. However, in [14], we high-
lighted the existence of a trade-off between DL SINR and UHO events: DL
SINR cannot be improved without increasing the signalling overhead and
measurement reporting, which limits the stay in a cell and degrades the user
experience.

LEO satellite systems follow orbits that are deterministic. The predictabil-
ity of satellites movement implies that NW and/or UE may predict the cells
radio coverage and exploit that information to optimize the HO procedure.
Based on this principle and motivated by the discussions in [5], our work
in [15] presented the LHT event, which is a novel HO triggering event that
takes advantage of the cells location and UE’s location.

The procedure starts with the NW broadcasting the centre locations of the
moving cells. Note that in NTN, it is assumed that i) the NW has knowledge
of the satellite ephemeris information (i.e. positions of the satellites and their
orbits) and ii) the UE is aware of its own location. The UE periodically collects
the satellite ephemeris broadcast by the NW and, together with its GNSS-based
location, determines the changes of the UE-cell centre distances. This infor-
mation is captured in a location-based offset, ΦS,T(t), which is introduced in
the NR measurement events to enhance the HO triggering process. In [15], it
is proposed the following modification of the NR A3 event in (F.1):

PT(t) > PS(t) + HOM + ΦS,T(t) [dBm] (F.2)
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where ΦS,T(t) is the location-based offset (in dB) for the cell-pair S-T.

δS(t) = dS(t)− dS(t-τ) [m] (F.3)

δT(t) = dT(t)− dT(t-τ) [m] (F.4)

ΨS,T(t) =
δT(t)
δS(t)

[dB] (F.5)

In a similar manner to DL measurements, the UE uses the location infor-
mation provided by the NW to calculate distance UE-cell S’ centre (dS) and
distance UE-cell T’s centre (dT) at periodic intervals τ. In (F.3) and (F.4), the
parameters δS and δT are calculated to capture the movement direction of
cells S and T. A positive value of δS denotes that cell S is moving away from
the UE, while a negative sign indicates that cell S is approaching the UE. The
cells movement information given by (F.3) and (F.4) is combined to obtain the
cell-pair S-T ratio ΨS,T , shown in (F.5).

ΦS,T(t)=


ΨS,T(t) if ∆S >0 and dS >γS

and dT <γT

ΘP otherwise

[dB] (F.6)

The full definition of the location-based offset ΦS,T , given in (F.6), includes
the parameters γS, γT and ΘP. The purpose of ΨS,T is to leverage cells move-
ment and prompt the HO towards those cells approaching the UE. In [15],
this aspect is referred to as a reward strategy and it takes effect when ∆S is
positive - i.e. serving cell S is moving away - and the UE is at the geometrical
edge of cell S. Distances dS and dT are evaluated against thresholds γS and
γT . The value of γS is equal to half of the ISD and γT is used to prevent
UHO events to distant target cells, which can be triggered due to antenna
side-lobes when only using UE’s radio measurements.

Furthermore, (F.6) includes the constant ΘP to penalize those candidate
target cells that do not meet the conditions imposed by ∆S, γS and γT .

According to [15], the LHT event successfully captures the movement of
the cells to filter undesired target cells and direct the UE towards the optimal
target cells. However, UE’s radio measurements are still used to detect the
appropriate time for the HO. In [15], BHO and CHO procedures are analysed
under three schemes of the LHT event, which depend on the values of ΦS,T
and ΘP. These schemes aim to reward, penalize or both, reward and penalize,
the candidate target cells. For this study we use the reported configuration
achieving best mobility performance, which corresponds to the CHO proce-
dure set with the penalty scheme. We refer to this configuration as the LCHO
procedure.

Fig. IV.6 shows the operational steps to initiate the LCHO procedure. The
UE not only measures reference radio signals but also periodically calculates
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UE Serving cell Target cell

1: Radio and distance measurements

configuration

Reference signals

Reference signals

UE measures according
to configuration

UE acquires its location

UE calculates distance to
centre of serving cell and target cell

UE evaluates location-based event

Target cell does not fulfil criteria

Continue DL radio measurements

UE acquires its location

UE calculates distance to
centre of serving cell and target cell

UE evaluates location-based event

Target cell fulfils criteria

Distance and radio measurements

2: Meas. Report or Random Access

Fig. IV.6: Triggering of the measurement report or access to the target cell when using the
location-based CHO (LCHO) procedure.

the distances UE-Cell centre using its location and the location of the cells.
Once a target cell fulfils the criteria in (F.6), the UE sends the MR to the NW
to initiate the HO preparation.

The most important features of the LCHO procedure, captured in [15],
are listed below:

• Enhances the mobility performance of the CHO procedure. The LCHO ac-
complishes to eliminate service failures and UHO events and maximises
the time in each cell. Thus, it overcomes the trade-off between DL SINR
and signalling overhead shown by the CHO procedure.

• Exploits the predictability of the satellites mobility. NR measurement events
are modified to exploit the deterministic movement of LEO satellites by
using the distances between UE and ground centre of the cells.

• UE’s radio measurements are still relevant. The procedure still relies on
UE’s radio measurements to detect the appropriate instant to handover
towards the target cell. This may also account as a limitation due to
UE’s measurement error introduced in Section 2.2.

• Additional control signalling. This procedure relies on the location in-
formation reported by the NW. It also involves additional signalling
between UE and NW to configure distance measurements in addition
to configuration and reporting of UE’s radio measurements.
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3.3 Antenna Gain-based HO

As pointed above, specifications of the NR HO procedures can be enhanced
by exploiting the predictability of the satellites movement. Initial steps were
taken in [15], with a HO procedure that involves additional signalling be-
tween UE and NW to acquire cells centre and configure distance measure-
ments. However, the procedure still relies on UE’s radio measurements.

The usefulness of UE’s radio measurements depends on UE’s measure-
ment accuracy. Section 2.2 highlights that the non-negligible measurement
error, together with the low RSRP variation (see Table IV.1), can bring the UE
to access the sub-optimal target cell. To overcome this issue, we present a
novel fully NW-controlled HO solution that utilizes the AG of the satellite
beams to bypass the UE’s radio measurements and the effect of the mea-
surement error. This approach is designed for intra-satellite mobility and
aims to enhance the UE’s mobility performance, while reducing the UE-NW
signalling.

The motivation behind using the AGHO procedure stems from the fact
that intra-satellite mobility represents a particular scenario where radio prop-
agation conditions - i.e., line-of-sight, path loss and shadow fading - are as-
sumed fully correlated between adjacent cells due to cells being radiated from
the same satellite. This might result in a predictable scenario where signal
conditions are static between satellite beams belonging to the same satellite.
The full correlation of the radio propagation conditions together with the
known movement of the cells enables a new space for novel HO solutions
where the UE does not need to rely on radio measurements to reliably move
among intra-satellite cells.

In the proposed approach, the NW is responsible for estimating the cells
radio coverage based on the AG patterns of the satellite beams. Once an
estimated target cell’s AG becomes better than the serving cell’s AG, the
NW prepares that target cell and it sends a HO command to the UE. It is
assumed that the NW knows the satellite ephemeris and the UE’s location.
In addition, the NW has knowledge of the antenna radiation pattern and
the pointing vectors of the satellite beams. The AG of a satellite beam is
calculated following the technical report [4], which defines the AG pattern of
a typical reflector antenna with circular aperture.

The main elements of the AGHO procedure are described as follows,
while Fig. IV.7 supports the explanation. We define G(t) as the AG of a
satellite beam, in dBi, at time t. The position vector of the satellite, relative
to the Earth, is defined as S⃗(t). The direction vector between satellite’s loca-
tion and UE’s location is denoted as S⃗U(t). The angle α refers to the angle
measured from the bore-sight of a satellite beam’s AG to the vector S⃗U(t).

Given the serving satellite beam S and the target satellite beam T, the NW
estimates gains GS(t) and GT(t) at time t based on the known AG patterns
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Fig. IV.7: Geometry of the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) procedure.

and the angle α measured for satellite beams S and T, i.e. αS and αT , re-
spectively. The proposed procedure operates estimating GS(t) and GT(t) at
future instants t1, t2. These estimations require predicting future positions of
the satellite along the orbit. Note that the estimations of S⃗(t1) and S⃗(t2) are
conducted using linear regression from past instants, however, this could be
done using orbit propagators or any other estimator.

As shown in Fig. IV.8, once GS(t) and GT(t) are estimated at instants
t1, t2, the NW evaluates two conditions to carry out the HO decision. The
first condition, in (F.7), is to detect when target cell’s AG becomes better
than serving cell’s AG. The second condition (F.8) is introduced to avoid
undesired handovers by predicting the target cell’s AG at t2, i.e. GT(t2),
and identify whether GT(t2) increases or decreases. If both conditions are
fulfilled, the NW, through serving cell S, sends the HO command to the UE
with instructions to initiate the access towards target cell T.

GS(t1) < GT(t1) [dBi] (F.7)

GT(t1) < GT(t2) [dBi] (F.8)

The key points of the AGHO procedure are the following:

• Intra-satellite mobility without UE’s radio measurements. The procedure
bypasses the non-negligible UE’s radio measurement error and captures
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Fig. IV.8: Operational steps of the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) procedure.

the crossover point among serving cell’s AG and target cells’ AG. Based
on dual time domain, it avoids short stays in a cell and reduces UHOs
events.

• Reduced control signalling. Reporting of UE’s radio measurements can be
reduced or avoided. This is important for satellites with a large number
of cells; handling a heavy signalling load might require high-processing
capabilities which added to a high HO frequency can compromise the
UE’s mobility performance.

• Fully NW-controlled HO procedure. Even though the NW still requires the
reporting of the UE’s location, the HO process is no longer assisted with
UE’s radio measurements. This might lead to a sub-optimal functioning
in scenarios with abrupt changes of the radio propagation conditions.

• Only for intra-satellite mobility. The proposed solution is valid to han-
dover among cells from the same satellite. However, it requires a dif-
ferent HO solution for inter-satellite mobility where radio propagation
conditions are more likely to change from one cell to the next one.
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3.4 Summary of the analysed HO procedures

This section has described state-of-the-art HO enhancements to improve the
UE’s mobility performance of the BHO procedure. Table IV.2 summarizes
the key aspects of the studied HO procedures. The first HO enhancement -
i.e. CHO - refers to a mobility procedure fully based on UE’s radio measure-
ments which decouples HO preparation and HO execution phases, enabling
an earlier HO initiation. Furthermore, it is part of the 5G NR standard since
Release-16. The LCHO solution, published in [15], is built on the basis of the
NR HO procedures and it modifies the NR measurement events to include
location information of the UE and the centres of the cells. It requires mini-
mum changes in the 5G NR specifications and it can be considered a hybrid
HO solution since it combines UE’s radio measurements and location data.
The UE needs GNSS capabilities and knowledge of the cells movement, re-
quiring additional control signalling. Finally, the third HO enhancement - i.e.
the AGHO - exploits the predictability of intra-satellite scenarios as well as
avoids the non-negligible UE’s radio measurement error. The HO is triggered
based on geometrical estimations considering that UE’s mobility is negligible
with regard to the movement of the satellite and that the satellite’s trajectory
is known by the NW. In this way, the NW does not need the radio measure-
ments reported by the UE to make the HO decision, which reduces the HO
control signalling.

The NR HO procedures, that only use UE’s radio measurements, might
feature sub-optimal mobility performance. Such limitation can be addressed
by exploiting the deterministic movement of LEO satellites either by com-
bining radio measurements and location information or by enabling a clever
NW, that detects the correct time to handover to the appropriate target cell.

Table IV.2: Summary of the HO procedures evaluated in this work.

HO
procedure

Measurement
quantity

Initiator HO triggering condition

BHO Signal strength UE PT > PS + HOM

CHO Signal strength UE PT > PS + HOM

LCHO Signal strength and
UE-cell distance

UE PT > PS + HOM + ΦS,T

AGHO Satellite beam’s
antenna gain

NW GS(t1) < GT(t1),
GT(t1) < GT(t2)
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4 System-level performance evaluation

This section presents the mobility evaluation through system-level simu-
lations of the HO enhancements detailed in Section 3. First, the system-
level simulation methodology is explained including modelling assumptions,
satellite details and 5G NR settings. Then, the definition of the KPIs and the
mobility performance results are given. The section closes with a discussion
of the main findings.

4.1 Simulation Methodology

Table IV.3 contains the main assumptions used to carry out the system-level
simulations. Fig. IV.9 depicts the simulated EMC scenario: a constellation
of 7 LEO satellites with on-board gNB capabilities enabling 5G NR access
to 20 users on the ground. Every satellite enables 19 NR cells through 19
satellite beams, distributed on the ground in 3 concentric tiers. The antenna
of a satellite beam provides a ground coverage diameter of 50 km. Cells on
the ground show an approximately ISD of 43.3 km. Satellite radio specifics
are set following the assumptions in [5]. The users are static and uniformly
distributed within an area of 110 km × 35 km. Since the AGHO procedure is
meant for intra-satellite mobility, the users area and the simulation time (i.e.
18 s) are specifically configured to target intra-satellite mobility events (see
Fig. IV.9). The UE’s measurement error follows a normal distribution. Radio
measurements are filtered by the UE at layer 1 and layer 3 according to [16].
25 % of the available PRBs per cell are artificially loaded to generate uniform
DL interference. Further details of the simulation set-up can be found in [15].

Large-scale variations of the radio propagation conditions are modelled
using the time-correlated radio propagation model reported in [22], which
was designed considering the realistic changes of the propagation conditions
in LEO-to-Ground links. Fast fading is not configured because it is assumed
that the impact of fast fading is averaged out by UE’s filtering.

The system-level simulation results are obtained with a Nokia propri-
etary simulation tool that models PHY and MAC layers according to NR
specifications. The simulation tool offers realistic mobility analysis and it has
been used in 3GPP standardization activities, e.g. [23], and research works,
e.g. [24]. The simulation methodology follows a Monte Carlo approach [25].
The simulation procedure is repeated 1000 times using each time a different
random seed and the simulation results are combined. The users distribu-
tion varies each simulation run with this methodology. Note that this is an
important factor since the goal of this paper is to analyze UE’s mobility per-
formance and, therefore, a large number of mobility events is required.
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Table IV.3: System-level simulation assumptions.

Parameters Assumption

Network deployment LEO network with 7 satellites, 133 cells;
43.3 km of inter-site distance

UE deployment 20 UEs uniformly distributed in rural or
urban environments

Channel model Mobility NTN channel model [22]; shadow
fading (σ) 0.3 to 7.4 dB

Carrier configuration 10 MHz bandwidth at 2 GHz (S-Band);
FDD; FR1

PHY numerology 15 kHz sub-carrier spacing; 12 subcarriers
per PRB

Satellite altitude 600 km

Satellite transmit max gain 30 dBi

Satellite beam antenna Reflector with circular aperture (pattern in
Section 6.4.1 in [4]); equivalent antenna
aperture of 2 m; equivalent isotropic
radiated power density of 34 dBW/MHz;
3 dB beamwidth of 4.4127°

Satellite beam diameter
(on the ground)

50 km

UE transmit power 23 dBm

UE Tx/Rx antenna gain 0 dBi per element

UE noise figure 7 dB

DL/UL receiver type LMMSE-IRC [5]

Traffic model Full buffer

Background traffic load 25 % PRBs

Radio Link Failure [16] Qin: −6 dB, Qout: −8 dB; T310 timer:
1000 ms; N310/N311: 1

UE’s measurement error (σ) 1.72 dB [18]

L3 filter coefficient K 4

Simulation time 18 s (252 000 OFDM symbols)
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Fig. IV.9: Simulation scenario: 20 static UEs are served by 7 LEO satellites operating with Earth-
moving cells. Beams with the same colour belong to the same satellite. Sizes of UEs, satellites
and beams footprint are not to scale.

4.2 Configuration of the HO solutions

Each of the HO procedures is set with its optimal configuration. Table IV.4
contains the key HO parameters used to assess the HO solutions. The BHO
and the CHO procedures are set with a HOM and a TTT equal to 0 dB and
0 ms, respectively. These values optimize the DL SINR, according to [14]. It
is worth mentioning that the modelling of the CHO assumes that the CHO
preparation phase is executed free of failures since it takes place when the
serving cell radio link is reliable and no outages are expected. Furthermore,
the system-level simulator considers any cell as a potential target cell, which
means that CHO is executed without applying any filtering at NW side. More
details are found in [14].

Regarding the LCHO procedure, the optimal configuration corresponds
to the CHO set with the penalty scheme of the LHT event, i.e. ΨS,T = 0 dB and
ΘP = 106 dB. The thresholds in (F.6) are set to γS = 21 km and γT = 30 km.
The values were chosen considering that the ISD/2 is 21.65 km and the cell
radius is approximately 25 km. The AGHO procedure is configured with
t1 = 0.3 s and t2 = 1.3 s. At least 1 s of guard time is set between t1 and t2 to
avoid UHO events and ensure that the target cell can provide sufficient time
of coverage.
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Table IV.4: Configured HO control parameters for the evaluated HO solutions in this work.

HO procedure Optimal HO parameters for the reference scenario

BHO HOM = 0 dB, TTT = 0 ms

CHO HOM = 0 dB, TTT = 0 ms (2nd condition)

LCHO HOM = 0 dB, TTT = 0 ms,
ΨS,T = 0 dB, ΘP = 106dB,
γS = 21 km, γT = 30 km

AGHO t1 = 0.3 s, t2 = 1.3 s

4.3 Key Performance Indicators

The following statistics were collected for this study:

• Radio link failures provide important information to evaluate the robust-
ness and reliability of the radio link. A UE declares a RLF when
the serving cell signal quality drops below a threshold Qout during
T310 time length. Further details of the RLF mechanism can be found
in [23], [16] and [21].

• Unnecessary Handovers and Ping-pongs. An UHO event is declared when
a user stays connected in a cell for less than a certain period, e.g. 1 s.
As a subset of UHOs, PP events are declared when a user handovers
from cell A to cell B and handovers back to cell A within a certain time,
e.g. 1 s.

• Geometric downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, in this article de-
noted as DL SINR, determines the quality of the received signal. This
metric compares the signal strength that the user measures from the
serving cell against the sum of interference power from the neighbour-
ing cells and noise.

• Time-of-stay metric is defined as the time that a UE stays connected in
a serving cell. It is relevant to assess the HO rate and the signalling
overhead. The report [23] formally defines the ToS as the duration in
cell A from when the UE sends a HO complete message to cell A to when
the UE sends a HO complete message to another cell.
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4.4 Mobility Performance Results

In this section we present the mobility performance of the BHO, the CHO,
the LCHO and the AGHO solutions, which are tested for users in rural and
urban scenarios. We also include the optimal HO as a reference of the best
achievable performance. This optimal HO optimizes the DL SINR consider-
ing that the UE always receives the HO command and access the target cell
with best DL SINR, at the optimal instant when target cell radio link quality
becomes better than the serving cell radio link quality. There is no impact
of the UE’s measurement error on the optimal HO, control signalling propa-
gation delays are correctly compensated and the random access procedure is
executed without failures at the optimal time.

The results are organized as follows. First, the mobility performance is
evaluated in terms of RLF rate. A high RLF rate indicates UEs experienc-
ing long interruption periods and low DL SINR. Second, the UHO and PP
rates provide a picture of the HO signalling overhead and the excess of mea-
surement reporting. Some UEs could avoid RLFs but experience high rates
of UHO/PP, which turns into an unnecessary use of resources and reduces
the exchange of UE’s data. Third, the DL SINR shows the result of the RLF
performance. A consequence of reducing RLFs is the improvement of the
radio link quality and, therefore, the DL SINR. Fourth, the ToS accounts for
the time that a UE stays connected to the same cell. The goal is to minimize
UHO and PP rates to maximise the ToS. Finally, we provide the UE-cell centre
distance at HO completion time to show how close to the cell edge the UE
completes the HO. Note that this metric does not distinguish among desired
HO events and UHO events.

The RLF performance of users in rural and urban scenarios is depicted
in Fig. IV.10. For the rural case, the three analysed HO enhancements are
capable of eliminating the RLFs. For the urban case, the CHO is the only
procedure able to keep the RLF rate close to zero. Nonetheless, the LCHO
and the AGHO solutions present a rate of 0.1 operations/UE/min. The small
difference is explained by the fact that CHO purely relies on UE’s radio mea-
surements and can react effectively to a channel state transition from LOS
to NLOS. In contrast, LCHO and AGHO rely on geometric estimations that
overlook the variations of the radio propagation conditions.

Fig. IV.11 provides the UHO rate and the PP rate. Similarly to the results
in [14], the CHO procedure increases more than 70 % the UHO and PP rates,
which results in a growth of the measurement reporting and the HO control
signalling. The use of UE’s location and satellite’s pointing information prove
to eliminate UHO events as observed for the LCHO and the AGHO cases. No
relevant differences are observed for the different HO procedures under rural
and urban conditions.
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Fig. IV.10: Radio link failure (RLF) rates when using the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO
(CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) for users in
rural and urban environments.

Fig. IV.11: Unnecessary HO (UHO) and ping-pong (PP) rates when using the baseline HO
(BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based
HO (AGHO) for users in rural and urban environments.
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Fig. IV.12: CDF of the downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (DL SINR) when the op-
timal HO, the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO)
and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) are used. Solid lines represent the performance for
users in a rural environment and dotted lines refer to an urban environment.

Fig. IV.12 shows the CDF of the DL SINR corresponding to the analysed
HO procedures in rural and urban scenarios. All the HO procedures present
higher DL SINR values in rural conditions. As indicated in [26], in a rural
scenario the likelihood of experiencing LOS conditions is higher as compared
with an urban environment, where high-rise buildings might shadow users
at higher elevation angles increasing the radio propagation losses. The op-
timal HO provides the upper-bound reference for both scenarios. For the
rural case, where UEs are under almost-static LOS conditions, the AGHO
shows the closest performance to the optimal, followed by the LCHO and
the CHO procedures, respectively. This underlines the benefit of using al-
ternative HO triggering criteria especially when radio conditions are fully-
correlated among cells. Note that when urban conditions apply, in terms
of DL SINR the CHO is the procedure showing a better robustness against
varying LOS conditions.

Without loss of generality, the following performance results are shown
only for the rural case. In Fig. IV.13, the CDF of the ToS is presented. LCHO
and AGHO solutions achieve similar performance as compared with the op-
timal HO. As seen above, these two procedures are able to filter out UHO
events, which maximises the ToS in the serving cell. Following this reason-
ing, when using the BHO and the CHO procedures, both with high UHO and
PP rates, around 60 % of the stays in a cell are below 3 s. Note that the optimal
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HO shows a ToS performance that falls within a range between 3 s and 7 s,
approximately. This provides a magnitude of the HO frequency problem in
the reference scenario; even using a flawless HO procedure, a UE executes a
HO every 3-7 s.

Fig. IV.13: CDF of the time-of-stay (ToS) when the optimal HO, the baseline HO (BHO), the con-
ditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO)
are used in a rural environment.

Finally, Fig. IV.14 shows the CDF of the distance between the UE and the
serving cell’s centre at HO completion. The figure includes, in light grey, the
overlapping area among cells that ranges from at least ISD/2 - i.e. 21.65 km -
to the cell radius - i.e. 25 km. These results do not consider neither the impact
of radio impairments such as the UE’s measurement error nor the access to an
undesired target cell. However, they provide a concise overview of where the
HO takes place in the cell. The optimal HO shows that the benchmark distance
ranges from 20.5 km to 24 km. The AGHO procedure follows a similar trend
to the optimal but around 2 km before. Note that this can be explained since
this procedure initiates the HO based on predictions at future times t1 and
t2 (see Section 3.3). This suggests that the AGHO may be triggered shortly
before the optimal time. For this evaluation, t1 is equal to 0.3 s. Considering
that the satellites moves at a speed of 7.8 km/s, this translates into a shift on
the ground of 2.34 km, which fits with the observed in Fig. IV.14. It is also
worth highlighting the difference among purely measurement-based proce-
dures and geometry-based procedures, likely due to the combined impact of
the UE’s measurement error and the low RSRP difference between cell centre
and cell edge (i.e. approximately 3 dB). The BHO and the CHO show 20 % of
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the HO events occurring at distances between 15 km and 20.5 km, which can
be linked to the high amount of UHO/PP events seen in Fig. IV.11.

Fig. IV.14: CDF of the distance UE-serving cell centre at HO completion time when the optimal
HO, the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and
the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) are used in a rural environment.

4.5 Sensitivity analysis

Results shown above were obtained following the 3GPP specifications in
[5], which contains realistic assumptions for system-level simulations with
non-terrestrial systems. Despite the 3GPP reported the importance of using
location-based HO triggering criteria, none of these assumptions considered
inaccuracies in the location neither from the UEs nor the satellites. This sec-
tion further analyses the robustness of those HO solutions that exploit lo-
cation data. We investigate the impact of errors that could deteriorate the
accuracy of the location data and degrade the UE’s mobility performance.

Apart from UE’s radio measurements, the LCHO procedure uses the UE’s
location, the satellite’s position and the steering angles of the beams to esti-
mate the centre of the cells. On the other hand, the AGHO solution also
exploits UE’s location and satellite’s attitude besides the antenna radiation
pattern of the satellite beams (see Section 3). Similarly as with radio mea-
surements, these data sources could have associated a certain error that may
alter the performance of the HO solutions.

To study the sensitivity of these error sources, a normally distributed error
is introduced in the UE’s location, the satellite’s pointing accuracy and the
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satellite beam’s antenna radiation. These errors are time-invariant and differ
among UEs, satellites and satellite beams, respectively. We conduct 1000
simulations varying the pseudo-random seed to ensure a sufficiently large
number of samples. The outputs from all the realizations are later combined
following a Monte Carlo approach to obtain statistically reliable results.

Five cases per HO procedure are considered to study the individual and
the overall impact of these errors. The first case is the benchmark where no
errors are considered. Second, we introduce a UE’s location error with a σ
of 150 m. The 3GPP required in [27] a nominal positioning accuracy of 30 m
in ideal conditions. The value for this study is set according to a worst case
scenario where UEs do not feature GNSS coverage or the location is outdated
due to, for example, UE’s mobility. The third case covers a satellite’s pointing
inaccuracy of 0.35° (σ). This error translates into a shift of 3 km on the ground.
The value is selected according to [28], which provides details of the Iridium’s
attitude, control and determination system. It is a low-accuracy case scenario
since current attitude systems of LEO satellites feature more precise pointing
control accuracy [2]. Fourth, an error in the antenna’s radiation is introduced
where the σ is equal to 0.5 dB. We set a value higher than what can be found
in the literature, e.g. [29]. Finally, the fifth case shows the impact of all the
aforementioned errors combined.

Table IV.5 presents a summary of the main findings. There are minor
differences in terms of DL SINR and HO distance but, overall, no relevant
impact can be observed on the mobility performance, regardless of the HO
procedure or the error. It is worth underlining that only the rural environ-
ment was taken into account for this part of the investigation.
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4.6 UE’s mobility

Mobility performance has been typically impacted by UE’s mobility in TNs
[24]. Users have different speeds which can impact RSRP, communication
latency and HO rate as they move. Despite the 5G specifications support UE
speeds up to 500 km/h [30], in LEO satellite networks the mobility perfor-
mance is dominated by satellites movement since they move much faster, i.e.
28 000 km/h.

We validate this assumption by analysing the mobility performance of
users at 3, 30 and 500 km/h in a rural environment using the LCHO and
the AGHO procedures. The RLF and the UHO rates, for the mentioned UE
speeds and HO procedures, are provided in Table IV.6. The system-level
simulation results confirm that UE’s mobility has no relevant impact on the
UE’s mobility performance.

Table IV.6: Impact of the UE’s mobility in terms of radio link failures (RLFs) and unneces-
sary HO (UHOs) when using the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO
(AGHO) procedures.

HO Procedure UE mobility
[km/h]

RLF
[#op./UE/min]

UHO
[#op./UE/min]

LCHO

3 0.0 0.0

30 0.0 0.0

500 0.0 0.0

AGHO

3 0.0 0.1

30 0.0 0.0

500 0.0 0.1

4.7 Summary of the results and discussion

Using extensive system-level simulations, this section has presented and anal-
ysed the UE’s mobility performance of the BHO, the CHO, the LCHO and
the novel AGHO solutions for EMC-based 5G LEO satellite networks. Fur-
thermore, this paper contributes with a mobility analysis that considers UEs
under rural and urban radio propagation conditions. The system-level sim-
ulation results support that measurement-based HO procedures require lo-
cation information such as exploiting the known satellite trajectory and the
UE’s location.
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Table IV.7 provides a summary of the main findings of this investigation.
It is clear that LCHO and AGHO are the HO procedures achieving a mobil-
ity performance closer to the optimal. This underlines the relevance of using
location data to select the appropriate target cell to handover to. Both so-
lutions show similar performance in all the analysed KPIs. There are small
differences in the distance UE-serving cell centre and the signalling load. The
later intends to capture the measurement reporting and HO signalling load
and is estimated considering the required signalling steps, the NR A3 event
rate and the successful HO rate. Despite the AGHO shows the same sig-
nalling load as the optimal and a 25 % decrease as compared with the LCHO
procedure, we consider the LCHO procedure a more suitable HO solution.
This HO solution has a minimum impact on the 5G NR specifications, allows
the UE to evaluate radio signal conditions and exploits the predictability of
the satellites movement. Even though the AGHO has the advantage to avoid
UE’s radio measurements, the procedure is designed for intra-satellite mo-
bility with continuous LOS conditions. The LCHO procedure can be used
in intra-satellite and inter-satellite mobility and it is a more robust HO solu-
tion in scenarios characterized by abrupt RSRP changes, e.g. LOS to NLOS
conditions.

As in TN, the environment surrounding the UE plays a part on the UE’s
mobility performance and the user experience. A UE in a rural environment
with sparse and low clutter is likely to experience LOS conditions for longer
periods since the probability of NLOS increases just for the lower elevation
angles. On the other hand, urban scenarios are characterized by tall build-
ings, street canyons and, in essence, a shorter range of elevation angles with
LOS conditions. Thus, it is important to evaluate the UE’s mobility perfor-
mance in rural and urban conditions to support the development of 5G LEO
satellite networks. This article has contributed with novel system-level simu-
lation results for users in rural and urban environments. With the simulation
methodology used, there are no relevant differences in the results between
both scenarios. This could be explained since the UE experiences a short
range of elevation angles, i.e. from 79° to 101°. The used cell diameter, i.e.
50 km, combined with a low number of cells per satellite, i.e. 19, results in
a satellite coverage with an approximate radius of 112 km. Considering that
satellite altitude is 600 km, a UE at the edge of the satellite coverage will see
a minimum elevation angle of 79.4°.

Despite the limited mobility performance differences comparing rural and
urban environments, the magnitude of the mobility challenges is satellite de-
ployment dependent. This means that the limitations of the HO procedures
used in NTN will change based on cell size, constellation configuration or
steerability of the satellite antennas. For instance, the scenario simulated in
this paper consider a LEO satellite formation, distributed in 3 polar orbits,
near the equator. As satellites move to larger latitudes, e.g. near polar re-
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gions, LEO satellites will be closer to each other due to orbital propagation,
which might result in more frequent HO events and higher inter-satellite in-
terference. Thus, the UE’s mobility performance can vary depending on the
UE’s location and the satellite formation, e.g. inclination of the satellite orbits.

5 Conclusion and future research

This article has provided a realistic system-level simulation analysis of the
UE’s mobility performance when using state-of-the-art handover solutions
for 5G-based low-Earth orbit satellite networks. The study aims to support
the development of non-terrestrial networks, thus, the simulation method-
ology follows 3GPP specifications and considers low-Earth orbit satellites
with on-board gNB capabilities and Earth-moving cells. The baseline 5G
NR handover, the 5G NR conditional handover, the location-based condi-
tional handover and the novel antenna gain-based handover have been an-
alyzed considering users in rural and urban environments. The antenna
gain-based handover, which is a fully network-controlled handover proce-
dure for intra-satellite mobility, exploits the known satellite’s trajectory and
the UE’s location to avoid UE’s radio measurements and, therefore, bypass
the non-negligible impact of the UE’s measurement error. The system-level
simulation results indicated that the location-based conditional handover and
the antenna gain-based handover achieved the best mobility performance, re-
gardless of the user environment. Both procedures enhanced the handover
triggering and the handover decision by eliminating radio link failures, un-
necessary handovers, ping-pongs and, consequently, presented a downlink
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio and a time-of-stay in a cell close to the
optimal. Thus, the use of UE’s location and satellite’s movement information
enhances the UE’s mobility performance as compared with measurement-
based handover procedures. Finally, we have presented a sensitivity analysis
addressing UE-specific and satellite-specific errors that could impact the mo-
bility performance. The system-level simulation results demonstrated that
the location-based conditional handover and the antenna gain-based han-
dover are robust against UE’s location error, satellite’s pointing error and
satellite antenna’s radiation error.

For future research directions in the field of handover procedures for
low-Earth orbit satellite networks, it is worth investigating the performance
of inter-satellite mobility procedures that, while exploiting the determinis-
tic movement of these satellites, are also able to seamlessly react to abrupt
changes of the received signal power due to variations of the line-of-sight
conditions. Furthermore, future work should also involve the study of the
proposed handover solutions under different satellite configurations such as
Earth-fixed cells. The vision for future research in handover solutions should
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focus on developing versatile procedures able to provide robust service con-
tinuity regardless of UE’s radio capabilities, constellation deployment and
satellite payload characteristics.
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Conclusions

The PhD dissertation proposes, simulates, and analyzes handover (HO) so-
lutions to support the development of fifth generation (5G) New Radio (NR)
over low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks, specifically in Earth-moving
cells (EMC) deployments. The focus is on 5G NR technology. First, the study
analyzes the user equipment (UE) mobility performance of the conventional
5G NR HO procedure and the 5G NR conditional HO (CHO) procedure in
5G LEO satellite networks. The HO triggering and the HO decision, purely
based on cell radio measurements, are identified as a constraint for the mobil-
ity performance due to the characteristics of LEO satellite networks. There-
fore, enhancing the mobility performance of HO procedures in 5G LEO satel-
lite networks is the main goal of the research. To that end, the deterministic
movement of LEO satellites is acknowledged as the key element to exploit.
Novel HO solutions, i.e. the location-based HO triggering event and the an-
tenna gain based HO (AGHO) procedure, have been proposed, simulated
and analyzed. Extensive system-level simulations demonstrate that the pro-
posed HO solutions enhance the UE mobility performance as compared with
the conventional 5G NR HO procedure and the 5G NR CHO procedure. The
main contribution of the thesis is that UE location and satellite location can
be used to substitute or complement cell radio measurements. The work mo-
tivates to exploit known satellite trajectory to achieve promising UE mobility
performance in 5G LEO satellite networks.

1 Summary of the Main Findings

A summary of the research work together with the answers to the research
questions is provided in the following.

(Q1) For a given satellite elevation angle, what is the line-of-sight (LOS) prob-
ability for static users in rural and urban environments? What is the probability
to transition from/to LOS/non line-of-sight (NLOS)? What is the variability of the
shadow fading?
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To conduct realistic system-level simulations, the first part of this thesis
has focused on the design of a radio propagation model suitable for mobility
investigations with LEO satellites. The model accomplishes to capture the
time-correlated variations of path loss, shadow fading, and visibility condi-
tions, i.e. LOS and NLOS, caused by LEO satellites movement. The model
parameters were fitted with data obtained through ray-tracing simulations.
The proposed modelling follows a two-steps approach. First, a two-state
Markov model predicts the LOS/NLOS states as a function of the satellite el-
evation angle observed by the UE. The LOS model analysis shows very close
agreement as compared with ray-tracing simulation data. Second, the model
predicts the path loss according to LOS/NLOS conditions by considering:
i) free-space path loss, ii) clutter loss, and iii) shadow fading. The physi-
cally consistent approach includes ray contributions from a rooftop-to-street
diffraction and a reflected ray. The ray-tracing data analysis showed that in
NLOS conditions the latter is dominant for low elevation angles, whereas
the former gains relevance as the satellite moves to higher elevation angles
and the UE signal path becomes less obstructed. The model parameters are
geometry-based to offer environment-specific properties. The proposed ra-
dio propagation model is founded on existing models from the international
telecommunications union (ITU) and the 3rd generation partnership project
(3GPP) and it can be used as a suitable extension of them. Finally, the model
was implemented, tested and calibrated in the system-level simulator for the
mobility investigations of this thesis.

By means of the proposed radio propagation model, we are able to answer
the research questions in Q1. For instance, for a user in a rural environment
with a satellite elevation angle of 80°, the LOS probability is 90 %, the proba-
bility to move from LOS to NLOS is 0.3 % and the shadow fading variability
will depend on the elevation angle where visibility conditions change.

(Q2) What is the reference signal received power (RSRP) variability experienced
by UEs at cell centre and at cell edge? How the inter-cell interference from intra-
satellite cells can impact the radio signal quality and the overall mobility perfor-
mance? What is the optimal HO rate? What kind of enhancements can be done to
improve the conventional HO procedure performance?

The mobility performance of the conventional break-before-make UE-assisted
network (NW)-controlled NR HO procedure, i.e. baseline HO (BHO), and the
NR CHO procedure were analyzed to: i) gain insights on the characteristics
of LEO satellite networks, ii) identify the limitations of these procedures, and
iii) establish a baseline for later mobility studies.

The analysis of the BHO procedure indicated that this procedure cannot
ensure service continuity. The study identified the following aspects impact-
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ing the mobility performance:

i) There is a 3 dB RSRP variability from cell centre to cell edge.

ii) UEs feature a non-negligible measurement error. This measurement im-
perfection, which is modeled according to 3GPP requirements, impacts
the HO triggering and the posterior HO decision.

iii) The serving cell radio link quality is limited by high inter-cell interfer-
ence; more than 80 % of the simulated downlink signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (DL SINR) samples show values below 0 dB. This im-
pacts the radio link failure (RLF) mechanism, the modulation and the
coding schemes.

iv) EMC move on the ground at approximately 28 000 km/h due to satellite
movement. The fast cell movement results in a fast degradation of the
radio link quality, which increases RLFs and HO failure (HOF).

v) Despite a cell diameter of 50 km, the fast cells movement triggers a high
number of HO events. The approximate lower bound of the HO rate is,
on average, 0.2 HO/UE/s.

The study, which was conducted varying HO margin (HOM) and time-to-
trigger (TTT) control parameters, revealed that the impact of these limitations
results in a large number of RLFs, HOFs and ping-pong (PP) events. Further
analysis found that the main issue of the BHO procedure was that a large
part of the RLFs were caused by a too late HO, i.e. the HO is initiated when
the UE is out of the serving cell radio coverage and the serving cell radio link
is too weak to complete the HO procedure.

The mobility performance of the CHO procedure was also analyzed. The
system-level simulation results showed that this procedure eliminates RLF
and HOF due to an earlier HO triggering, at the expense of more than 60 %
increase of unnecessary HO (UHO) events. The increase of UHO events in-
creases the signalling overhead and the measurement reporting, which can
compromise the mobility performance and the user experience. Thus, it was
concluded that 5G NR HO procedures relying on NR measurement events,
which are purely based on cell radio measurements, achieve sub-optimal mo-
bility performance. Even when the UE avoids RLF and HOF, the combination
of the low RSRP variability and the UE measurement error makes it difficult
for the UE to correctly distinguish the appropriate target cell.

(Q3) Can satellite ephemeris and UE location be used in the HO triggering crite-
ria to initiate the HO at cell edge and towards the optimal target cell? Can location-
based HO solutions maximize DL SINR, optimize the HO rate while reducing RLFs
and UHO events?
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To mitigate the increase of signalling for enhancing the mobility perfor-
mance, this thesis studied the benefits of exploiting the predictability of LEO
satellites movement. Specifically, the location-based HO triggering (LHT)
event was proposed, simulated and analyzed. This HO event modifies the
NR measurement events to include a location-based offset that captures the
distance changes between the UE location and the cells centre. The system-
level simulation results indicate that RLF, HOF, UHO and PP events can be
eliminated. Therefore, the use of the LHT event minimizes the HO rate and
maximizes the time-of-stay (ToS) in a cell, which translates into UEs spending
less time exchanging HO control signalling. The proposed event can be used
with specified measurement-based NR HO procedures because it only modi-
fies the triggering of HO events, i.e. the measurement report (MR) triggering
and the CHO execution conditions.

(Q4) Can the fact that there is a fully-correlated shadow fading be exploited? Can
intra-satellite HO be triggered without using cell radio measurements bypassing the
non-negligible UE measurement error?

This thesis also investigated the possibility of using a HO procedure that
does not require cell radio measurements. The goals were: i) to bypass the
low RSRP variability and the UE measurement error, and ii) to achieve a
mobility performance as close to the optimal as possible. To that end, the
thesis has proposed a fully NW-controlled antenna gain-based intra-satellite
HO procedure, that exploits the full-correlation of path loss, shadow fading
and LOS conditions between adjacent intra-satellite cells. The proposed HO
procedure uses antenna gain predictions of the satellite beams to indicate
the UE the most appropriate target cell to handover to. The system-level
simulation results demonstrated that this approach avoids RLF and UHO
events.

Furthermore, the satellite beam antenna radiation error, the satellite beam
antenna pointing error, the UE location error and the UE mobility were mod-
elled and simulated to analyze their impact on the proposed HO solutions in
terms of mobility performance. System-level simulation results showed that
these error sources do not cause significant changes in the mobility perfor-
mance.

2 Recommendations

The following recommendations are made from the presented conclusions:

1) Complement the 3GPP mobility studies to support NR over non-terrestrial
network (NTN) with a radio propagation model that realistically cap-
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tures the signal strength variations caused by satellite movement.

2) It is advised to exploit known satellite movement and complement cell
radio measurements with UE location and cells centre location informa-
tion. A sub-optimal mobility performance is expected for measurement-
based 5G NR HO procedures in EMC-based 5G LEO satellite networks.

3) For intra-satellite mobility, the recommendation is to exploit known
satellite movement together with the fully-correlated radio propaga-
tion conditions by means of satellite beam antenna gain predictions.
Low RSRP variation and UE measurement error can degrade mobility
performance.

3 Future Work

The work presented in this thesis is a first step towards the realization of
mobility procedures for 5G-based LEO satellite networks.

The CHO procedure has been investigated considering that the prepara-
tion condition was faultlessly executed and the execution condition was eval-
uated for every potential target cell. It is recommended to study the use of
a smarter NW that exploits the satellite movement and blocks the evaluation
of undesired target cells.

The thesis presented two HO solutions that exploit the predictability of
satellites movement. The analysis of these HO solutions was conducted for
intra-satellite mobility in a EMC-specific deployment. The presented stud-
ies can be complemented by analyzing the mobility performance for inter-
satellite mobility. Furthermore, it is recommended to study the performance
of these solutions with satellites using Earth-fixed cells (EFC). Beyond these
scenarios, it is advised to investigate HO solutions under different cell sizes,
satellite payloads and constellation deployments.

The road towards a network of networks in sixth generation (6G) opens in-
teresting research topics to explore such as the intra/inter-orbit satellite mo-
bility, NTN-NTN mobility and TN-NTN mobility. Pedestrian UEs approach-
ing urban areas, on board ships and in high-speed airplanes should be able
to seamlessly connect to fixed terrestrial radio access networks (RANs), LEO
satellite-based RANs and geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) satellite-
based RANs and handover among them without noticeable service interrup-
tion and without penalizing the user experience.

The use of a HO procedures without cell radio measurements has been
investigated in this thesis. A possible research path is to investigate HO
solutions that do not use cell radio measurements as the core part of the
procedure but are still used to react to abrupt RSRP changes. Furthermore,
the HO control signalling can be further explored to be reduced.
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As a final research path, it is suggested that the proposed radio propaga-
tion model is complemented with real measurements campaign that provide
realistic data to fit the model parameters.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

This appendix presents a study that evaluates the reliability of the system-
level simulation results used in this PhD project. To that end, Section 2 stud-
ies the statistical confidence of these results based on the number of generated
samples and simulation iterations. Additionally, the calibration process of the
3GPP channel model is described in Section 3. Details of the calibration and
testing of the propagation model from Papers A-B are also included. Note
than we refer to this model as mobility model. Section 4 explains the modelling
of the UE measurement error. Further system-level simulation results show-
ing the UE mobility performance as a function of the UE RSRP measurement
accuracy are given to demonstrate UE sensitivity to the measurement error.
Finally, the simulated LEO satellite deployment is compared against SpaceX
Starlink, OneWeb and Amazon Kuipers deployments in Section 5 and the
users density distribution is compared with population targets defined by
the 3GPP in Section 6.

2 Confidence of the Simulation Results

This thesis has presented mobility performance results obtained by means
of system-level Monte Carlo simulations [1]. The simulation tool is capa-
ble of reproducing the main processes of cellular networks, where mathe-
matical underlying models mimic the stochastic nature of wireless links. It
is designed to account for multi-cell and multi-user deployments, different
channel propagation models and radio resource management algorithms. To
realistically simulate these processes the simulator follows a Monte Carlo
approach. This mathematical technique uses different random seeds to pre-
dict a set of outcomes leveraging a probability distribution for any uncertain
variable. The simulation procedure is repeated many times, e.g. 1000 times,
using each time a different random seed and the average of the results is cal-
culated. Based on the law of large numbers theory, the idea is to produce a
large enough number of outcomes to guarantee high statistical confidence of
the results. The level of precision, or confidence, can be measured by means
of confidence intervals (CIs); small intervals indicate more reliable results.
These intervals depend on two parameters: the confidence level and the stan-
dard deviation from the mean of the samples distribution. A typical value
of confidence level is 95 %. Thus, we are confident that 95 % of the generated
samples fall between the lower and upper values of the interval.

This part of the thesis presents simple estimations of the CI based on a
desired confidence level. Furthermore, it includes the estimation of the mini-
mum required number of simulated samples to meet a certain confidence tar-
get. The latter is provided as a beneficial tool to know in advance the number
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of required samples before running the simulations to make an efficient use
of the available resources. The estimations are based on the simulated DL
SINR samples collected for Paper F.

2.1 Estimation of the Confidence Intervals

The central limit theorem [2] states that taking sufficiently large random sam-
ples, the mean of a sample is normally distributed regardless of the distribu-
tion of the dataset from which the sample was taken. This is only possible if
the dataset is larger than the number of samples.

Given a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables
x1, x2, ...xN with mean µ and variance σ2, the average x̄ is defined as:

x̄ =
N

∑
n=1

xn

N
(G.1)

CI = {x̄ − z × σ√
N

, x̄ + z × σ√
N
} (G.2)

The CI can be calculated using (G.2), where x̄ is the sample mean, z is the
statistic associated with a certain CI, σ is the sample standard deviation and
N is the sample size (i.e. number of simulated samples in our case). For a
target of 95 % CI, the z-statistic is approximately 1.961.

In Paper F, N = 35401445 samples were generated to analyse the DL
SINR. From that sample size, the distribution mean value is x̄ = −2.22 dB
with standard deviation σ = 2.52 dB. Given these parameters, the 95 % CI is
given by:

CI = {−2.22 − 1.96
2.52√

(35401445)
,−2.22 + 1.96

2.52√
(35401445)

}

= {−2.22 − 0.0008,−2.22 + 0.0008}
= {−2.216,−2.214}

For the simulated number of samples N, the lower and upper bounds of
the 95 % CI of the mean DL SINR are {−2.216,−2.214}dB, which indicates
the high statistical confidence of the results in this thesis.

2.2 Minimum Number of Required Samples

Besides the DL SINR distribution, Paper C and F provided the 5th percentile
of the DL SINR. For the case of the CI for a proportion the proceeding is

1Statistically, 95 % of the area under a normal distribution curve is described as being ±1.96
standard deviations from the mean [3].
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similar as the CI for means. In this case, the interval is estimated using
the normal approximation of the Binomial proportion [4]. Given a certain
percentile p̂, the CI is estimated as follows:

CI = p̂ ± z ×
√

p̂(1 − p̂)
N

(G.3)

The following justifies the minimum sample size required to guarantee
statistical confidence given a certain interval. Following the procedure for-
mulated in [5], for a 95 % confidence level, the estimate of p̂ falling within a
±5 % interval is defined as:

1.96
√

p̂(1 − p̂)/N
p̂

< 0.05 (G.4)

Given the above and for p̂ = 0.05, the number of required samples is
given by:

N =
(1.96)2

(0.05)2
1 − 0.05

0.05
= 29197 (G.5)

This means that the number of uncorrelated DL SINR samples generated
for Paper F is statistically sufficiently large given the minimum required lim-
its.

2.3 Convergence of the Mean Value

Fig. VI.1 shows the mean value of the DL SINR distribution as a function
of the Monte Carlo iterations (i.e. drops). The number of simulations ranges
from 1 to 1000 drops. It can be observed a quick convergence after approxi-
mately 50 drops. In fact, after 7 drops the metric shows little variation with
values between −2.23 dB and −2.17 dB. The corresponding 95 % CI, esti-
mated at each step, is also included in the figure. In line with the calculations
above, the CI present a small range even for the lower drops, i.e. 20-100 drops.

This section has provided a series of calculations and plots to evaluate
the statistical confidence level of the system-level simulation results. The CI
of the mean DL SINR presents a small range even for a reduced number
of drops. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the number of uncorrelated
samples simulated for the 5th percentile goes beyond the minimum required
number of samples to ensure statistical confidence. Therefore, the outcome
of these estimations indicate that the system-level simulation results in this
thesis have high statistical reliability.
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Fig. VI.1: Mean DL SINR as a function of the number of conducted Monte Carlo simulations.

3 Radio Propagation Models

Part I of this thesis discussed the relevance of correctly characterizing radio
propagation conditions in order to investigate mobility solutions. The work
in Paper C was conducted using the 3GPP model, while Papers D-F used the
mobility model. The 3GPP model is defined in the technical report [6] for
NTN channels, whereas the mobility model was designed for the purpose of
carrying out mobility studies with LEO satellites (see Papers A-B for further
details). Both models were implemented, tested and calibrated in the system-
level simulator.

3.1 Calibration of the 3GPP Model

The 3GPP reported in [7] the process for calibration of the channel model
in [6]. Based on the system-level assumptions in [7, Table 6.1.1.1-5], the mem-
bers from the standardization body reported the simulated results of cou-
pling loss (CL), geometry downlink signal-to-interference ratio (DL SIR) and
geometry DL SINR. In [7, Table 6.1.1.2-1], it can be found the average perfor-
mance for these metrics reported by the 3GPP members. The performance
results for each company are available in the reports [8] [9].
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In the early stages of this thesis, this model was implemented and cal-
ibrated in the simulator. Table VI.1 contains the main parameters used for
the calibration according to 3GPP specifications. The system-level simulation
results CL, DL SIR and DL SINR were extracted and compared against the
results reported by the different 3GPP companies. Out of thirty calibration
study cases in [7], the work in this project focused on the scenarios case-#9
and case-#10 which comprise:

i) Satellite orbit: LEO at an altitude of 600 km.

ii) Satellite parameter set #1.

iii) Central beam elevation: 90°.

iv) Terminal: Handheld.

v) Frequency band: S-band.

vi) frequency reuse (FR) schemes: FR1 (case-#9) and FR3 (case-#10).

Without loss of generality, Fig. VI.2 shows the geometric DL SINR cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF). The results were generated for FR1 and
FR3 and according to the parameters in Table VI.1. Furthermore, the fig-
ure includes the average DL SINR contributed by the other 3GPP members.
The distribution shows an exact agreement between the simulated DL SINR
and the reported values in [8] for both frequency reuse schemes. These re-
sults validated the implementation of the 3GPP model in the simulator and
demonstrated that the outcome was reliable in terms of radio propagation.

3.2 Calibration of the Mobility Model

As explained at the beginning of this section, the mobility model from Papers
A-B was also implemented, tested and calibrated in the system-level simu-
lator. Fig. VI.3 compares the geometry DL SINR obtained with the 3GPP
model and the mobility model. The results are obtained considering most of
the assumptions in Table VI.1. For the mobility model, NLOS conditions are
modelled. There is close agreement between both models, however, there are
some differences at both ends of the distribution. For LOS conditions and at
high elevation angles, the mobility model uses shadow fading values slightly
smaller as compared with the 3GPP model, which may cause the differences
at the high end of the CDF. At the lower end, the mobility model presents
samples below −6 dB. This is probably due to UEs in NLOS conditions.
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Table VI.1: Parameters for system-level simulator calibration.

Parameters Assumption

Satellite payload characteristics for DL

Satellite altitude 600 km
Satellite antenna pattern Section 6.4.1 in [6]: Bessel function
Satellite equivalent isotropic
radiated power density

34 dBW/MHz

3 dB beamwidth 4.4127°
Satellite Tx max Gain 30 dBi
Satellite beam ground
diameter

50 km

UE characteristics (handheld)

UE transmit power 23 dBm
Antenna type (1,1,2) with omnidirectional antenna

elements
UE antenna gain 0 dBi per element
UE noise figure 7 dB
Receiver type LMMSE-IRC

Network and deployment parameters

Carrier configuration DL 30 MHz bandwidth at 2 GHz (S-Band);
FDD; FR1 and FR3

Deployment scenario [6] NTN Rural
UE distribution at least 10 UEs per beam with uniform

distribution
Propagation conditions line-of-sight (i.e. clear sky)
Shadow Fading (σ) [6] 1.79 to 0.72 dB
Number of beams per
satellite

19-beams layout (i.e. 18 beams
surrounding the central beam and
allocated on 2 distinct tiers) considering
wrap-around mechanism

Adjacent beam spacing
√

3 × sin HPBW/2 [rad] (based on 3 dB
beam width of the satellite antenna
pattern)

HO margin 0 dB
UE attachment RSRP
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Fig. VI.2: Calibration of the 3GPP model: distribution of the geometric DL SINR for FR1 and
FR3.

Fig. VI.3: Calibration of the mobility model: distribution of the geometric DL SINR for FR1.
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Fig. VI.4: Calibration of the mobility model: LOS probability for rural and urban environments.

Even though the mobility model enables realistic transitions between LOS
and NLOS conditions, the studies of this thesis show a very low proportion of
UEs in NLOS conditions. Paper F provides an explanation to this statement.
This thesis has used a satellite deployment that leads UEs to a short range of
elevation angles, i.e. from 79° to 101°. To support the justification, Fig. VI.4
presents the LOS probability for rural and urban environments simulated
with the mobility model. Given the range 79°-101°, the rural case shows a
LOS probability very close to 100 %. The urban case depicts LOS probabilities
ranging from 70 % at 80° elevation angle to 100 % at 90° elevation angle.

4 Measurement Error Analysis

4.1 Modelling

This section describes the measurement error (ME) modelling present in the
system-level simulator. As [10] specifies, the HO measurements are per-
formed at layer-1 (L1), filtered and then forwarded to the layer-3 (L3) filter.
Fig. VI.5 shows a simplified schematic of the measurement model found in
chapter 9 of [10].
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Fig. VI.5: Measurement model.

The measurement accuracy requirements in the specification TS38.133 [11]
relate to point B in Fig. VI.5. This means that the measurements after L1 fil-
tering and before L3 filtering should fulfill the TS38.133 requirements. The
simulation tool used for this thesis models the ME such that a normally-
distributed error is separately added to each L1 measurement sample. Then,
the ME at point B depends on the error distribution for each individual mea-
surement and the L1 sliding window length. The following details the proce-
dure to correctly model the normally-distributed ME at point B considering
that these are combined after L1 filter and the requirements in [11].

In Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and NR, the RSRP accuracy requirements
are specified so that the ME is within the bounds with 90 % probability. For
example, a measurement accuracy of ±2 dB means that the ME is within
±2 dB with 90 % probability. We make use of the formulation in [12] to derive
the standard deviation given a certain probability.

Let X be a random variable normally-distributed, independent with mean
µ = 0 and variance σ2. The probability that X lies in the range {−δ,+δ} is
given by the following expression:

P(−δ ≤ X ≤ δ) = erf
(

δ

σ
√

2

)
(G.6)

Let ME samples at point A, X1, X2, ..., Xn, be random variables normally-
distributed and independent. Assuming that these samples are distributed
with mean µ = 0 and variance σ2

a , the probability that a sample lies in the
range {−δ,+δ} is:

P(−δ ≤ X ≤ δ) = erf
(

δ

σa
√

2

)
(G.7)
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By extension, the standard deviation σa of the ME at point A, such that
the probability of the ME lying in the interval {−δ,+δ} is 0.9, is:

σa =
δ√

2 erfinv(0.9)
(G.8)

As explained above, the measurement samples at point B are combined by
the L1 filter. This means that that the variance of the ME after L1 filtering (i.e.
point B) results from linearly combining individual variances. Considering L
as the L1 filter length, the variance σ2

b of the combined distributions is given
by:

σ2
b = Var

(
1
L

L

∑
i=1

Xi

)
=

1
L2

L

∑
i=1

Var (X̄i) =
σ2

a
L

(G.9)

Thus, the standard deviation σb after L1 filtering, assuming that the error
lies within the bounds {−δ,+δ} with 90 % probability is set as:

σb =
δ
√

L√
2 erfinv(0.9)

(G.10)

Up to this point, the modelling of the ME from one cell has been de-
scribed. However, measurement events compare measurements from two dif-
ferent cells. This means that two filtered RSRP measurements are compared
against each other, which results in a combination of two already-combined
errors. The following is assumed for the calculation of the error standard
deviation σb′ when comparing two RSRP measurements:

i) All RSRP measurements are taken using the same L1 filtering length L.

ii) ME is normally distributed with zero mean.

iii) All RSRP ME samples are independent and identically distributed.

Since two RSRP samples are compared, the combined difference of these
two measurements is also normally distributed. Hence, the variance σ2

b′ is
defined as:

σ2
b′ = σ2

b + σ2
b = 2 σ2

b = 2
σ2

a
L

(G.11)

Considering the expressions (G.6) and (G.11), the required error standard
deviation σb′ for relative RSRP measurements with 90 % error bound is given
by the general form:

σb′ =
δ
√

L√
4 erfinv(0.9)

(G.12)
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The simulator is configured to use an L1 filtering sliding window of 4
samples (i.e. L = 4) and the 3GPP requires a relative measurement accuracy
of δ = ±2 dB. Therefore, the ME standard deviation used in the simulator is:

σb′ =
2 dB

erfinv(0.9)
= 1.7196 dB (G.13)

4.2 Impact on the UE Mobility Performance

The ME impact in terms of RLFs, UHOs and HO attempts on the BHO pro-
cedure is depicted in Fig. VI.6. The figure shows the increase of these key
performance indicators (KPIs) as a function of the accuracy range δ. The δ
reference is ±2 dB, which is the range found in [11] for relative RSRP accu-
racy in normal conditions. Tighter accuracy requirements lead to a better
HO performance because the UE detects more precisely the appropriate tar-
get cell.

Fig. VI.6: Impact of the ME on the UE mobility performance in terms of RLFs, UHOs and HO
attempts when using different measurement accuracy requirements.

5 LEO Satellite Constellations

The simulation work in this thesis has followed the 3GPP specifications for
NTN. In [7], the 3GPP reported system-level simulation assumptions includ-
ing satellite altitude, beam size and beam layout distribution, among other
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parameters. This sections aims to compare the simulated satellite beam de-
ployment against the three front-runner broadband constellation projects car-
ried out by the private companies SpaceX, OneWeb and Amazon.

In Fig. VI.7, we demonstrate the number of required satellites to provide
global coverage depending on the satellite beam footprint size. To that end,
we consider the 3GPP configuration of 19 beams per LEO satellite, satellite
altitude of 600 km and estimate the number of satellites varying the beam
size. These estimations considered a beam footprint with a circular shape.
The figure also includes the number of satellites of SpaceX Starlink [13],
OneWeb [14] and Amazon Kuiper [15]. For the OneWeb case, the beam radius
is estimated based on the beam coverage area because the beam footprint is
highly elliptical.

Fig. VI.7: Comparison of 3GPP, SpaceX’s Starlink, OneWeb and Amazon’s Kuiper deployments
in terms of number of satellites as a function of the satellite beam size.

The system-level simulations of this thesis assumed 19 beams with a foot-
print diameter of 50 km. Considering such configuration as the reference,
to provide ubiquitous coverage the constellation would need approximately
10 415 satellites (i.e. 197 885 satellite beams). Assuming circular beams, Star-
link and Kuiper constellations aim for beams with a radius of approximately
12.5 km. SpaceX has plans to deploy approximately 42 000 LEO satellites in
different orbits, while Amazon aims for 3236 LEO satellites. Assuming 19
satellite beams per satellite and a satellite beam size of 25 km (diameter),
the required number of LEO satellites to provide global coverage is roughly
41 657 satellites. Despite the number of beams per satellite for Starlink and
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Kuiper are not publicly available, we can assume that Starlink satellites im-
plement a low number of beams per satellite, while Kuiper satellites will
feature higher complexity antenna systems with larger number of satellite
beams.

6 UE Distribution

The main goal to enable satellite-based NR access is to bring connectivity to
rural and remote areas, thus, the UE density must be set accordingly. This
section discusses the UE distribution used in the system-level simulator.

The simulation methodology considers UEs randomly dropped following
an uniform distribution over a sphere with radius RE = 6371 km. Further-
more, we consider a full-buffer traffic model, therefore, UEs are always active
exchanging data with the NW. For Papers C-D, 20 UEs where randomly lo-
cated within an area of 55 km × 55 km (i.e. 3718 km2), whereas for Papers
E-F, the area of the UEs was changed to 111 km × 33 km (i.e. 3025 km2). The
purpose of this modification was to ensure that UEs only triggered intra-
satellite mobility events. These cases present a UE density of 0.005 UEs/km2

and 0.007 UEs/km2, respectively.
The report [7] contains performance targets for simulation analysis, de-

spite it states that the values should not be considered as strict requirements.
The pedestrian usage scenario for rural coverage considers an overall UE den-
sity of 100 UEs/km2 for UEs with an activity factor2 of 1.5 %. Then, consider-
ing only simultaneously active UEs, the UE density is equal to 1.5 UEs/km2.

Even though the 3GPP targets are meant for throughput performance to
ensure a certain downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) experienced data rate, they
provide a reference in terms of UE density. The simulation work in this the-
sis shows a UE density lower than the 3GPP targets. However, this thesis
has focused on UE mobility performance where the key factor is to simu-
late enough mobility events covering all the possible UE locations within the
deployed cells. To that purpose, as mentioned above, we follow a Monte
Carlo approach where the simulation procedure is repeated a large number
of times, e.g. 1000 iterations, to obtain reliable statistics. Considering Pa-
per F where 1000 iterations were simulated, the combined simulation results
consider mobility events from 20 × 1000 UE locations (i.e. 7 UEs/km2).

2The activity factor is defined in [16] as the percentage value of the amount of simultaneous
active UEs to the total number of UEs.
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